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I NTROVUCTION 
With the plac e of the Chamic languages solidly fixed within the 
Austrone s ian family of language s  as evidenced by the work of P ittman 
( 1 9 5 9 ) , Dorothy Thomas ( 1 9 6 3 ) ,  Doris Blood ( 1 9 6 2 ) ,  Dyen ( 1 9 6 5 , 19 7 1 ) , and 
Lee ( 19 7 4 ) ,  this pres ent volume is a maj or s tep in making the Chamic 
languages known . In addition to the art icles cited above , a few 
other art icles on the Chamic languages have been pub l ished ( s ee biblio­
graphy ) ,  but this volume i s  dedicated ent irely to the Chamic languages 
with art icles ranging widely from phonological descriptions to s entence 
level grammatical descriptions to comparat ive s tudies to lexical evi­
dence of social s tructure . 
The Chamic languages constitute a small homogeneous group within the 
West Indone s ian C luster of the Austrones ian languages ( Dyen 1 9 6 5 : 2 6 , 7 )  
and provide both independent verificat ion for comparat ive s tudies done 
in Aus trones ian and as with other branches of the family provide an 
opportunity for refining those s tudies . 
The Chamic languages also provide an excellent example for the s tudy 
of languages in contact s ince they are contiguous with several widely 
d ivergent branches of Mon- Khme r .  It is hoped that this volume will 
provide data for further s tudies along this l ine beyond that of Lee 
( 19 7 4 ) . 
A brief s tatement on internal c las s ificat ion of the language s  is 
inc luded here . Recent comparisons which I have made based largely 
on the Swadesh 2 0 0  word list show a range of percentages from 5 9  to 8 2  
percent . All o f  the word l ists were nearly comp lete , .  but some varia­
t ion occurs because of differences in understanding of the Vietname s e  
words u s e d  i n  elicitat ion and because of t h e  lack of generic terms in 
some case s . This undoubtedly caus ed some skewing, but I do not bel ieve 
that it is great enough to affect the general re lat ionships e s s ent ially . 
The languages and / or d ialects c ompared were Wes tern Cham ( Cambodian and 
Vietnam Delta ) ,  Eastern Cham ( Coastal Vietnam) , Chru , Southern Roglai , 
vi 
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Northern Roglai , Haro i , Jorai , and Rade . One factor which may make 
some difference , however , is that t�e Rade word l i s t  came from the 
eastern edge of the Rade area rather than from the centre . I would 
expect this to show a closer relationship to the coastal languages and 
d ialects rather than a more distant one . The lowe s t  figure s still run 
between Rade and the coastal language s .  
The lexicostatistical s tudies would indicate a c lear grouping of the 
Southern Chamic languages , but the Northern languages do not show the 
same type of relationship . Southern Chamic includes Cham , Roglai , and 
Chru with percentages varying from 7 1  to 8 2  percent within the group . 
The Northern languages show cognatene s s  varying from 6 6  to 7 3  percent . 
Haroi shows a c lo ser relationship with three of the Southern Chamic 
languages ( Eastern Cham 6 7% ,  Chru 6 9 % ,  N .  Roglai 6 7% )  than with Rade , 
but Jorai stands halfway between Haroi ( 7 3% )  and Rade ( 7 2 % )  so that it 
appears that we have no c lear demarcation between a Northern and a 
Southern group , but only that Southern Chamic seems to make a subgroup . 
The range of cognatene s s  between the Southern languages and the Northern 
one s is 5 9  to 69 if Haroi is included with the Northern ones , but 5 9  to 
64 if only Rade and Jorai are cons idered . These last figures differ 
cons iderably from that of Gregerson , Smith , and Thomas ( 19 7 6 : 3 7 8 ) ; they 
found 7 0 - 7 3  percent cognatene s s  between Plateau and Coas tal Chamic . 
The distribution of the languages may indicate that the original 
area of the Chamic movement into Vietnam was fairly far north , that is 
in Central V ietnam . It would appear that the Rade s  and Jorais moved 
into the interior with the Jorais providing a buffer between the Haroi 
and Rade . The Haroi in turn may have provided a buffer between Cham 
and Jorai . The Chrus and Roglais would repre s ent a later migrat ion to 
the South with the Cham pushing them as the kingdom expanded or as the 
Vietname se pushed the Chams southward . A pos s ible etymology of the 
word Roglai is urang 'peop Ze ' plus glai ' fore s t ' so that the Roglais 
may only have been backwoods Chams during part of the Chamic empire . 
His tory would indicate that the Chams at one time also extended much 
further north in Central Vietnam probably even into what is now North 
Vietnam . Evidence of intercourse with the Chams is also very c lear in 
the Mon- Khmer languages which are nearer to the coast of Central 
Vietnam . 
E .  W. L e e  
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O. I NT RO D U C T I O N  
Haroi is  a language o f  the Chamic b ranch o f  the Malayo-Polynesian 
family spoken b y  10-15,000 Montagnards in Phu Yen , Blnh Otnh , and Phu 
B6n provinces of S outh Vi et Nam . It i s  more c lo s e ly related t o  the 
c entral Chami c languages ,  Rade and Jarai , than t o  t he c oastal Charni c 
languages Cham , Rogla i ,  and C hru . 
Chami c languages generally have a rat her s imp le vowel s y stem of 
nine or t en vowels . The complex 3 2  vowel system of Haroi ,  however , i s  
more s imi l ar t o  the Mon-Khmer languages . Possibly the nearnes s of  t he 
1 
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2 A. TEGENFELDT MUNDHENK, H. GOSCHNICK 
Haroi to the Bahnar and other Mon-Khmer groups would explain thi s .  
S ome in fact have referred t o  the Haroi a s  Bahn�r Cham2 , b ut a study of 
the sound system and vocabulary c learly shows that Haroi c ertainly b e­
l ongs to the Chamic language family, but that it has more Bahnari c  
loanwords t han either Rade o r  Jarai have, whi c h  gives s ome j us t ifica­
t ion t o  the name . 
Thi s  paper i s  based on the speech of the Haroi from San Hoa district 
in s outhern Phu Yen provinc e . 
1 .  VOW E L  P H ONEMES  
As shown in Figure 1 ,  Haroi h a s  1 1  simple vowels , each o f  which can be  
short ( unmarked ) and long ( marked \), giving 2 2  simple vowels p lus 1 0  
glided vowels p l u s  10 nasalised vowe ls  which gives a total o f  42 vowel 
phonemes . The nasalised vowe l s , however, are very rare, with only two 
examples of each nasal vowel, except that preceding final P, t ,  and k ,  
al l vowel s  are nasalised . Fi gure 1 shows that in b oth the simple 
vowels and glided vowels  nasali sat ion appears on all the vowels  except 
the front and high vowe ls . Because there are so few nasalised vowe l s , 
in this analys i s  they will b e  t reated as peripheral t o  the b a s i c  pattern 
of 3 2  vowe l s . 
FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
s. Gl. s. Gl. s. Gl. 
ORAL "sh .  l. s h .  l. s h. l. sh . l. s h. l. s h .  l. 
HIGH CL i , i a , 1- , i-a , u ua 1 la ... ... a u ua 
HIGH OP L t u U 
MID & " , ,. \ 0 .- oa .-e ea ea a a 0 oa 
LOW e e a a 0 (, 
NASAL 
\ \ 
HIGH CL +:a ua 
HIGH OP \ \ 
MID &a x a A 8a ea oa 
\ \ 
LOW e a 0 
Figure 1. 
The full set of 1 1  s imple vowels  i s  found for the short vowel s  
before final h and 1, and for the long vowels  before n g  and in open 
s y l lab le s .  All five short glided vowels occur before final 1, the five 
l ong glided vowe ls  b efore n g .  
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1 . 1 .  VOWEL VESCR I PT I ONS 
For an analysis  of whi ch vowel s  appear with which final c onsonants, 
see Figure 5 .  
Ii,),ia,)al 
I L, 1 I 
/ e , e', e a , e'a / 
le,el 
la,al 
la,al 
lu,u,ua,ual 
lo,5,oa ,5al 
10,01 
Iii is a high front c lose unrounded vowel [IJ. 
1)1 is phonetically s imil ar to Iii but longer . 
lia,)al are li,)1 respect ively glided t o  a neutral 
central vowel . 
ILl i s  a high fron open unrounded vowel [LJ, whereas the 
long III has a slight o ff-glide [LeJ. 
lei i s  a mid front unrounded vowel [eJ. I�I i s  
phonetica lly s imi lar t o  lei but longer . lea,�al are 
le,�1 respect ively glided to a neutral vowe l .  
lei i s  a low front unrounded vowe l [eJ. lei i s  
phoneti c a l ly s imilar t o  lei but longer. 
I�I is a high close c entral unrounded vowe l [�J. 
I�I is phonetically s imilar t o  1+1 but longer . 
I�a,�al are I+,�I respectively glided t o  a neutral 
central vowel . 
lal i s  a mid central unrounded vowel [aJ. lal i s  
phonetically s imilar t o  lal but longer . 
lal i s  a low central unrounded vowe l [aJ . lal is  
phone t i cally s imi lar to lal but longer . 
lui i s  a high c lose back rounded vowel [uJ. 
lui is phonet ically s imi lar t o  lui but longer . 
lua, ual are lu, ul respect ively glided t o  a neu·tral 
c entral vowel .  
lui i s  a high open back rounded vowe l with a s light 
onglide [uuJ . lui is phonet i c a l ly s imi lar t o  lui but 
l onger . 
101 i s  a mid back rounded vowel [oJ. 151 i s  
phonet i c ally s imi lar t o  101 but longer . 
loa,5al are 10,51 respect ive ly glided t o  a neutral 
central vowel . 
101 is a low back rounded vowe l [oJ. 101 i s  
phonet i cally simi lar t o  101 but longer . 
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1 .  2 .  VOWE L CONTRASTS 
ORAL 
Simpl e G.i.td ed 
Front 
am i ?  'mother ' l aml? 'recently ' l am i a? 'put ahJaY' nlap 'barren ' 
s �? 'near ' Sl.? 'to hoe ' 
I &? 'and yet ' ��k 'pineapple ' k&a? 'to shepherd ' tga l 'stoo], ' 
I e? 'faZZ ' ?e? ' to spit out ' 
Central 
s.j.? ( - 1  aph.j.k) s+? 'kind of s.j.a? 'to stuff '  51-a? 'to invite ' 
'disorderly ' snake ' 
be? 'to stretch ' l a?a? 'cold ' 
pa? ' to braid ' pa? 'four ' 
Back 
bu? 'to heap ' bu? 'hail' ' hanua? 'right (side) ' canua? 'household ' 
khu? 'pot ' cakhu? 'to get up ' 
so? 'whisper ' y5? 'doom' soa? 'to scoff at ' kgah ' to scratch ' 
ako? ' head ' ko? 'white ' 
NASAL 
Front 
�a? ' to urinate ' s�a ' squirre l ' 
he 'simiLar ' 
Central 
ca r;aw 'medicine ' 
\ 
nas 'to hobble ' 
�ar�?w 'crossbow ' 
Back 
ka thaa 'kind of fish ' 
mas�ah 'fox ' t�a i 'guest ' 
\ 
ha?5y , Haroi song ' 
2 .  C O N S O NANT P H O N E M E S  
see Figure 2 on next page 
voiceless stops 
voiceless stops , asp. 
voiced stops 
nasals 
liquids 
fricatives 
semivowels 
semi vowels ,  
preglottalised 
2 . 1 .  I NTERPRETA T I O N  
HAROl PHONEMES 
bi l abia l denta l 
p t 
p h  t h  
b d 
m n 
w 
?w 
Figure 2 .  
5 
a lveo - v e lar g lo t ta l  
palatal  
� k ? 
kh  
n n g  
r / l 
5 h 
y 
? y  
Asp irated s t op s  are interpreted as s ingle phonemes be c ause the y  
occur in c lusters w i t h  w and y ( for examp les s ee Sect ion 3 . 2 . ) where 
only non-suspect s ingle c ons onants occur ,  and there are no other t hree­
c ons onant c lusters found in the language. I t  should be not ed ,  however ,  
t hat , l ike c ohs onant c lusters , the aspirat e s  d o  not app ear i n  word­
final posit i ons , but they do appear as neutral i s ed al lophones of the 
unaspirat ed stops in presyl lab le-ini t i al posit ion ( s ee Sect ion 2 . 2 . ) .  
Preglottali sed ?w,  and ? y  are also interpreted a s  c omp lex s ingle 
phonemes be c ause ?y appears in a syllab le-init ial c lu s t er with r, 
? y r a n g  ' leopard ' ,  where only s ingle c onsonants occur . ?w is c ons idered 
a s ingle phoneme for reasons of s ymmetry . 
Preaspirat ed h m , h n, h n ,  h n g, h r, h I , hw , and h y, on the other hand , 
are interpreted as c lusters of h p lus m, n, 0, n g, r, I ,  w ,  or y be­
c ause they do not appear in any c ons onant c lusters nor in pre s y l lab le­
init i al or word- final posit ions , where only s ingle c ons onants o c c ur. 
2 . 2. CONSONANT VESCR I PT I O NS 
Ipl i s  a s imp le voi c e le s s  b i labial s top [ p ], wi t h  the allophone [ ph ]  
i n  the pre syl lab le i f  the main s y l lab le begins with r p lus a high 
c l o s e  vowe l . [ p h a r u a y ? ] ' en ter (s tomach) ' .  
I t  I i s  a s imp l e  voi c e l e s s  dental stop [ 1 ] . 
lei i s  a s imple vo i c e le s s  a lveop alat al s top [ tv ]  with t he allop hone 
[ tyh] in presyllab les before l iquids. [ tyh L I +a n ]  ' road ' .  
Ikl i s  a s imp le voi c e l e s s  ve lar s t op [ k ] , with t he al lophone [ k p ]  
word final fo l lowing u and 0, [ a pok p ]  ' gobyfis h ' ,  and the al lo­
phone [ kh ]  in the pre s y l lab le if the main s y l lab le begins with r 
A. TEGENFELDT MUNDHENK, H. GOSCHNICK 
plus a high c lose vowel . [ kh r + ? J  ' v u Z tuie ' .  
I phl is  an aspirated voi c e le s s  bi lab ial s top [ ph J . 
I t hl is an aspirated voiceless  dental stop [ !h J . 
I khl is an aspirated voi cele s s  ve lar stop [ khJ . 
I ? I  i s  a glottal stop [ ?J .  
I b l  i s  a voiced b i labial preglottalised stop [ �J .  
I d l  i s  a voiced dental preglottalised s t op [ � J . 
I ml is a simple b i labial nasal [ m J .  
I n l  i s  a s imple dental nasal [ n J . 
I n l  i s  a s imp le alveopalatal nasal [ n J . 
I n g l  i s  a simple ve lar nasal [ �J with the allophone [�mJ word final 
following u and o .  [ s u�mJ ' axe ' .  
I r l  i s  a voiced alveolar flap [ r J  which fluctuat e s  freely with the 
trill [ ?J .  
I I I  i s  a voi ced alveolar lateral [ I J .  
l s I  i s  a voiceless  alveopalatal fricat ive [ sJ alt ernating freely 
with the affricate [ t s J .  I t  has the allophone [ y h J  which appears 
word final . 3 
I h l  i s  a voiceless  glottal fricative [hJ . I n  certain words there 
is a met atheses of the h .  [ ham+a J ,  [ a h m + a J  ' fie Zd ' ,  [ h a r o i J .  
[ a h ro i J  ' Haroi ' .  
Iwl i s  a voiced bi labial rounded vocoid [ w J . In syllab le-initial 
position it alt ernat es freely with a sl ightly fri cative al lo­
phone [ v J . In word-final pos it ion it is a non-syllabic voc oid 
[ u J .  [ a s a u J  ' dog ' .  
I ?wl i s  a preglottalised b i lab ial rounded vocoid [ ?w J  with the allo­
phone [w? J whi ch a�pears only word final . [ p h +a w?J 'fu Z Z ' . 
I y l  is  a voiced alveopalatal vocoid [ y J .  Word-medially between two 
vowe l s  it  has a fri cat ive al lophone [ z J . [ paza m ]  ' to b e  hone8t ' .  
Word- final i t  has a lax non-syllabic  allophone [ i ] .  [ as o i J  
' b ody ' .  
I ? y l  i s  a preglott ali sed voiced alveopalatal voc oid [ ? y] . It 
alternate s  freely with [ ? tvJ . It has the allophone [ y ? J  whi ch 
only appears word-final . [ boa y ? ] ' to opera te on ' .  
I - w h l  i s  a labialised voiceless fri cat ive [wh J  whi ch oc curs only word­
finally . 
HARO! PHONEMES 
2. 3 .  CONSONANT C ONTRAS TS 
p­
t-
c-
k­
?­
p h ­
t h­
k h ­
b­
d -
m -
n­
Ii-
n g -
r-
1 -
s -
h -
w -
y­
?w­
? y -
- p  
- t 
- k  
- ?  
- m  
- n  
- n g  
- 1  
- s  
- h  
-w 
- y  
- ?w 
In mainsyl lable-initial position: 
ca ? 
ka? 
?a? 
k a p ha? 
ca t h a ?  
k h a ?  
b a ?  
d a h  
ma ? 
a n a? 
calia 
n g a ?  
ra? 
la? 
s a? 
ha? 
awa? 
p a y a ?  
?wa ? 
? ya? 
' four ' 
' to cut up ' 
' to grow ' 
' n o t  y e t ' 
' raven ' 
' wi ndow ' 
' smooth ' 
' to res tra i n  someone ' 
' to carry i n  carrying c to t h ' 
' then ' 
' to take ' 
'chi td ' 
' to ask ' 
' to make ' 
'greedy ' 
' b e e  food ' 
' fi s h trap ' 
' to tear up ' 
' s poon ' 
' pray er for pro tection ' 
' to wipe ' 
' to carry in hand ' 
In mainsyllable-final position: 
short vowels 
s a p  
d a t  
pha k 
pa ? 
k r a m  
k a n  
k h a n g  
a s a l  
a b a s  
mama h 
t law 
ca p a y  
la ?w 
' voice ' 
' sma t t ' 
' s ound of breaking s tick ' 
' to weave (bamboo ) ' 
' to s i nk ' 
' epi teptic ' 
' s tiff '  
' grain ' 
' ouch ! ' 
' to chew ' 
' three ' 
' ricewine ' 
' time, turn ' 
continued overleaf 
long vowels 
sap 
d 8't 
l a pak 
pa? 
k r am 
a kan 
k ha n g  
s a l  
p a s  
mah 
t HIW 
ka pay 
ka l a?w 
' to sco td ' 
' on ty ' 
' bamboo spear ' 
' four ' 
' bambo o ' 
' fi s h ' 
' burning h o t ' 
' type of gongs ' 
' to b e ckon ' 
' g o td ' 
' to taugh ' 
' rabbi t '  
' co ckroach ' 
7 
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short vowels long vowels 
- ? y  b r a ? y  ' to squir t ' ? y r a ? y  
- w h  p rowh ' to b Low ' p rO'w h  
s a  
2 . 4 .  CONSONANT CLUSTERS 
' to insu L t ' 
' to spi t out ' 
' one ' 
There are five types of consonant c luster s  in Haroi . One type has 
the mod i fying cons onant be fore the c luster centre ( h  in preaspirated 
c ons onant s ) , four types have the mod i fying c ons onant s fol lowing the 
c luster centre (y in palatalised c ons onant s ,  w in labiali sed cons onant s ,  
and c lust ers with r and I). 
The c luster c entre may be a s impl e  or an asp irat ed c ons onant . Not 
all c ons onants c an function as c luster centres and those t hat c an do 
not occur with every modi fying c onsonant as s hown in Figure 3. 
CLUSTER MODIFIER 
h y w I r 
CLUSTER CENTRE 
m h m  
n h n  
ii hii 
n g  h n g  
r h r  
hi  
w hw  
y h y  
p p y  pi p r  
t t, 1 t r  
C cw 
k kw k r  
p h  p h y  
t h  t h w  
k h  k h w  
b b y  b I b r  
?y  ? y r  
s sw  
Figure 3 .  
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2 .5 .  CONS ONANT CLUS TER C O NTRAS TS 
h m­
h n­
hfi­
h n g­
h r­
h l -
hw-
hy­
p I ­
t 1-
b l -
pr­
t r­
k r -
b r -
7y r­
py­
phy­
by­
ew-
kw­
t hw­
k h w-
sw-
h maw 
k a h n a l 
h a hfiep 
h n ga7- h n gom  
ca h ra7 
h l a m 
hwa7y 
h y a7- h y a7 
p l a h  
tla h  
b l a h  
p r a h  
t roh' 
k r a h  
b r a h  
7y r a n g  
py o n g  
phy a n g - ph y a n g  
b ye'n g - b y o n g  
ewe7 
kwew 
t hw a n g  
k hwen 
sw e n  
3 .  PHONEME DISTRIBUTION 
' to have ' 
' e qual. ' 
, open-eyed ' 
' crowded ' 
' to throw a l.ong objec t ' 
' v ery ' 
' afraid ' 
' wal.king s ta Z kingl.y ' 
' to s tick i n to ' 
' recovered ' 
' to l.earn by one8el.f ' 
' to s tir ' 
' es caped ' 
' ring ' 
' red (guavas ) '  
'panther ' 
, Ugh t -weigh ted ' 
' expressive  of rel.ief ' 
' o u t  of s hape ' 
'gos8ip ' 
'point  (of 8ickl.e )  , 
' in a l.ong l.i ne ' 
' c Za88ifi e r  for ring8 ' 
' crazy ' 
9 
Haroi words are made up of a main s y l lab le whi c h  may be prec eded by 
one or two uns tre s s ed pre s y l lab l e s . 
3 . 1 . PRES Y L L A B L ES 
The pre syllables have the patt ern CIa. Only the vowel t a l  [ a ]  whi ch 
has the al lophone [ L ]  fol lowing an alveopa latal c ons onant , appears in a 
pre s y l lab l e . Ica k a y l  [ cLka y ]  ' foo t ' .  A presy llab le beginning with the 
cons onant m loses the vowe l exc ept be fore an initial m or n in the main 
sy llab le. Ima l a wl  [� I aw ]  ' embarras s ed ' ,  Ima m i h l [ ma m i h ]  ' swe e t ' .  
The cons onant posit ion in the pre syl lab le can be fil led by p ,  t ,  C, 
k ,  7 ,  h, m ,  n ,  I ,  or r .  On the restrict ions in relat ion to word pat ­
terns (o ccurring as t he only presyllable in two- syllable words , or in 
first or second s y l lable in three-syllab le words ) see Figure 4. The t wo 
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presyllables of  a three-syllab le word cannot begin with the same con­
sonant , but the syllab le preceding the main syllab le may have the same 
initial cons onant as the main s y l lab le .  The presy llab les n a - and r a ­
are only found with main syllab le s beginning with the same cons onants 
as the presyllab l e . n a n o  'oy �indrica Z ' , r a r a y  'great-grea t -grandohi Zd ' .  
Presyllables: 
first second only 
of two of two one 
ClV- -Cl V- CiV-
pa- pa -
t a -
ta- - ca - ta-
k a - - k a - k a -
a - - a - a -
ha - - h a- h a -
m a - - ma - ma -
n a -
- l a - 1 a -
r a -
Figure 4. 
As noted be fore , s i nce [ T ]  is interpreted as the,pre sy llab le Ima l 
in two-syllable words , in words such as [ tYLmphlQ] it i s  also inter­
preted as Ima l thus giving the three-syllable word Ita maphln g l  'oo rd ' ,  
instead of a closed presyl lable and main syllable Ita mPhln g / .
4 
3 . 2 .  MA I N  S Y L LA B L E  
Main s y l lab les are composed of C2Vl± V2C5 o r  C3C4Vl ±V2CS' Initial 
vowels are always preglottali sed so the initial glottal is not written . 
A l l  3 2  vowel contrasts can occur in c losed main syllab les . Short 
vowels , however , cannot occur in open s y l lables , so only 16 vowel con­
tras ts are possible in open s y l lab les . 
C2 main syllab le initial pos ition can be fi lled b y  any cons onant . 
C3 cluster-initial positi on can be fi lled by p, t,  t, k, ph, t h, k h ,  
b ,  ? y ,  and 5. The modifying C4 c luster-second pos ition can then be 
fi lled by 1, r, y, or w .  Or , if C4 i s  filled by m, n,  ii, n g, r, 1 ,  w, 
or Y� C3 will be fil led by h, modi fying the se consonants . ( For possible 
combinations see Section 2 . 4 . )  C5 can be fil led by p, t,  k, m,  n,  n g, 
1, ?, ?w, ?y, h, wh, 5, w, and y .  
HARO! PHONEMES 
Vl c an be filled by any s imp l e  vowe l . V2 can be filled only by a 
and only when Vl i s  a high c l o s e  vowe l or & ,  or 8. 
3 . 3 .  VOW E L  ANV CONSONANT COM B I NATI ONS 
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There are few restrict ions as t o  which vowel can fol low which syl­
lab le- ini tial c onsonant , or cons onant c luster . There are no high close 
front vowe l s , s impl e  or glide d ,  a ft er y and i t s  c omb inat ions hy , py , 
by , or after the palatal nasals n and hn . Parallel to t hi s ,  no high 
back vowels , s imp le or glided , are found a fter w and i t s  combinat ions 
hw , kw , khw , �w , and sw . The glided vowe l +a c annot fol low s imp l e  
vo i c e l e s s  s t ops . There seem to be historical reasons for thi s .
5 
The restrict ions on the p o s s ible c omb inations of vowels and final 
cons onant s are s hown in Figure 5. 
The b i labial rounded vocoid w and i t s  c ombi nat ions wh and w? are not 
found aft er rounded vowel s ,  glided or ungl ided , except for s imp le 8, 
nor do they occur aft er high and mi d central vowe l s . 
The alveopalatal vocoid y and i t s  combinat ions yh and y? are not 
found after front vowels , glided or ungli ded . 
The combinat ion wh does not o c cur a fter any front vowel whi ch 
parallels yh not occurring aft er back vowel s ,  except for u .  wh does 
not fol low glided vowel s .  
The very infrequent high open vowe l s  � and u do not allow any b i ­
labial final c ons onant s ,  u also c annot be fo l lowed by alveopalatal 
c ons onant s. 
Figure 5 overleaf. 
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Bilabial C Coronal C Back C 
p m w wh  [ w?] t n J y [ yh] [ y?] k n9 h ? # 
i 2 2 1 - 1 3 7 9 - - - 4 4 1 3 6 -
, 2 2 1 - 1 7 3 1 - - - 22 1 1 3 20 I 
L - - - - - - - - 3 6 1 -
, - - 3 4 - - - 4 1 2 6 L - - -
e 1 3 1 - 1 4 3 - 3 5 1 6  3 -
A' 
1 1 3 1 1 1 0  9 2 15 2 1 e - -
e 7 3 - 6 2 2 - - - 5 12 3 4 26 -
e 1 - 7 5 5 - - - 7 1 4  3 1 20 
1- 3 - - - 1 1 1  1 3 22 8 12 -
, 2 3 - - 3 2 ·1 3 1 1 9 1- -
a 1 - - - 3 2 1 2 1 1  8 1 9  -
a 1 2 - - - 5 6 7 1 1 1 0  1 1 0  
a 6 3 1 32 1 4  1 3 1 4  20 21 2 2 5 35 5 0 4 6  -
a 6 8 22 3 12 1 7  1 1  8 9 38 1 1  31 4 9 
u 1 6 - - - 8 4 6 3 1 8 8 3 0 26 12 -
u 1 4 - - - 3 7 4 16 3 1 20 6 1 1  1 6  
u - - - - - - - - - - - 4 3 -
U - - - - - - - - - - - 1 2 1 5 5 
0 2 5 1 1 8 1 0  4 4 - 6 4 17 21 1 0  -
(; 2 8 4 8 12 1 4 9 4 - 2 1 24 3 10 1 4  
0 5 - - - 1 0  9 3 1 9  - 1 0  1 0  31 26 1 9  -
<> 7 - - - 1 8 7 - 7 2 3 5 2 3 3 3  
i a - - - - 1 -
, 1 la - - - - 1 1 
&a 1 - - - - 1 2 1 12 -
,. 
4 5 3 1 2 ea - - - - 1 4  3 1 1 0  
1-a 4 1 5 1 4  - 8 2 7 3 4 1 1 1 0  22 15 -
, 2 5 1 1  1 9 12 1 0  6 2 22 2 6 3 1 1-a -
ua 1 3 - - - 4 3 3 3 1 5 3 12 -
ua 1 - - - 2 6 1 4 1 1 7 
oa - - - 2 6 6 5 1 1 1  3 2 7 -
,. 
2 oa - - - 2 8 3 4 8 1 1  
Figure 5 .  
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4 .  SUMMARY OF WORD PATTERN 
The word c an be summarised as follows: 
± pres yl lable1 C1a ± presyllable2 C1a + main s y llable C2V1±V2C5 
or C3C4Vl±V2C5. 
MAIN SYLLABLE 
C2V1 
C2V1V2 
C2V1C5 
C2V1V2C5 
C3C4V1C5 
C3C4V1V2C5 
C3C4V1 
C3C4V1V2 
5. STRESS 
PRESYLLABLES 
none C1a-
n i h a n a  
' h e re ' ' to roas t '  
hea kacoa 
' to cry ' ' firs tborn ' 
pa ? kaca n g  
, four ' 'messy ' 
to'a h  ca ke'a n 9 
' to dra i n ' 'give birth ' 
p r a h  ka t l e h 
' to s tir ' ' to break off ' 
p 1 +a h  ca t r � a n g  
' to spl.i t ' ' guard tower ' 
p I a  k a t r a  
' bl.ade ' ' in three days ' 
k roa m a t r ua 
' turtl.e ' , sal.e ' 
Figure 6. 
C1aC1a-
ma l awa  
, Iguana ' 
m a l a y+a 
, 7Azard ' 
ka l a m o h  
' foam ' 
t a k ad·a y 
' dragon ' 
macap r u y  
' ye s terday ' 
ca l a t h u ?y 
, l.i ned up ' 
t a k a b l a  
' fearful. ' 
m a k a p r u a  
, t o  diverge ' 
I n  Haroi the main syl lable i s  s tres sed and t he p re syl lable i s  un­
stres sed . In the case of t wo presyl lables , t he fir s t  is s l i ght ly 
heavier s tres s ed t han the sec ond pres y l lable . 
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NOTES 
1 .  The first author prepared the original draft of the art icle in 1 9 70 , 
and the second author revised and updated it in 19 7 5 . 
We are indebted to Dr David Thomas for helpful suggest ions during the 
analys i s  and in the writing of this paper . 
2. Schrock , 1 9 6 6, p .  2 19.  
3.  Word-final yh  can b e  cons idered a n  allophone of either l s i  o r  o f  
h y . The contrast is neutralised i n  this po sition. In this paper word­
final y h  is interpreted as an allophone of l s i  for his torical and cro s s ­
language reasons ( c f .  Lee , 19 6 6) .  In an alternat ive analys i s  yh  could 
be interpreted as an allophone of initial h y ,  in which case l s i  would 
not occur in word- final posit ion . Th is analys i s  would have to recon­
s ider whether to interpret hy as a consonant clus ter , or as a single 
phoneme . If our present view would be continued , this analysis would 
give a new syllable pattern with a final consonant c lus ter . (y cannot be 
cons idered as fil ling the gl ided posit ion of the syl lable nucleus l ike a 
because it can fol low a gl ided vowel . soa y h  ' sober ' . ) If h y  and its 
word- final allophone yh are interpreted as one phoneme , and the other 
preaspirated consonants are also considered to be one phoneme , then 
final I- w h l  can be an allophone of hw also . This would also parallel 
the present treatment of [?w] and [-w?] , and [?y] and [-w?] . 
4. There are two lexical items that could give reasons for reconsidera­
tion : [ k a n t h i ]  'puLse ' ,  and [pa k t ra] ' red spur Lfoa L ' .  But at the present 
we feel that in ka n t h i the n can l ikewise be treated as a syllabic � 
( c f .  I n a n o l ,  also pronounced [�n o] ' cy Li ndrica L ' ) giving Ika n a t h i / . 
Th is leaves only pak t r a  to be investigated . It is suspected to be an 
unass imilated loan word . 
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5. In this volume Lee shows that Haroi �a glides after asp irated 
s tops can be trac ed back to Proto- Chamic unpreglot talised voiced s tops 
plus s imple a. The systemic absence of �a after unaspirated s tops 
might be connected with this deve lopment .  
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O. INTRODUCTION 
REGISTER IN WESTERN CHAM PHONOLOGYl 
TIMOTHY F R I BERG2 
KVOEU HOR3 
o. I n trodu c t i o n  
1. Phono l o gica l Word 
2. Cons onan t s  
3. Vowe l s  
A n  almos t family-wide t rait o f  Mon-Khmer languages has been cal led 
� egi��e�. The term first used for Khmer by Hender son (1952) describes 
the binary opposition of cert ain features such as vo calic opennes s ,  
voice quality , p i t c h ,  and c ons onant voi c ing . Where not present s yn­
chroni c al ly ,  regi ster is o ften rec ons truc t ab le in the prot o form ( c f .  
Smith 1973). Studies by Haudri c ourt (1954) and others have shown the 
relat i onship between such tonal languages a s  Viet namese and Mon-Khmer 
regis ter languages . It i s  perhap s not unreasonable t o  inquire further 
whether regis ter may have even ex i s ted as a feature of Proto-Austro­
a s i at i c . 
Aus trones ian languages have cert ain character i s t i c s  in c ommon with 
Aus troa s i at i c , such as affixat ion , syl lable pat terns as we l l  as s ome 
shared vocabulary ; enough s o  t hat Wi lhelm Schmidt postulated Aus tric 
as the super- fami l y .  Javanese has been des cribed as having both breathy 
4 
vowels and a l owering of pitch following voi ced c ons onant s .  Ea stern 
Cham has pitch as a pro s odic feature in analogous phonological words .
5 
The present paper looks at Wes tern Cham
6 
phono logy and c onc ludes t hat 
i t s  p rimary oppos i t i on i s  regi ster . 
17 
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As register has been appl ied to many Mon-Khmer languages ,
7 
so now in 
Western Cham
8 
the not ion of register is further app lied t o  Austrone­
sian .
9 
Since Western Cham is no longer viewed as genet ic ally connected 
with Mon-Khmer , how is it t hen t hat Western Cham has register ? Did it 
arise from the long interp lay between Western Cham and Khmer ? Western 
Cham has c o-existed in a checkerboard pat tern with Khmer for some four 
hundred years . Before t hat Proto-Chamic and some of its daughter lan� 
guages developed a longside of Old and Middle Khmer for upwards of one 
t housand years . On the other hand , might there be an anc ient prosodic 
bifurcation in Western Cham , Khmer , and other mainland languages whi ch 
antedates the period of t heir c ommon history? I f  t hat is the case , 
perhaps Western Cham offers register , whi ch is not evident in t he island 
representatives of Austronesian,  as evidence to be acc ounted for in the 
rec onst ruc t i on of Proto-Austronesian . 
1 .  P H O N O L O GICAL W O R D  
The phonological word in Western Cham i s  marked for two defining 
features: st ress and register . The phonological word may be represented 
for stress as 
PW + (SYLL) SYLL 
where t he main sy l lable is obligat ory and has heavy st ress , and t he 
prel iminary syl lable is opti onal and has weak st ress . Every p honolog­
ical word ends with heavy st ress . In the smal l  class of three sy l l able 
words noted below ( note 12) , t he first sy llable is weakly stressed , and 
the second sy l lable is furt her reduced ; t he final sy l lable receives 
heavy stress . Thus the first , sec ond , and third sy l lables in t he 
Western Cham word may be cal led pretonic , atonic , and tonic respec­
t ively . 
The other feature whi c h  func t i ons at t he phonological word level in 
Western Cham is register . Briefly for Khmer ( Henderson , 1952) t his 
invo lves the following oppositions : voice q uali:ty - normal , head , 
c lear , and tense versus deep , breat hy , spulchral , chest , and relaxed ; 
vow el q uali:ty - more open , onglided versus c lose , centering diphthongs; 
pi:tch - relat ively higher versus relat ively lower ( larynx also lowered ) ;  
. . ... . 0 10 ( . ... ... ) 
11 ... ( i 1) i 1 and final ly , �n���a� w����en c o n4 o nan�4 - orig na vo ce essness 
versus ( original ) VOi c ing , for the first register versus the second 
register respec t ively . 
Gregerson ( t o  appear ) has suggested that t he physiological basis for 
Mon- Khmer register as wel l as other variously designated phenomena in 
other l anguages of t he world is the position of t he t ongue root . 
Western Cham appears to emp loy prec isely this parameter t ongue root 
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advancement ( [ TRA ] )  at the phono logi c a l  word leve l . 
PW + {E+TRA ] } [ -TRA] 
19 
Phonological words thus marked define two registers or prosody opposi­
t i ons whi ch cons t itute constraint s on vo calic and c onsonant a l  o c c ur­
renc e s  wit hin the phono logical word. Every s egment al oc currenc e 
( whet her vowe l or consonant ) of the feature [ TRA ]  within the phono log­
i c al word mus t  agree as t o  i t s  s ign (±) with every other occurrenc e .  
Each i s  dealt with in turn below. 
In terms of segmental t ype s ,  the phono logical word in We s t ern Cham 
c onforms to the fol lowing formula: 
where C1 is the tonic s y l lable initial c ons onant ; C2 the opt ional 
atonic s y l lable conson�nt ; C3 an opti onal / 1 /  or / r /  as a tonic s y l l able 
c luster ; C4 the t onic s y l lable final consonant ; where V1 i s  the tonic 
s y l lable vowel and V2 i s  / a /  ([ a ]� [A ])  .
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C1V1 / d a /  ' duck ' 
/ p o /  'ma 8 t er ' 
C1V1C4 / k a n /  ' fi 8 h ' 
/ ? b a ? /  ' ao n tagiou8 ' 
C1C3V1 / g l a / ' arazy , 
/ j r ut 'mediaine ' 
C1C3V1C4 / h r um /  ' 8heath ' 
/ b l ay /  ' to buy ' 
C2 V2C1V1 / t a h a /  ' aged ' 
/ t a s i /  ' aomb ' 
C2V2C1V1C4 / k a ka n /  ' to chew the aud ' 
/ m a n a y h /  'pi neapp L e ' 
C2V2C1C3V1 / c a k l a / ' Lightning ' 
/ p a h l a / ' to ho Ld a aeremony ' 
C2V2C1C3V1C4 / m a d r u m /  ' guava ' 
/ t afi r a ? /  ' daz z L ing ' 
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2 .  C O N S O NA N T S  
The primary opposition in the set of consonant segments is the 
tongue root advancement ([TRA]) feature. This feature divides the con­
sonants into two natural classes by which they are mapped on to the 
syllable level of the phonological word. Other distinctive features of 
Western Cham consonant phonology are [±continuant], [±glottal], [±nasal], 
[±aspiration], [±coronal], and [±anterior]. The following charts the 
consonant segments: 
[-TRA] [+TRA] 
[+ant] -cor [
+ant] +cor [
-ant] +cor [
-an�] -cor [
+antJ -cor [
+an:] +cor C-antJ +cor [-ant] -cor 
[-asp] p t c k p ( * b)13 t ( * d )  C ( * j } k ( *g )  
[-gltt] 
[+asp] p h  t h  c h  k h  p h ( * b h) t h ( * d h) ch ( *j h) k h ( *g h) 
[-cont] 
[+gltt] ? b  ? d  ? j  ? 
[-nas] 5 h w y r 
[+cont] 
[+nas] m n fi fJ 
CHART ONE 
The [+TRA] stops are not voiced synchronically. What then distin­
guishes between the otherwise identical sets of stops? Is the feature 
[TRA] merely a dummy feature? The evidence seems to indicate otherwise. 
A voiceless stop [+TRA] precedes a vowel segment of the same vowel 
height and voice quality as does the voiced segment [:�:tJ. If no 
neutralising of vowel height or voice quality thus results in the direc­
tion of what is found in a [-TRA] stop-vowel sequence, it is perhaps 
safe to inquire whether the r+TRAtJ set is not actually characterised L-con 
by an advanced tongue root. Though such an advanced tongue root is 
undetectable to the human eye, we expect that acoustic measuring of 
Western Cham stops will indicate a difference between the two sets 
based on the position of the tongue root. Gregerson's arguments (to 
appear) for the feature TRA further support our hypothesis. 
While the two sets of stops are o nly distinguished by [TRA], the 
pairs of / 5 , 1 / and / h , r / have other features that distinguish them, 
though not relevant here. 
Any consonant in Chart One above may be the tonic syllable initial 
consonant, the C1 of the segment formula, as long as it agrees with the 
PW [TRA] type. Furthermore, every C1 consonant may be preceded by an 
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atonic syllable. The atonic syllable consonant· is much more restricted 
as to what may occur. Consonant segments marked [+asp] are not per­
mitted, with rare exception, e.g. / t h a n3w / ' magica l power ' from / t h3w/ 
' to know' by infixation. Consonants marked [+glottal] are excluded with 
the regular exception of / ? / . Historically words with an / ? a - /  atonic 
syllable were very common. Presently most such words may drop the 
atonic syllable, so it is expected that the direction of the language is 
towards excluding all [+glottal] syllables of this type. 
/ ? a b i h / + / b i h / ' a l l ' 
Of segments marked [:���tJ only /m/  is permitted as the atonic syllable 
initial consonant with the exception of / n /  in a few words which may 
vary with / 1 /  among the dialects. 
/ n a g3r/ � / l a g 3r/ ' country ' 
Thus the admissible atonic syllable initial consonants may be charted 
as follows: 
p t e  k p ( * b ) t ( * d ) c ( * j ) k ( * g )  
? 
5 h m 
w y r 
As has been indicated above, the position of the tongue root is the 
most important limitation on consonant occurrence. Consonant segments 
are admitted into any pretonic, atonic, or tonic syllable consonant 
initial position when their [TRA] values agree with the [TRA] specifica­
tion of the phonological word. Thus in monosyllables, /m/  e.g. is ad­
mitted into a syllable initial consonant position for phonological words 
specified as [+TRA] , but it would be rejected from phonological mono­
syllables of [-TRA] specification. 
PW[+TRA] / bom/ ' one with night b li ndness ' 
/ Q u y /  ' to wear b e low the wai s t ' 
PW[_TRA] / t om/  ' to me e t ' 
/ s i t / ' sma l l ' 
(All phonemic examples in this paper replace [+TRA] / p  t c k /  with 
/ b  d j g /  for easy recognition.) 
Dissyllables also conform to the phonological word [TRA] specifica­
tion. 
/ d a n i n g /  
/ma b u ? / 
/ b a b a y h /  
/ramo Q /  
' wa l l ' 
' drun k ' 
' s heep ' 
' t iger ' 
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PW[_TRA] / t a s i ? / ' oaean ' 
/ h a c i h / ' az'ean ' 
/ k a ?ja h /  ' bad ' 
/ h a s T t /  ' a  l.i t tz. e ' 
Underlying this harmony of [TRA] specification with the phonological 
word is the phenomenon: 
(1) [��:tJ [��:tJ + [+TRA] [+TRA] 
(2) [ -TRA] [!�:tJ + [ -TRA] [-TRA] 
Some consonants which normally carry the feature [aTRA] will be marked 
[ -aTRA] in certain environments. In (1) above, tonic syllable initial 
C�TRAtJ consonants will be marked [+TRA] when preceded by an atonic con 
C+TRA J initial t consonant. (2) allows the opposite. [+TRA] is marked -con [ -TRA] in any tonic syllable initial [+cont] consonant whose atonic 
syllable is [ -TRA]. 
/ b a hiiw/ 
/ k a ro/  
/ h a n1-l)/ 
' new ' 
'heaZ.thy ' 
' arossbow ' 
The phonological word [TRA] harmony specification rule is blocked 
at one point in Western Cham phonology. The following occur contrary to 
expectation: 
(3) 
(4 ) 
[-TRA J � r-TRAl � [+TRA ] � [+TRAl +cont L+voqJ -cont +vocJ 
[+TRA J � [+TRAl � � [-TRAl +cont +v;cJ [ -TRA] +vocJ 
To deal with this occurrence such tonic syllable segments must have the 
limiting feature [+RULE BLOCK ] added to the above string of segment 
features. Thus a disharmonious syllable sequence is allowed into Western 
Cham phonology . .  
PW[+TRA] / l a say / ' aooked riae ' 
/ l a kaw/ ' to reques t '  
PW[-TRA] / k a b aw/ ' buffaZ.o ' 
/ h a d om/ ' how muah ' 
The maximum expansion of the phonological word in Western Cham allows 
for three syllables. Such sequences of syllables also are constrained 
by the [TRA] phonological word feature specification. In cases of the 
phenomenon noted in ( 1 )  and (2) above and in the contrary to expecta­
tion occurrences in (3) and (4), the three syllables 
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sylll Syl12 
(pretonic) (atonic) 
Sy1l3 
(tonic) 
2 3 
are dealt with first as Sylll and Syl12 considered together, and then 
their combined output as a unit is added to Syl13 ' 
( Sylll + syl12 ) + syl 1 3 
I b a 1 a k i a l) I  ' hornbi Z Z '  
It may seem strange that the initial syllable in Western Cham phon­
ological words is ever consistent with the PW[TRA] sign and that the 
few inconsistencies occurring are found in the tonic syllable. The 
tonic syllable thus seems to lose some of its importance, which alone 
carries stress and vowel differentiation (pretonic and atonic syllables 
have only la / ) . The answer lies in a look at the proto language types 
which stress the penultimate syllable and which permit the full array of 
vowels in non-final syllables. Therefore Western Cham comes from an­
c estors in which stress and full vowel displays occurred on the pen­
ultimate syllable. The synchronic vowel restriction to and stress 
placement on the final syllable in Western Cham perhaps hints at the 
direction of [TRA] specification in the future. 
It is evident in Western Cham that there are some consonant segments, 
viz. [ +cant] ,  which are especially sensitive to the sign of the phono­
logical word [TRA] specification. On the other hand, consonants marked 
[-cant] resist that same specification in certain environments. There 
seems to be a ranking of consonants as to strength. While the concept 
of consonant ranking is nothing new (compare Pike ( 1954) on Mexican 
languages and Purtle ( 196 9) on Southeast Asian languages) , it remains 
to be spelled out exactly what is the relationship of consonant ranking 
to the concept of tongue root movement. 
The consonant chart on page 20 may be quartered along the lines of 
[ ±TRA] and [ ±cant ] . From this division it may be seen that atonic and 
tonic initial consonants may combine into words in sixteen potential 
pairs. Of these, we find fifteen combinations actually oc curring in 
Western Cham. Only the [+TRAtJ [-TRAtJ initial consonant sequence -can -can 
combination does not occur. Synchronically this has become the sequence 
[=�:tJ [=�:tJ . 1 4 
Clustering is a regular feature of Cham. The optional C
3 
consonant 
admits either I I I  or Ir/ . In every case the cluster formed conforms 
to the conditions on consonant occurrence noted above. Both I I I  and Irl 
are [+TRA] but may be realised as [ -TRA] to occur with the word pattern­
ing of [TRA] where necessary. What is an atonic syllable plus a tonic 
syllable and what is a tonic syllable plus I I I  or Irl are distinguished 
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by such minimal pairs as I b ara h l  ' to swe Z Z  up ' and I bra h l  ' pounded 
rice ' .  A cluster may be preceded by an atonic syllable, as in 
I pa ? b l o a ? 1  ' to deceiv e ' .  Irl may cluster with the following consonants : 
p t e  k p ( * b )  t ( * d )  c ( *j ) k ( * g )  
? b  ? j  
s h m n 
I I I  is more restricted, not occurring with [+nas J nor with [����tJ . 
Iwl might be also considered a consonant segment which is admit ted 
into clustering, as ICwl + l a l  (the only vowel with which it occurs ) .  
Instead in this environment it is analysed as l o a l  below. I h l  is not 
analysed as C3 because it has the limited occurrence of being found with 
voiceless stops only. Nasals and alveolar stops cluster phonetically 
with preceding I h l  and l s i  respectively, but this is not construed as 
phonemic, because they do not allow an atonic syllable to precede them 
and because native speakers separate them in deliberate speech. 
I h a m + 1  [ hm+ ] 'we t farm ' 
I s a d a QI [ s t a ' Q ]  ' 8 ugar ' 
Final consonants ( C4 ) are indicated by the following array : 
p t 
m n 
w 
w? 
y 
y ?  
y h  
k 
? 
h 
Q 
r 
r? 
Register has no visible effect on final consonants in Western Cham. 
Though there may be some carry-over effect from the rest of the syl­
lable, it is not det ect able without instrumentation. It is probable 
that in the final consonants the tongue root resumes a neutral posi­
tion (see not e 10) .  
Iw y rl represent semiconsonant counterparts of [ u  i + J  respectively. 
I w ?  y ?  r?1  are analysed as complex phonemic units. The generality lost 
in this analysis is offset by the economy gained in the corresponding 
vowel analysis. Not to take Iw? y ?  r ? 1  as complex final units would 
necessitate /w y rl being analysed with preceding vowels as off-glides. 
This grouping would add a three-vowel category to the glides, greatly 
burdening economy in description . The same reasoning applies to I y h / . 
Some historical comment on Western Cham consonants is in order here. 
As mentioned earlier, there was originally a distinction between voiced 
and voiceless st ops. The Cham script, now largely in disuse among 
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Western Cham speakers, makes this distinction. Final l y ?1 was origin­
ally final * / c l  and final I y h l  was once final * / 5 / .  As noted above, 
consecuti ve consonants of the form [+TRA tJ [-TRA tJ in Proto-Chamic have [ TRA J [ TRA ] -con -con become =cont =cont today. * b a ? ar becomes I p a ? arl 'paper ' .  
Eastern Cham today has the eight [!��tJ consonant segments as [ -TRA] . 
Though no available analysis of Eastern Cham deals with phonemes in terms 
of tongue root position, it is recorded to have a lower pitch in words 
analogous to what Western Cham has as [+TRA] for the [ -cont] consonants. 
That this parallel is lacking for the consonants marked [ +cont] shows a 
massive switch since Proto Cham. Apparently this change came from the 
influence of Khmer which has a complete correspondence of like [TRA] 
sets with Western Cham. 
I p  b p h  b h  ? b l  
To nic. S yllable I nitial : 
I p l  [ p ] I p a ? l  ' t o  s tring ' 
I ka p a h l  ' c o t to n ' 
I b l  [ p ] I boml  ' o ne with night  b 'l indness ' 
I t a b ea ? l  ' to g o  out ' 
I p h l  [ p h ] I p h a l  ' thigh ' 
I c a p h a l  ' trous ers ' 
I b h l  [ p h ] I b h i ? l ' monk ' 
I p a b h a l  ' to distribute ' 
/ ? b l  [ 0 ] / ? b3? 1 ' s a 'lty ' 
I p a ? b a l) f  ' door ' 
Ato nic. S yllable  I nitial : 
I p l  I p a c a l) l  ' to pro tec t ' 
f b i  I b a d a n l  ' body ' 
To nic. S yUable I nitial c.o ntaining Ir 1 1  : 
I p l  I pra h l  ' to dig, s cra tch ' 
I p a pr u l) l  ' to e n 'larg e ' 
I p l a l ' to p 'lan t ' 
I t a p  1 a ? l  ' to overturn ' 
I b l  I bray l ' to give ' 
I k a bra y ? l  ' to s crape ' 
I b l ay l  ' to buy ' 
I ? a b  l o a l  ' e 'lf, fairy ' 
I ? b l  / ?b roml  ' arrow ' 
/ ? b  1 e l) I  ' s 'lanted, un'leve 'l ' 
I p a ? b l � n l  ' to g 'lance disapprov i ng 'l y ' 
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To �i e  S yllable  Fi�al : 
/ p /  [ pC ] / kra p /  
/ t  d t h  d h  ? d /  
To �ie S yllable I �itial : 
/ t /  [ t ]  / t u l /  
/ d /  
/ t h /  
/ d h /  
/ ? d /  [ d )  
/ma taw/ 
/ d  i w? /  
/ h a d ay /  
/ t h u l /  
/ m a t h :> a n /  
/ d h a n /  
/ p a d h i h / 
/ ? d i h / 
/ p a ? d i ? / 
Ato �ie S yllable I �itial : 
/ t /  / t a baw / 
/ d /  / d a gay / 
/ t h /  / t h a naw /  
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' bamboo i ns trumen t ' 
'mattress ' 
' ch i l.d-in- l.aw ' 
' wife, Ufe ' 
' after ' 
' du s t ' 
' b eau tifu l.  (non-human ) ' 
, branch ' 
' funera l. ceremony ' 
' to s l. eep ' 
' to hurt ' 
, sugarcane ' 
' to o t h ' 
'mag i ca l. power ' 
To �ie S yllable  I �itial e o �tai�i�g /r/ : 
/ t /  / t ra / 'more,  further ' 
/ d /  
/ k a t raw/ 
/ d ray / 
/ p a d ra h /  
To �ie S yllable Fi�al : 
/ t /  [ t< ] / rJat / 
/ c  j c h  j h  ? j / 
To �ie S yllable  I �itial : 
/ c /  [ t � ]  / c u ? /  
/ j / [ t S ] 
/ c h /  
/ j h /  
/ ? j / [ a y ] 
/mac i h / 
/j i p / 
/ k a j u h /  
/ c h ea /  
/ k a c h a /  
/ j h u l /  
/ p a j ha rJ /  
/ ? j u a l / 
/ k a ? j a h /  
'pigeo n ' 
' c l.as s ifier for anima l. s ' 
' to s peed some thing up ' 
' to b e  carefu l. ' 
' to wear above the wais t ' 
' to s k e tch ' 
' Thursday ' 
' wri n k l.ed ' 
' sp i nning whee l. '  
' marijuana ' 
' to push ' 
' to l.ook  w i th a l.igh t ' 
, Ught (weigh t ) ' 
' bad ' 
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Ato nic S yllabl e :  
I c l  I c a ? b u l  
I j l  I j a d u l 
, to expose to s u n ' 
'defZa ted ' 
To nic S yllable I nitial co ntaining Ir/ : 
I c l  I c ra y ? 1  ' to shine ' 
I j I 
I ? j l 
I p a cro 7 /  
I j r+ 1  
1 1 a j raw l 
I ? j raw l 
To nic S yllable  Final : 
' to fee d ' 
' cane ' 
' crowde d ' 
' thor n Z e s s  bamboo ' 
I c l  historically * / c l  but has become l y ? 1  (see l y ? / )  
I k  9 k h  g h  7 /  
Tonic S yllable  I nitial : 
I k l  [ k ] I kan l 
1 1 a ka l  
I g l  [ k ]  I g a h l  
I k h l  
I g h l  
1 7 /  
/ 1  a g E h l  
I k h a n l  
1 1 a k h a h l  
I g h a l  
/ ? awl 
1 1 a ? a n l  
Ato nic S yllable I nitial : 
I k I I k a'? i I) I 
I g l  
1 7 /  
I g a b a ? 1  
I ? k h arl 
'poor ' 
' wound, sore ' 
, dir e c tion ' 
' easy ' 
' to t e Z Z '  
' to marry ' 
' r o o t ' 
, s h i r t ' 
' co Zd ' 
'wais t '  
' to wa Z k ' 
' Z e t tel', oharao te r ' 
To nic S yllable  I nitial co ntaining Ir I I :  
I k l  I kr� ? I ' a  k ind o f  tre e ' 
I g l  
To nic S yllable  
I k l  [ k< ]  
I ? /  [ ? ]  
I k a kra n l  
I k l E h l  
/ p a k l o h l  
I gr E I  
/ 1  a g  rami 
/ g l E h l  
/ t a g l awl  
Final : 
/ 1  a k /  
/ 1 a 7 /  
, saw fi sh ' 
' to s epara te ' 
' to break, s e ver ' 
' bed ' 
' cadence ' 
, exhaus ted ' 
' a  k i nd of tre e ' 
' to h i t  the targe t ' 
'fZat ' 
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/ 5  h /  
TO f'lic S yllable  I f'litial : 
/ 5 /  [ 5 ] / s a /  ' o ne ' 
/ t a saw/ ' breas  t ' 
/ h /  [ h ] / h a y /  ' a � so ' 
/ k a h e /  ' a  kind of fish ' 
AtO f'lic S yllable  I f'litial : 
/ 5 /  / s a ? b o /  ' co � o u r  ' 
/ h /  / h a d llr/ ' to reca � � ' 
TO f'lic S yllable I f'l.ttial cO f'ltaif'lif'lg /r 1 / :  
/ 5 /  / 5  rami ' to pra c ti s e ' 
/ p a s r u /  ' funny ' 
/ 5 1 0/ ' specia � i s e d  marriage word ' 
/ma s li h / 'pa � e  ' 
/ h /  / h  r i / ' to s ing ' 
/ma hray / ' day b efore y e s terday ' 
/ h  J ay / ' where ' 
/ d a h l i r) /  ' to t i e ' 
TO f'lic S yllable  Fif'lal : 
/ 5 /  historically * / 5 /  but has become / y h /  (see / y h / )  
/ h /  / t a h /  ' far ' 
/w I y r/ 
TO f'lic. S yllable  I f'litial : 
/w/ [ '!t ] /waw/ ' s tringed i ns trume n t ' 
/ y awa / ' spiri t ' 
/ 1 /  [ I ] / J aw/ ' to fi � e ' 
/ t a l ay /  ' s tring. � i ne ' 
/ y /  [ y ]  /yaw/ ' a s .  H k e ' 
/ k a y a /  ' rich ' 
/r/ [ �  ] /raw/ ' to was h ' 
/ t ar i a r) /  ' di Hgen t ' 
Atof'lic S yllable  I f'litial : 
/w/ /wa j � p /  ' bond ' 
/ 1 /  / I a n u a y /  'moss ' 
/ y /  / y a m i- n /  ' swe e t ' 
/r/ /ra !:> /  ' f�es h ' 
TO f'lic S yllable  Fif'lal : 
/w/ [ u J / s aw/ ' dog ' 
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Iw I 
/ I I  
I y l  
I y ? !  
I y h l  
Irl 
Ir?! 
[ u ? J 
[ I J 
[ i J 
[ i ? J 
[ i h J 
[' io  J 
[ + ? J  
1m  n il Q I  
I s aw?!  
I t tl l l  
I g l a y l  
I l a y ? !  
I n a y h l  
I s arl 
1m  i r? ! 
To nie S yllable I nitial : 
I m l  [ m J  I ma y l  
I n l  [ n J 
l ill [ f1  J 
I y a m + n l  
I n a y l  
I b a n a y l  
l il uy l  
I t a il + 1  
I Q u y l  
I p a Q� t l  
Ato nie S yllable I nitial : 
I m l  
I n l  
I ma J am l  
I n a g �rl 
, smo k e ' 
' ma t tre ss ' 
' fores t '  
, to say ' 
' in t e H igent ' 
, s e e d ' 
' younger unc l e ' 
' to come ' 
, s w e e t ' 
' qu e e n ' 
' fema l e  anima l ' 
' gna t ' 
' ear ' 
' to wear b e low the wais t ' 
' to caution ' 
' nigh t ' 
' coun try ' 
To nie S yllable I nitial eo ntaining Ir I I :  
I m l  Imra y l  ' co t ton thread ' 
I n l  
l il l  
I t a mra ? ! 
I nra ? 1  
I t a n r �w?1  
I t a il r a ? 1  
To nie S yllable Final : 
I m l  I j a m l  
I n l  
I Q I  
3 .  VOW E L S  
I j a n l  
I c a Q I  
, lead (me t a l ) ' 
' bridl e ' 
' w e i gh t ' 
' daz z l i ng ' 
' di s h ' 
' to rain ' 
' to wai t ' 
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Western Cham has a basic three by three phonemic vowel system . This 
is comparable to Eastern Cham and other Chamic languages. Lee ( 1 9 7 4 ) 
discusses the vowel inventory of Chamic languages and then compares it 
with the rest of Austronesian where a four vowel system is the norm. 
It is evident that all of Chamic increased its vocalic distinctions to 
approximate roughly the existing array of Mon-Khmer languages at an 
early date. 
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[-bk J [+bk J 
[-rdJ [+rdJ 
[-gl J [+gl J [-gl J [+gl J 
[ +1g J i a + u u a 
[+hi J 
[-lg J T iJ [-hi] 
-10 e a 0 
[+lg J e ea  a :> :> a  
[+lo J 
[-lg J � a :5 
CHART TWO 
The three by three vowel system comes from a back versus nonback 
tongue position ; the back vowels further divide as to rounding ; and a 
three way tongue height distinction : high , mid , and low . Further vowels 
come from the features [long J and [glided J giving 1 8  syllable nuclei . 
The short vowels occur with only some of the finals with which long 
vowels occur , and never in open syllables . Thus long vowels are taken 
as the norm. Shortness is usually noted by shorter duration only , but a 
difference in vowel height is noted in the following cases . Short I T I  
becomes [ L J  before all nasal and alveolar finals ; before other finals 
it is heard as [ i J.  Its long counterpart is heard as [ i · J  with all 
finals. Similarly short l iJ l  becomes [u J before alveolar finals (but not 
nasals) ; [ u J  elsewhere. Long l u i  is heard as [u · J  in every case. l e i ,  
though heard as [a e J when long , is [e J short in most regions . I V h l  is 
phonetically short . It is the only V C  combination which does not have 
a long counterpart . It is written without the diacritic. 
I i e u :> 1  may also be modified with a glide to [a J . Thus there is a 
three-way contrast with the long and short vowels and glides: 
I t u ? 1  ' s e c t i o n ' 
I t iJ ? I  
I t u a ? l  
' s tew ' 
' a  k i nd of tre e ' 
l a l  has an onglide [u a J  (sometimes [u a J) which as noted above could be 
analysed as a cluster , I Cwa / .  Instead it is here analysed as I :> a l . 
The other three vowels plus glide to neutral vowel are phonetically 
[ i a J ,  [e a J ,  and [ u a J .  What presses us to analyse [u a J  as I :> a l  is the 
parallel case of l e al.  Synchronically Western Cham has developed l e a l  
from an earlier [ i a J .  There are still traces of [ i a J  � [ i e J  though it 
is now overwhelmingly [e a J . Eastern Cham maintains the older form I y a l  
or [ i a J .  Therefore we adjust our phonemicisation to account for an 
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almost completed change . Eastern Cham has I y a l  and Iwa l where Western 
Cham has the shifted forms l e a l  and loal  respectively . I p a ?d e a ? 1  
[ p a a e a ? ]  � [ p a a i e ? ]  ' h o t ' :  shift nearly complete. I d o a n l  [ t U a n ] ' to 
p i a k ' :  shift only beginning. 
The feature [ TRA] is an integral part of the Cham vowe l system . 
Chart Two , though phonemic , would represent only ha lf of the phonetic 
realisation of the vowel system . It may be marked [+TRA] for example , 
and a second para l l e l  chart marked with the opposite [ -TRA ] . Register 
opposition in Cham is phonetically more evident in the vowel, though 
its domain is over consonant and vowe l alike . First, a l l  nine vowe l 
pairs contrast in voice quality with the second register being slightly 
breathy . The high vowels for first and second register respective ly 
contrast as tense ( X )  versus normal ( V )  voice qua lity . The mid vowe ls 
contrast as tense ( X )  versus lax (¥) .  The low vowels contrast as normal 
( V )  versus lax (¥) . 1 5  This phenomenon is shown more clearly by the 
following charting of the vowels that are heard phonetical ly in Cham 
(note however that environment causes some adjustments be low) : 
Fi�� z R egi� ze� 
[ -TRA] 
i " 
a " 
U " 
T E N S E  
e " 
A " 
o " 
+ 
U 
N O RMA L 
S ec o �d R egi� z e� 
[ +TRA] 
i e T 
a T 
o T 
L A X  
As Gregerson (to appear: II-1 2) notes , this opposition of voice quality 
is conditioned by the forward/backward movement of the tongue root. He 
also notes the effect of the position of the tongue root on tongue body 
height , and thus on vowel height. First register is usual ly manifested 
by a lower vowel than the second register. l a  i l  alone do not show this 
lowering . Second register also displays a lower pitch in analogous 
vowels in Western Cham.16 Length and glided vowels occur equally in 
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both registers. What is found in one register is parallelled in the 
second.1 7 
Words which are marked [ +TRA] take a second register vowel, that is, 
a vowel which may differ from the first register counterpart in voice 
qual ity , vowel height, and/or pitch. An advanced tongue root constrains 
the vowels and consonants such that only those marked [ +TRA] are ad­
mitted, whichever the syl lable . In atonic syl lables, which take only / a /  
except i n  non-adapted loans and names, tne vowel differs only in vowel 
quality , whereas the main focus of the tonic syllable allows for dif­
ference in vowel height as well. 
The following examples are i llustrative of the various vowel mani­
festations in given environments. As noted before , a vowel preceding 
final / h /  is always short , so examples in that environment are omitted 
here. 
No nbac.R Vowel� / i  a r ./ :  
/ i /  [ i . ] 
I i  a /  [ i a ]  /w/'V/w? / }  --
[ i a ] ( elsewhere) 
/ i /  [ d ( 
[ +nas ] ) 
- [+corJ +ant 
[ i ] ( elsewhere ) 
/ e /  [ � ] ( C [ _TRA]_ / ? /
) 
[ e  
i 
] ( elsewhere) 
/ E I  [ e ' ] l 
( C
[ +TRA]_
) 
C a e ]  ( C [ _TRA]_ ) 
/ V  [ e J  
l ea l  [ d i ]  / h /'V / ? / ) --
[ e a  ] ( elsewhere) 
Back Un�o unded Vowel� /+ a a t :  
/ + /  [ a '  ] 
[ + . ] 
( C
[ _TRA]_
C )  
( elsewhere ) 
/ s i t / 
/ m a ii  i f  
/ i aw ? /  
/ i aw/ 
/ s i a t /  
/ k l a / 
/ k h Tm/ 
/ h a s T t /  
/ k l i k /  
/ p a t e ? /  
/ p l e n /  
/ p a g e /  
/ m e ? /  
/ p e t /  
/ s � t /  
/ t � ? /  
/ ? b e a h /  
/ pa ? d ? /  
/ h e a /  
/ u a n /  
/ l a n + l) /  
/ h + /  
[ k h L m ]  
[ h a s L t ]  
[ k 1 i k ] 
[ p a t � ? ]  
[ p l e
i
l) ] 
[ p a ke i ] 
[ me ' ? ]  
.,. 
[ p a  e t ] 
' sma L L ' 
' s o und ' 
' to s e e ' 
, to ca L L ' 
' to s L ide on s e a t ' 
' c Lo s e  fi t ' 
, to smi L e ' 
' a  L i t t L e ' 
' to t i c k L e ' 
, sarong ' 
' i ns trument '  
' tomorrow ' 
' mo ther ' 
' o u t  o f  s hape ' 
' s ame as ' 
' worn o u t ' 
[� e a h ] ' enough ' 
[ pa a E a ? ] ' ho t ' 
, to cry ' 
, s t omach ' 
[ p a  . ? ] ' fLower pe ta L ' 
'wide ' 
' y o u  (fam. ) '  
l a l  [ A ]  
[ a  Y ] "' 
[ + ] 
[ A 0 ] 
l a l  [ a 0 ] 
F a l  [ a ]  
Back Rou.nded 
l u i  [ u 0 ] 
l u i  [ u ] 
[ u ] 
1 0 1  [ ?, ] 
[ o u ] 
1 0 1  [ 0 Y o ] T 
[ 0 0 ] 
1 3 1  [ 0 Y ] 
T 
[ 0  ] 
l o al [ ua ] 
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( C [-ant] ) [ -TRA]- -cor 
[-ant] ( C [+TRA]_ -cor ) 
( [+nas ]- ) [-ant] -cor 
(elsewhere ) 
Vowel� l u 0 0 / :  
(_[+ant] ) +cor 
( elsewhere) ( C [ _TRA]_C ) 
( elsewhere) ( C [+TRA]_ ) ( C [ _TRA]_ )( C C +TRA]-) ( C C -TRA]-) 
I t a ? !  [ t A? ] 
I b a ? !  [ pf ? ] 
I m a ? !  [ m ; ?  ] 
I ?d A I  
I k a n l  [ k a o n ]  
I k a n l  [ ka n ] 
I t u ? !  
I t h u n l  [ t h u n ] 
I d r u t l  [ t !l U  t ] 
I t u ? ! [ t u ? ]  
I poml [ p?,m ] 
1 1  0 1  [ l ou ] 
I d o ? !  [ t o Y o ? ]  
T 
I t o ? !  [ t o o ? ]  
I b� ? !  [ p�: ? ]  T 
I p3 ? !  [ p o ?  ] 
I h oa ? 1  
I t h o a l  
3 3  
' to weigh ' 
' to dam ' 
' to carry ' 
' to e qua Z ' 
' fi8 h ' 
'poor ' 
' se c tion ' 
' y ear ' 
' dimp Z e ' 
' s t ew ' 
'woods ' 
' many ' 
' to b e  a t ' 
' bo t tom ' 
' to r o t ' 
' to p e e Z ' 
' to e a t ' 
' to trave Z '  
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NOTES 
1 .  Special appre ciation is due Kenneth Gre gerson for his suggestions 
at various stages in the development of this paper , and Erne st W .  Lee 
for comments from his background in Chamic stud ies . 
2. Summer Institut e  of Linguistic s ,  Phnom Penh , Khmer Repub l ic . 
3. Minis try of National Educat ion ,  Phnom Penh , Khmer Repub l ic . 
4. Henderson ( 1 9 6 5 ) ,  Horne ( 1 9 6 1 ) . 
5. B lood ( 1 9 6 7 ) . 
6 .  Western Cham i s  a member o f  the Chamic subfamily o f  Austrone s ian . 
It is spoken in certain parts of the Khmer Republic ( Cambodia ) and in the 
wes tern section of the Vietnamese Delta reg ion . Its speakers number 
some 3 0 , 0 0 0  persons in V iet Nam and something in excess of 1 5 0 , 0 0 0  in 
Cambod ia . Other Chamic member languages include Roglai , Eas tern Cham , 
Chru , Jarai , Rade , and Haroi . ( In the lit erature Eastern Cham or 
Coastal Cham is usually referred to s imply as Cham, and Wes tern Cham 
usually as Cambodian Cham or Khmer I s lam .  This de script ion represents 
about a year ' s  contact with Cham speakers in the Phnom Penh area in 
1 9 7 2 - 3 .  
7 .  See Gregerson ( to appear ) who lists eight Viet Nam languages with 
register ( p . 5 ) . Also Shorto ( 1 9 6 7 )  for Mon . 
8 .  Chamic was once c lassed with in Mon- Khmer by such early invest igators 
as Schmidt ( 1 9 0 7 )  and Przyluski ( 19 2 4 ) . Such studies as Pittman ( 19 5 9 ) ,  
Thomas ( 1 9 6 3 ) , and Lee ( 1 9 6 5 )  provide good evidence for putt ing it with 
Austrone s ian . 
9 .  Lee sees some evidence for register in Haroi . Ernes t  W .  Lee 
( personal communicat ion ) .  Henderson ( 19 6 5 ) ,  us ing the term phonat ion­
type , and Lee ( 1 9 7 4 )  find evidence of register in Austrones ian . 
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10 . P ittman ( 1 9 7 2 )  reports regis ter-related effects of f inal c onsonants 
for Jirel i ,  a Tibeto- Burman language of Nepal . 
1 1 .  The Khmer script taking the surd / sonant dist inct ion of the Indic 
scripts e ither app l ied it to it s own voiceless /voiced dist inct ion , now 
lost ( the prevailing view ) , or app lied it by analogy to a vocalic op­
position , the precursor of the pres ent b inary vocalic system .  David D .  
Thomas ( personal communication ) s ugge sts the features [ ±  voic ing ] and 
[ ±  voice qual ity ] were both present in Old Khmer . 
1 2 .  There is a small class o f  three syllable words in Cham which are 
described by the formula : 
C 2 V 2 C 2 V 2 CI V 1 ( C4 ) 
It s eems evident that the s e  word s , repre senting less than one per cent 
of lexical entries ( apart from those usual two syllab le verb s wh ich take 
the product ive pref ix / p a - / ) , were more numerous historical ly . It does 
not appear that this is an unusual clas s , say , o f  loan words , but an 
indigenous set which once had more members . As this c la s s  is being 
dropped from normal speech , it i s  the atonic syl lable ( C 2 V 2 ) or the 
atonic vowel alone /a / ,  when C 2 is / m / ,  which is being deleted . In the 
former case , the new pattern fits the normal formula for the phonolog­
ical word . In the latter case , a new phonological word pattern is ap­
pearing : 
C 2 V 2 m . C I V 1 ( C 4 ) 
C 2 V 2C 2 V 2C I V 1 ( C 4 ) ---+ C 2 V 2C I V 1 ( C 4 ) 
/ g a l a b a ? /  � / g a b a ? /  ' ro  watk ' 
C 2 V 2C 2 V 2 C I V 1 ( C 4 ) ---+ C 2 V 2m . C I V 1 ( C 4 ) 
/ t a ma n e a /  � / t a m . n e a /  ' ro  dance ' 
/ s a ma l a n /  � / s a m . l a n /  'nine ' 
Because of its rarene s s , this class of words will not be included in the 
general discuss ion to fol low . 
1 3 . The set of [ +TRA] stops has been devoiced s ince Proto- Chamic which 
had the voiceless /vo iced distinct ion : 
p t e  k 
p h  t h  c h  k h  
b d j 9 
b h  d h  j h  g h  
14 . The orig inal analysis o f  this paper is worth summari s ing here . 
The d ivis ion of [ ±TRA ] and [ ±con t ]  wa s also the bas i s  of a chart re­
produced here : 
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A B 
p t c k b d j 9 
1 p h  t h  c h  k h  b h  d h  j h  g h  
? b  ? d  ? j  ? 
5 h m n n I) 
2 w y r 
Re gister A and B in Western Cham words were accounted for by the fol low­
ing "dominance "  rules : 
l .  A + A A 
2 .  B + B B 
3 .  Al + Bl second element 
4 .  Bl + A2 B 
5 .  A + B 2 A 
These rule s ( after Purtle ( 1 9 6 9 )  for Khmer ) ,  not ordered with respect to 
each other nor within the left hand members , indicate register of tonic 
syllable . Quadrant Al and B l are equally s trong , they both dominate A2 
and B 2 . A2 also dominates B 2 . This analysis is based ent irely on the 
consonant " s trength " .  The consonant was seen to " dominate" or determine 
the regis ter characteristics of the following vowel . And based on the 
above five " dominanc e "  rule s ,  certain atonic s yllable initial consonant s 
exerted their strength over an intervening tonic syllable init ial to 
det ermine the regis terne s s  of the tonic syllable vowel . The pre s ent 
analysis in terms of the po s it ion of the tongue root provides a c learer 
s tatement of what is actually happening . 
In the fol lowing examples , cons onant dominance is seen act ing 
combining of various syllables to form word s . In the examples , a 
acc ent 1 ' 1 is added to indicate c learly s econd register . 
Al + B l I k a l  + I b awl  
+ I k a bawl  ' buffa Zo ' 
B l + Al 
no examples , historically Bl has become Al · 
Bl + A2 I ba l  + I h awl 
+ I b a h�wl ' new ' 
A2 + BI I h a l  + I doml 
+ I h adoml ' how muah ' 
Al + B 2 I ka l  + I r ol 
+ I k a r ol  ' s trong ' 
B 2 + Al 1 1  'a l  + I k awl 
+ l 1 a kawl  ' to s t ep over ' 
A2 + B 2 I h a l  + I n+ 1) 1  
+ I h a n i- I) I  ' bow ' 
B 2 + A2 1 1  a l  + I s a y l  + I l a s a y l  ' aooked riae ' 
15 . Compare Javane se : normal versus lax , breathy opposition . 
16 . Compare Eastern Cham : lower pitch for or iginal voiced stops . 
in the 
grave 
1 7 .  Compare centering a n d  glides in Mon and Khmer ( Short o )  ( Henderson ) . 
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CLAUSE AND SENTENCE FINAL PARTICLES IN CHAM 
o .  I NT RODUC TI ON 
DOR I S  WALKE R BLOOD 
o .  I n t ro duc t i on 
1 .  Nega t ive s  
2 .  L i m i t i v e s  
3. I n terroga t i ves 
4. I mperat ives 
5. Prohib i t i v e s  
6 .  Emphas i s e r s  
7 .  Vo c at ives 
8 .  Respon s e s  
As in other languages o f  Southeast ASia, l final particles in Cham2 
play an important part in expressing the mind of the speaker as he meets 
different situations. Final particles are used as negatives, limitives, 
int errogatives, imperatives, prohibitives and emphasisers, and in calls 
and responses. 3 
Final negative and limitive particles are on the clause level, while 
others function on the sentence level. 4 For example, in the following 
quotative sentence, two final particles occur on the clause level, one 
on the sentence level. 
D u a  u r a n g  d a y  n aa t h a n g  k h T k t h a n g  �, 
2 person younger s ib L i ng go house watch hous e firs t,  
b l a h  m�k  k a ya b a  ma i t a n g  w&k h a i .  
t h e n  g e t  food bring back e a t  aga in imp. 
'Do me  a favour and go wa tch the hous e firs t,  then ge t food and 
bring it back for us to eat (as before ) . ' 
39 
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ka is a final parti cle for the first clause (cf. 2 . 2) , w&k for the 
second clause (cf. 2 . 6 )  while h a i as the imperative particle refers to 
the entire sentence (cf. 4 . 6 ) . 
1 .  N E GA T I  V E  S 
Negative parti cles function on the clause level . The second example 
in 1 . 2 .  is a medial clause in a conjunctive sentence. 
1 . 1 .  In normal speech final particle 0 is used to express negative. 
M Lf  ka u poc h £ .  
Ch u h  m Lfng  d j u h  £ .  
burn w i t h  wood neg . 
'My fa ther wo n ' t  saold . ' 
' It is no t burned w i th wood . ' 
ka . . .  0 expresses incomplete action, ka occurring preverbally . 
Oa h l a k ka h u  n Lfk £ .  
N h u  ka t h a u  k h a r o .  
' I  don ' t  have ahi ldren �. ' 
' He doe sn ' t  know the saript � . '  
d i  . . . 0 intensifies negative action or thought. d i  oc curs before the 
verb. 
NLfk d i  p a n g a m e k  a m Lf  £ .  
ahi ld i ntens . lis ten mo ther fa ther neg . 
' He do es n ' t  l i s ten to his  pare n ts a t  a l l . ' 
Oa h l a k  £1 h u  k a n a l o .  
I i ntens . pas t remember neg . 
' I  aertai n ly didn ' t  remember . ' 
1 . 2 .  In formal speech , known as dom g l o n g  ' speaking high ' ,  preverbal 
o h  is the usual form of negative. Most often this negative is intensi­
fied by adding final particle o .  
H ra y  d T t  o h  t h i k  ta ko i m Lfn u k .  
day Sy nday neg . aut throat ahiaken 
' Chiakens are not  ki l l ed on Sunday . ' 
U r a n g  l i n g  I u o h  tamLf  h u  d a  I am  t h u m  £ .  
person outside neg . g o  into ab l e  in s h e l ter intens . 
' A n  outs ider is not permi t ted i n  the s h e l ter a t  a l l .  ' 
O i  ka l n a n  d a h l a k  o h  ka t h a u  g e t  o .  
then I not y e t  know any th� ng i ntens . 
' In those days I didn ' t  know any thing a t  a l l .  ' 
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2 .  LIMITIV E S  
Particles which limit the action include p a j �, ka , m i n ,  ra y ,  t ra and 
w&k . These are final particles on the clause level. 
2 . 1 .  p a j �  alternates with j �  or in colloquial speech y�.  It expresses 
completed action or a continuing state. In questions it may oc cur with 
interrogative intonation or with k a  e ( cf. 3 . 4 ) . It does not occur with 
negatives. 
N i  j �h k ra h - h a d a h  k a u , h ll  t h a u  �. 
' This is  my inte � � igence,  you know by now . ' 
T a p a i b i a k b l &k - b l a ng  � .  
' The rabb i t  is  rea � �y crooked ( a s  a �ways ) . '  
H u a k  :tS!. .  
' Finished eating . ' 
2 . 2 .  ka  ' firs t '  gives the meaning of completing one action before some­
thing else is done. 
HlI b ra y  k a u  c h a k  h ll  w &k ka . 
' L e t  me tie you up firs t . ' 
N h u  p a da l u r a n g  sa h l  i h  k a n  d l  n h u  ka . 
' He ordered the peop � e  to exchange fis h  for him firs t .  ' 
2 . 3 .  m i n  expresses ' just,  o n �y ' .  It may be mildly emphatic. 
N h u  b i r a u  k h i n g I i ka y  m i n .  
s he new marry man jus t 
' She jus t  recen t �y took a husband . 
Sa n a o  p a h  ma c h  j h i k w&k s i a m  m i n .  
take go rent machine s ew again good jus t 
' I ' � �  go rent  a s ewing machine again, jus t  a s  good . ' 
O n g  n a n  s u p  m llt a  l i w i k  h a i b i ra u  m i n ? 
' Has h e  been  b � ind for a �ong time or jus t  rece n t �y ? '  
2 . 4 .  r a y  expresses the meaning of ' a �so,  too ' ,  and often oc curs with 
preverbal j a n g  ' a �s o ' .  
N h u  j a n g ma i t h o n g  d a h l a k � . 
'He  a � s o  went w i t h  me ( to o ) . '  
Da h l a k  I i ka u  d u a  �n d u a  h a d i u p p a t  h a n g  e n g  � . 
' I  beg to thank bo t h  of you a �so . ' 
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2 . 5 .  t ra as a final particle means ' anymore ' .  It is related to t ra 
in temporal phrases meaning ' later, more ' .  It occurs only in negative 
constructions . 
H a d l u p d ra y  o h  h u  d o k  t h o n g  d r a y  t r a . 
wife s e lf neg . have live with s e lf anymore 
'My wife wi l l  not live  with me anymor e . ' 
T a p a l o h  k h i n  m �n h u m i a  t ra .  
'Rab b i t  wo u ld no t dare drink water anymore . ' 
Am�  o h  d o k  h u  I i w i k  t h o n g  g ra u p  a n �k t r a . 
' I  am not  ab l e  to live  long with you chi ldren anymor e . 
2 . 6. w&k ' again ' as a final particle brings the situation back as it 
was before. It may also have a meaning of ' c losing up ' or ' tighten­
ing ' 6 
N h u  m �k r�n g k a r a y  ka d a y  w&k . 
' He g o t  a different crab for his bro ther (as b efore ) . '  
Da h U i k  p a b l a y p a d a l b a  j i e n  ka o n g  m �k W&k . 
' I  wi l l  s e l l  rice and bring the  money back to you . ' 
H �  b ra y  k a u  c h a k  h �  w&k ka . 
' L e t  me tie  you up ( t igh t) firs t . ' 
3 .  INTE R ROGA TI V E S  
Interrogatives may be signalled by the following final particles 
which are on the sentence level : l a y ,  h a l o ,  ka 0 ,  r a y ,  b i a k  m i n ,  b i a k  
h a i t ho h ,  b l a k  n a o , I e , n h � ,  p a  and kac h . Interrogative intonation is 
found on all questions whether final particles are used or not. 
3 . 1 . The intonation pattern which usually accompanies questions is a 
rise on the last element in a sentence. Simple negative questions usu­
ally take this intonation pattern rather than an interrogative particle. 
______________ ,J' 
A i  n a o  t- h a n g  6?  'Aren ' t  you going home ? ' 
3 .2 .  l a y is the simple interrogative final particle , expecting a 
response of ' yes ' or 'no ' . It may be answered by a nod or shake of the 
head. 
-
A i  ta k r �  � 
B i n g i  � 
H �  b o h  s r u h  � 
' Do you want to ? '  
' Is i t  de licious ? ' .  
'Do you s e e  the nes t ? ' 
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d j a u p  ' aorreat ' may precede l a y in questions that assume the answer is 
known. A pause precedes the question particles and d j a u p  has a low 
pitch, with the usual rising intonation contour. 
H� n a n  M ' N h �
/
��I�? 
you are Nh� aorreat  ques . 
M u k  b a n g  h l a  � �? 
' You are Nh�, aren ' t  you? ' 
' You ahew b e t e l ,  don ' t  y ou ? ' 
Negative questions sometimes t ake t his form. 
A i  n a o  t h a n g  a � �? ' You ' re not  going home, righ t ? ' 
h u  'possi b l e,  ab l e ' may occur with l a y when the speaker suspects that 
there may be a restricting factor. 
h u  l a y has regular intonation of questions without a preceding pause. 
� 
Da h I a k/n a o  t h a n g  a i h u  l ay? 
I go house bro ther ab l e  ques . 
' Can I go to your hous e ? ' 
O n g  n a o  P h a n R a n g  h u  l ay? 
' Are you going to Ph an Rang ? ' (perhaps there is s ome reason why n o t )  
3 . 3 . h a i a ' or not ' is a final interrogative phrase including the 
negative particle a .  This form of yes/no interrogative is less frequent 
than l a y and carries an at titude of slight condescension on the part 
of the speaker. 
D a y  b a h  ha i a?  'Do  y o u  s e e  i t  or not ? ' 
3 . 4 .  ka a ' no t  y e t ' (cf. 1 . 1 )  as a final interrogative phrase asks a 
question concerning whether action is completed or not. 
A i  h u a k  pa j a  ka a ?  
bro t her e a t  a lready n o t  y e t  
' Have you  eaten a lready ? ' 
3 . 5 .  r a y  may be used when asking questions concerning a t hird person. 
A n �k a n g  t h a u  k h a r �? 
N h u  t h a u  c h i h  �? 
' Do e s  y our ahi ld know the  s ar ip t ? ' 
' Does he k now how to draw ? ' 
3 . 6 .  b i a k m i n  ' re a l ly ' is used as an interrogative in confirming a 
statement or action and is preceded by a pause. The question can be 
answered by a nod of the head. 
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A i h m I t  ya u n a n
l 
b I a k,&n ?  
brother h ear like  that rea l ly 
' You h eard tha t, is i t  true ? 
B i a k  d a y  a l  t h i m �k d a h l a k b l a k  m i n ? 
rea l ly younger- o lder sib lings wi l l  take me rea l ly 
' You w i l l  rea l ly take me wi l l  UE�? ' 
3 . 7 .  b l a k  h a l thoh  ' rea l or no t ' has the same meaning as b i a k  m i n but 
gives the positive and negative choices to choose from . It requires a 
verbal answer . 
U r a n g  l a ct m u k  n a o  p a l a y n a n� l a k h�? 
' People  say you went to that v i l lage, is i t  true or no t ?  
P o  t h l m�k d a h l a k  b i a k ha i t h o h ?  
' You wi l l  take me, rea l ly or no t ? ' 
3 . B .  b l a k  n a o  ' real ,  go ' asks a question somewhat similar to American 
vernacular ' how come? ' .  The speaker may feel disgruntled or angry . 
�/. - k H lI  d i  p a n g k a u  0 b l a k�? ............ 
' You didn ' t  lis ten to me a t  a l l,  how aome ? ' 
3 . 9 .  I e  or ka I e  may be a rhetorical question marker . It is used with 
inferiors in reiterating something spoken once before (cf . ka in 2 . 2) . 
The annoyance of the speaker may also be manifested in a posture of 
hands on hips . 
Ka u p a cta I h ll  n g a k y a u  n a n  ka  I e ? 
I order you do like  tha t before ques . 
' Didn ' t  I a lready te l l  you to do tha t ? ' 
3 . 1 0 .  n h ll  is an interrogative expecting an affirmative reply , but it 
also has the force of a friendly imperative. It occurs with some other 
imperative forms to soften the force of the imperative. 
M e k  b ra y  a n llk n a o  mll- i n  n h ll? 
' L e t  me go p lay, O . K . ? '  
J o  I b I n g a r  j o  I n h ll ! 
'Don ' t  spo i l  i t, O . K . ! '  
3 . 1 1 .  p a  is a particle which asks 'where ? ' .  This is undoubtedly a 
contracted form of p a k  h l a y ' a t  whiah ? ' .  
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A i  d o k  �? ' Where do you L i ve ? ' 
D a y  c h e k  a o  �? ' Where did you put  the  dres s ? '  
3 . 1 2 .  d is an introspective question. The speaker is asking himself 
whether something is true. 
B ra y  p a j d  !!,.? 
' (I) gave i t  a Lready (didn ' t  I ? ) . '  
Ka u I a c h  p a j d  !!,.? 
' I  said tha t a Lready ( I  though t ? ) . '  
3 . 1 3 .  ka c h  is used with content question words such as tao  ' where ? ' ,  
g e t  ' wha t ? ' ,  t h i b a l  ' why ? ' .  It seems to be asking for content in a 
specific way. 
N a o  tao  ka c h ?  
' Where are you going ( spec ifi ca L Ly) ? '  
D a h l a k  wa k y a u  h l a y  kac h ?  
' How d o  I wri te i t  then? ' 
4 .  IMP E RA TI V E S  
Included among final imperatives are me k ,  n a h ,  n a o , do c h ,  h a l and 0 ,  
which may be used in combination with other particles to alter the 
mood. These particles are on sentence level . The usual intonation 
pattern is a fall on the last segment. Particles having a final glottal, 
such as m e k  and n a h ,  reverse the fall and have a slight rise. 
4 . 1 .  me k is the most common imperative particle, fluctuating with e k  
in colloquial speech. This type of command is referred to as dem � a k  
' speaking s a L ty ' ,  or a forceful command. 
-' 
A i  h u a k  me k !  
Da n g  m 6 k !  
Do k e k !  
' Ea t ,  bro ther ! ' 
, Be qu i e t ! '  
' S tay ! ' (spoken by the  person L eaving) 
b e k  is the more formal form of this imperative and it usually occurs in 
writing. 
D u a  e n g  m u k  h u a k  b e k !  ' You two eat ! ' 
4 . 2 .  m e k  followed by another particle still carries the imperative, but 
the mood has been altered. These combinations are used in everyday 
activities of eating, going, staying, etc. 
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� may be used when coaxing s person to do something. It is usu­
ally spoken with a lengthened down glide , and in women's speech the ka t 
would have a velar nasal onglide. 
H u a k  m e k  � 'Oh come on and ea t ! ' 
m e k  y� has the rising intonation of a question but is a command en­
couraging someone to hurry up. 
---_ ..... ,,-/ 
A n �k h u a k  m e k  y� ! ' Hurry and eat,  chi Z d ! ' 
m e k  n h �  serves to soften the command. 
-
N a o  t h a n g  m e k  n h � 1  ' Go home O . K . ! '  
m e k  a h  is a coaxing command used among intimates. This may be accom­
panied by the speaker ' s  gesture of touching the other person to en­
courage him. 
----�/ 
H u a k  me k a h !  ' Come on and eat ! ' 
m e k  da is an imperative with some uncertainty. This is apparently the 
same da that indicates suspicion , and the uncertainty carries over into 
the command (cf. 6 . 1 ) .  
Nao  m e k  � ! ' Go ahead I suppos e !  ' 
4 . 3 .  na h is an imperative of comradeship , which normally would be 
glossed ' Ze t 's ' .  It may occur following me k .  
------' 
M �n a y  n a h !  
N a o  me k n a h ! 
Na h p a k  d e h  na h !  
' L e t ' s  bathe ! '  
' Go with me ! '  
'Le t 's go over there ! '  
4 . 4 .  The verb form n a o  ' go ' is used as an imperative and is similar to 
n a h .  
' Le t ' s  hurry ! 
D u a  u ra n g  d r a y  n a o  m�k n h a c h  n a o ! 
' L e t 's  ( two of us ) go g e t  frogs ! '  
4 . 5 .  doc h  ' to run ' is also used as an imperative. It is used with 
inferiors or among close acquaintances and urges the other person to do 
something . 
N �k n ao\l.�.!Y'h l a  ka m e k  doc�! 
' Go g e t  s ome Z eaves for mo ther qui c k Zy! ' 
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4 . 6 .  h a i expresses an imperative of petition. It is used in asking a 
favour and is not limited in its use with young or old. n h �  may occur 
following h a i .  
P a t o  ka u n g a k"ha-N 
A i  ma i p a g e  h a i n h � !  
' Show m e  how t o  d o  i t  (pLeas e ) ! '  
' Come earLy O . K . ? '  ( t o  he Lp) 
4 . 7 .  a is a friendly invitational particle. It may have a long falling 
intonation . m e k  0 is used in invitations but also hurries the person. 
�a nN..o h  j een!\! 
Ma i . , o .  
Pa  I U (1  n h u  h a  i o !  
H u a k  m e k  o !  
5 .  PROH I BITI V E S  
' Have some b eans ! ' 
' Come i n ! ' 
'Lu t z  him [or me ! ' 
' Come and eat  quiak ty ! ' 
5 . 1 . j O i  as a prohibitive final particle often occurs with preverb j o i  
' don ' t ' .  Final j o i  is preceded by a pause and is spoken on a higher 
level of intonation with a rather sharp fall. a h  occurring with j O i  
softens the command. 
�g a k  y a u  n a n.l'jM 
D i  t a m �  d a l a m i a  30 i !  
J o i  d i k jo i a h !  
' Do n ' t  do Like  that (don ' t ) ! '  
' Don ' t  go in the water ! ' 
' B e t t er not  a L imb i t ! ' 
5 . 2 . ka as a sentence final particle is a prohibitive in its use with 
l o i  ' to s top ' and j o i  ' don ' t ' .  
Lo i k�! 
J o  i ka ! 
'Stop i t ! ' 
' Don ' t  do i t  right now ! ' 
It can be seen here that ka  carries the time factor as seen in 2 . 2 .  in 
addition to its function as an imperative for a negative verb. As a 
sentence final particle with other verbs of action it is an imperative 
to act now . 
H u a k  ka ! 
6 .  EMPH ASI S E RS 
' Ea t  righ t now ! ' 
Final particles which are emphatics include da , k o ,  d h T t ,  n a n  and 
c h e k . These are also on the sentence level. 
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6 . 1 . da is mildly emphatic in expressing suspicion or fear on the 
part of the speaker. 
m i n  
T h a u  k e k  n h u  da . 
N h u  k l e k da . 
L i n g i k  t h i j a n  da . 
' The  dog b i t  him I s uspeat .  ' 
' He s t o � e  i t ,  I 'm afraid . ' 
' I t ' s  about to rain I s uspe a t . ' 
da conveys the meaning of ' perhaps ' . 
N h u  k l e k m i n  da . 
' Perhaps he  s to � e  i t .  ' 
B r u k  n a n  n h u  n g a k  j lin 9 m i n  da . 
' That work he  aan do perhaps . ' 
6 . 2 .  ko expresses the idea of ' s ure �y, a ertain �y ' .  It also conveys 
the expression of ' S e e ! ' when something is being explained. With one 
intonation pattern ko has a very low pitch, is very short and has a 
final glottal phonetically. In other instances the intonation is a 
long falling contour. The particle is heard to carry a low pitch and 
by a non-Cham speaker it might be heard as g o ,  but to the Cham ear it 
is a voiceless velar stop with tense register. m i n  ko can also occur. 
Ka b a o/n a n g  h r� . 
N a o  p a j O'  ko . 
O h  d j a u p  b o h  k a n  ko . 
N h u  n g a k  ya u na n m i n  ko . 
' Wa t er buffa �o eat grass s e e . ' 
' Gone a �ready aertain �y. ' 
' Sure �y i t ' s  not aorreat  that thos e are 
fish eggs . ' 
, He sur e  �y do es � i k e  tha t . ' 
6 . 3 .  d h T t  ' to disappear ' is emphatic assertion. 
O n g  n a o  d h T t .  ' He ' s  gone (for sure) . '  
Da h l a k  n g a k b l o h d h T t .  ' I ' m  going t o  fi nish i t  thorough �y . ' 
6 . 4 .  n a n  ' that ' occurs as a final particle as a summation of the 
speaker's viewing the entire situation. 
A i  n a o  t a o  n a n ?  
' Wh er e  are you going there ? 
P a t a o  au  h i u n ta b i a k  n a o  i �k t h a y  d o k  p a k  I i n g i u  p a g a  t h a u  g ro h  n a n . 
' Th e  k ing a a � � ed the s �ave t o  go outs ide to s e e  (a � �  about)  who was 
outside the gate (making) dogs bark . ' 
6 . 5 .  c h e k  is an emphatic particle which expresses the idea of ' h ere 
and now ' or 'on the spot ' .  
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Ka u a m  ka h �  m � a l c h e k .  
I roas t for you die righ t now 
' I 'm going to roas t you to death on the Bpo t . ' 
7 .  VOCAT I V E S  
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In calling I � i occurs finally with a falling intonation which may be 
lengthened because of distance or to get the other person's attention. 
P ro k  I � i !  
A i  I � i !  
8 .  R E S P O N S E S  
' Hey Prok ! '  
' Hey o Zder brother ! '  
8 . 1 .  0 ka c h ,  varying with 0 ka i in women ' s  speech, is a positive 
response to an invitation. ka c h  has sharply rising intonation while 
ka i is a slow rising contour . 
---_./ 
H u a k  0 ka c h . 'Sure, I ' Z Z eat . ' 
8 . 2 .  ke  is a negative response which expresses emphatic denial. This 
particle has falling intonation. 
Da h I a k/m"lik k� 
-8oh  ke . 
' I  didn ' t  ta k e  ( i t ) . '  
' Didn ' t  s e e  ( i t )  a t  a Z Z . ' 
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I n troduc t i on 
Man i fes ted Forms 
Feature Typ e s  
T r u t h  Value Type s  
Conc lus i o n  
Cham1 sentences are described here in relation to the following para­
meters : Manifested Form, Feature Type and Truth Value Type. 2 Manifested 
form relates to the overt form of a sentence . Feature type refers to 
its internal function . And truth value refers to its external function 
in relation to the speaker-hearer situation. 
1 .  MA NIFE S T E D  FO RMS  
With respect to manifested form, sentences may be described in terms 
of the following basic forms: Simple, Complex, Juxtaposed, Initial-echo, 
Quotative, Conjunctive and Particle-marked. There may also be combina­
tions of these basic forms, such as initial-echo-quotative. These 
combinations will be discussed in section 1 . 8 .  
1 . 1 .  A � imple � entenee consists of one independent clause or a less 
complete version of such a clause. 
N h u  b u c h  b i ma o  ka a m e k  n h u . 3 
he p Zuck mus hroom for mo ther his  
' He ga thered mus hrooms for his  mo ther . ' 
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O J  a u p . 
correc t  
' Tha t ' s  righ t .  ' 
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1 .2 .  A complex � en�ence has a clause (s) or sentence (s) embedded in the 
main clause, as illustrated in the sentence below: 
N h u t a b I a k n a 0 i &k t h a y  u r a n  9 do k p a k l i n 9 i u p a 9 a • 
h e  go-out go Look who p erson b e  a t  o u ts ide fence 
' He went out to s ee who was outs ide the  fence . ' 
Embedded as the object of the sentence is the clause: 
t h a y  u r a n g d o k  p a k  I i ng i u  p a g a  
1 . 3 .  Jux�apo� ed � en�ence� may be divided into those which have two 
clauses, S imple-j uxtaposed , and those which have three or more clauses, 
Multiple- juxtaposed . The clauses in a j uxtaposed s entence are closely 
linked in a sequence of some kind, such as a temporal or consecutive 
action s equence, rather than by conjunctions.  
( S imple- juxtaposed) 
M e k  mlldah t a g o k , n a o  milk I l t h a y  ka a n llk h u a k .  
mo ther woke got-up g e t  rice for chi Ld e a t-rice 
' Th e  mother got  up ( and) went to g e t  rice for (her)  chi Ld to  e at . ' 
( Multiple-j uxtaposed) 
N h u  n a o  h m u , t a m ll  r i b on g ,  l i p&k milk hu k l a u d ra y  n h a c h . 
h e  go fie Ld, enter irrigation-ditch, fe L t -for ge t ab L e  3 c L .  frog 
' He went  to the paddy ,  en tered the irrigation ditch (andi got  three 
frogs w i th his hands . ' 
As shown in the examples above, simple-juxtaposed and multiple­
juxtaposed sentences frequently omit the subject from the second and 
succeeding clauses, s ince the s ubject of the first clause most often 
i s  the understood subject of the succeeding claus e s  in the sentence. 
1 . 4 .  Unlike some of the neighbouring languages which manifest complete 
echo � en�ence� ,
4 Cham manifests only a partial echo of the preceding 
sentence in the first clause of the reflector sentence. The echo claus e  
contains a main verb or synonym o f  a main verb from the preceding sen­
tence. 
S a n l n g y a u  n a n , ta p a i k l a o t h a  d ra y .  
think Like  tha t rabb i t  Laugh one s e Lf 
' Thinking that way, the rab b i t  Laughed to hims e Lf. ' 
The initial echo in this s entence repeats the s a n lln g  ' thinking ' of the 
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rabbit in the sentence before. 
1 . 5 .  A q uotat�v e 6 entence differs from other complex sentences in that 
it contains either a d�4 ect or an �nd�ect q uotat�o n (see section 2 on 
Feature Types) , and, is introduced by a quotative clause. 
Direct-Quotative Sentence : 
A b a o  dom t h o n g  t a p a l l a c h :  " Da h l a k j a n g  n a o  m l - i n  y a u  a l  r a y . "  
s na i L spoke w i th rabbi t say I a L s o  go p L ay Like  o Lder - s ib Ling too 
' The s na i l  spoke to the  rabb i t ,  s ay ing : "I 'm a Ls o  having fun like 
you  are . '" 
Indirect-Quotative Sentence : 
N h u  p a t h a u  l a c h  b r u k  n a n  n h u  n g a k  b l o h  p a j <1 .  
h e  p o l i t e Ly say work that h e  do finish a Lready 
'He p o l i t e Ly s tated that h e  had comp l e ted that  work a lr eady . ' 
A direct quotation may contain any manifesting sentence form , in­
cluding both direct and indirect quotations. This is because , in a 
direct-quotative sentence , the quotation introducing clause is not 
bound to the quotation , even though the quotation acts as the object 
of the introductory clause . In an indirect-quotative sentence the 
quotation is embedded in the quotation introduc ing clause. Thus it 
cannot function as a distinct discourse in itself , as the quotation in a 
direct-quotative sentence can. 
The main distinction prosodically is that in a direct-quotative sen­
tence there is an obligatory pause (or juncture) before the quotation , 
and in an indirect-quotative sentence there is not an obligatory pause 
before the indirect quotation. 
1 . 6 .  A co njunct� v e  6 entence5 is: 1 )  one which is related to a pre­
ceding sentence by an �n�t�ai co nj unct�o n ,  or a sentence consisting of 
clauses which are related to each other by a sentence-initial conjunc­
tion ; 2) a sentence consisting of two or more clauses , two of which are 
connected by a m ed�ai c o nj unct�o n ;  or 3 ) a sentence combining both 
�n�t�ai and m ed�ai conj unctions. 
1 )  Initial conj unctions include :  
a .  those which relate a sentence to a preceding sentence : 
m i n  ' bu t ' 
b l o h ' then ' 
The following conjunctive expressions may also act as paragraph intro­
ducers : 
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' fina l ly ,  after tha t ' 
' th er efore,  so ' 
b l ra u  m�n g  ' j u s t  then,  then ' 
j �n g  m �n g  ' so then, then ' 
n a n  ka m �n g  ' s o,  therefore,  aons e quen t ly ' 
ka y u a  y a u  n a n  ' beaaus e of tha t ' 
Dom n a n  p a t a o  g i n on g ,  n a o  m�k u ra n g  n a n . 
therefore king angry s o  g e t  person that 
' So the  king was angry (and) went  to s ei z e  that perso n . ' 
b .  those which relate clauses within a sentence 
m �ya h 'V ya h ' if, s i na e ' 
ka  I 'when ' 
ta l ' when,  arriving (at  that  point)  , 
ka y u a  'V y u a  ' be aaus e ' 
Ta l u ra n g  m�k k a n  ma l ,  u ra n g  � o h  b o h  o k  r l l o .  
to 
when p ersons g e t  fis h  aome they s e e  many mangoes 
' Wh en the fis h ermen re turned they saw many mangoes . '  
each other: 
ta l relates the first clause to the second clause of the above sentence . 
2 )  Medial conj unctions include: 
a. conjunctions that may fill either the sentence-medial or 
sentence-initial slots: 
m i n  ' b u t ' 
b l o h ' then ' 
b l o h d I n a n  ' after tha t ' 
m �ya h 'V y a h  ' if, s inae ' 
k a y u a  'V y u a  ' b eaaus e ' 
Y a u p  h ra y  t a p a l n a o  m �n h um l a ,  m i n  tu k h l a y j a n g  b o h  b a o .  
eaah day rabbi t  g o  drink water but hour whiah a lso saw snail  
' Every day the rabbit  went to drink water, but eaah  time  (he)  a l s o  
saw the snai l . ' 
b. conjunctions that may fill the sentence-medial slot only: 
' or ' 
h a i 'V h a l l ac h  ' or ' 
m �n g  ' then ' 
t h o n g  'and ' 
n � n  ' then ' 
s � n g  ' then ' 
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Kau ma l m �n h u m  l a  t h o ng r a h  m�- I n . 
I come drink  water and go- around p lay 
'I came to dri n k  water and have some fun .  ' 
3 ) Initial and medial conjunctions may co-occur in the same sentence. 
Combinations that have been observed in text material are: m � a h  - b l o h  � 
m �y a h  - n � n  ' if - then ' and m i n  - y u a  ' b u t  - b e caus e ' .  
M �ya h d ra y  d l h  t h a  p a n T k ,  b l o h  doch  t u l ,  j a n g  k l a k  n h u  ra y .  
if s e lf s l eep one nap then run fo l low a ls o  l eave him a ls o  
' £i  I t a k e  a nap, t h e n  run after ( him) , I ' l l s t i l l  leave him behind . ' 
1 . 7 .  Pa��icl e-ma� ked � en�ence� include : 1 )  those that are clau� e- ba� ed 
( see sections 5 . 2  and 5 . 3 ,  interrogative and imperative truth values ) ; 
2) those that are ph�a� e O� wo�d- b a� ed ( see section 5 . 4 ,  exclamatory 
truth value, vocatives ) ; and 3 ) those that are pa���cle- ba� ed ( see sec­
tion 5 . 4 ,  expletives ). A clause-based sentence has a full clause as 
its main element, a phrase- or word-based sentence has only a phrase or 
word as its main element, and in a particle-based sentence the particle 
itself is the main element. 
1 )  Clause-based : 
-
N h u  n g il k  y a u  n a n/d j a u p  l a y ? 6 
h e  do l i ke that correct  ques . 
( Interrogative ) 
' Is i t  correct  that h e  did t ha t ? ' 
�� D u a  u ra n g  d ra y  n a o  n a o l  
2 person s e lf g o  imp . 
' L e t ' s  the two of us go ! ' 
( Imperative ) 
The main distinction between the form of the interrogative and 
imperative sentences is to be found in the prosodic features, espe­
cially on the final particles. Imperative n ao receives a noticeably 
heavier stress than interrogative d j a u p  l a y .  Also, the intonation 
contour for n a o  is falling. The intonation contour of d j a u p  l a y is 
rising and it is preceded by a pause. 
2) Phrase or word-based : 
() I a I m �n u s !  
h ey o lder - s ib ling human- b e ing 
' Hey y ou ! ' 
A d a y  1 <1 1 !  
younger - s i b ling hey 
' Hey brother ! ' 
( Pre-base vocative ) 
( Post-base vocative ) 
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3 ) Particle-based : 
I h !  ' e:xaLama tion of disgus t ' 
A h ! ' e:xa Lama tion of m i Ld surpris e ' 
U s ! ' e:xa Lama tion of s urprise ' 
1 . 8 .  Com b�nat�on 0 6  60�m� that may be manifested include : 
1 )  Combinations of clau� e- ba� ed types, such as this I n�t�al- echo ­
Quotat�v e sentence: 
Ta p a i t e h  ya u n a n ,  t a n g l  b a o  l a c h : " N g a k g e t ? "  
rab b i t  s e e  L i ke that a s k  sna i l,  say do wha t 
' Th e  rabb i t  s e e ing tha t, asked the s nai L ,  "Wha t are (you)  doi ng ? " ' 
2 )  Combinations of clau� e - b a� ed types with co njunct�on- ba� ed types, 
such as this I n�t�al- conjunct�o n - Compl ex sentence : 
Oem n a n  p a tao  b ra y  ka  J ' Bo n g  La h k h l n g  a n �k p a tao . 
s o  king give for Bong Lah marry ahi Ld king 
' So the king gave Bong Lah permission to marry his  daughter . '  
Other combinations of clause-based types with conjunction-based 
types that have been observed are : I n�t�al - echo - M ed�al- co njunct�v e ,  
I n�t�al- conjunct�ve-S�mpl e- juxtapo� ed , I n�t�al- conjunct�ve- Quotat�v e ,  
M ed�al - co njunct�v e-Mult�ple- j uxtapo� ed, M ed�al - co njunct�ve- Quotat�v e .  
2 .  F E A T U R E  T Y P E S  
The second parameter by which sentences are described refers t o  the 
internal lexico-semantic function of a sentence. Feature types in 
Cham sentences include : Conditional, Contrary to expectation, Causal, 
Action sequence, Coordinate, Topic-Comment, Quotative and Neutral . 
2 . 1 . C o nd�t�o nal � ent enc e� include : simple-conditional, concessive­
conditional, motivation-proposition conditional, temporal-emphasis 
conditional and iterative-conditional. 
1 )  A � �mple- co nd�t�o nal sentence consists of a clause that states a 
condition to be met and a second clause that states the expected ac­
tion, based on the fulfillment of the condition. The conditional 
clause may be introduced by m �y a h  ' if ' ,  ka I 'when ' ,  or another general 
or specific temporal, providing completed action is not indicated. The 
second clause may be optionally linked to the first clause by a medial 
conjunction such as b l o h ,  n � n ,  or s � n g  ' then ' .  In this type of condi­
tional sentence, the clauses are reversible. However, the first sen­
tence shown below is the usual order : 
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M�ya h h �  to n g  k a u  � ka u t o n g  h �  wo k .  
if you b e a t  me then I beat  you again 
' £i  you hit me, then I ' l l  h i t  you back . ' 
Kau  to n g  h �, m �ya h h �  t o n g  ka u .  
I beat  you  if you beat me 
' I ' l l  h i t  you, it you h i t  me . ' 
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2 )  A eonee� � iv e - e o nditio nal sentence consists of a clause (or two) 
that states the situation or condition, in � pit e 0 6  whieh the anti­
cipated action of the next clause is expected to take place. The first 
clause is introduced by m�y a h  ' if, though ' and the last clause contains 
j a n g  ' a lso ' in pre-verb position. The clause order is fixed. 
M �ya h d ra y  n g a k  p a t a o , � o h  b u i - b e  d i  ge t .  
if s e lf do king a lso not  happy a t  wha t 
' Even though I reign as king, (I) s t i l l  won ' t  b e  happy at a l l .  ' 
M�ya h d ra y  d i h  tha  pa n i k ,  b l o h  doc h  tu i n h u ,  � k l a k  n h u .!::2..Y. . 
though s e lf s l e ep one nap then run fo l low him a ls o  leave him too 
, Even though I take a nap (and) then run after him, (I ' l l )  s ti l l 
leave h im behind.  ' 
In the second example, r a y  ' to o ' is an optional sentence-final particle 
that goes along with j a n g . The conjunction b l o h  ' then ' relates the 
first two clauses into a temporal sequence. 
3 ) A motivatio n - p�opo�itio n  eo nditio nal sentence consists of a 
clause that states the situation providing the motivation for the pro­
posed action of the second clause . The motivation clause may be intro­
duced by m�ya h ' if, since ' or by a non-past specific temporal, such as 
u r a k  n i  ' now ' ,  h ra y  n l  ' today ' ,  or h ra y  p a g u h  ' tomorrow ' .  The proposi­
tion clause may also be introduced by a non-past specific tempora l ex­
pression. The clause order may be reversed, but the usual order is 
for the motivation clause to be followed by the proposition clause. 
M�ya h a i  ta p a i l a c h  y a u  n a n ,  u ra k  n l  d a h l a k t h o n g  
s ince o lder sib . rabbi t say l i ke tha t now I and 
a i p a d a n g  g a u p  doc h  I &k .  
you cha l lenge toge ther run look  
' Since you, rabb i t, said that,  now l e t ' s  c ha l lenge each  o ther to run 
and s e e . ' 
U ra k  n i  J ' Bo n g  A l a h g l n rdh 1 0 ,  �n g kh i n g n h u  me k .  
now Bong A lah powerfu l  very agree marry him imp . 
' Now Bong A lah is v ery powerfu l,  agree to marry him ! ' 
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4 )  A tempo4al- empha� �� co nd�t�o nal sent ence consists of a clause 
stating a P4�04 condition, followed by a clause stating ant�c�pated 
action in response to the condition being met. The time order of 
' firs t . . .  then ' is in focus. The first clause contains ka  'firs t '  and 
the second is introduced by m�n g  ' th en ' .  A variant of t his type has 
d a h l a u ' before ' in the conditional clause and h a d a y  ' after, Later ' 
in the anticipated response clause. Clause order is fixed. 
H �  to n g  ka u �, m�ng ka u t o n g  h �  w&k . 
you beat  me firs t then  I beat  you again 
' You hit me firs t, then I ' L L  hit you baa k .  ' 
H �  t o n g  ka u da h l a u ,  k a u  t o n g  h �  �. 
you b e a t  me before I beat  you after 
' Yo u  hit me before hand, I ' L L  hit you afterward . ' 
5 )  An �te4at�v e- co nd�t�o nal sentence consists of a statement, in the 
first clause, that each time a certain condition is met, a corresponding 
action, stated in the second clause, will be taken. The first clause is 
introduced by an it erative expression, such as, ya u p  b a n g  ' eaah in­
s tanae ' .  The second clause may include initial j a n g  ' a L s o ' and final 
w&k ' aga in ' .  The clause order is fixed. 
Y a up b a ng h �  t o n g  ka u ,  � k a u  t o n g  h �  w&k . 
eaah time you beat me a Ls o  I beat you again 
' Every time you  h i t  me, I ' L L  a Lso h i t  you baa k .  ' 
2 . 2 .  A co nt4a4y-to - expectat�o n  sentence consists of a clause, stating 
a situation or action ( thesis ) , followed by a clause that states un­
expect ed or adverse factors ( antithesis ) in relation to the first 
clause. The second clause is introduced by m i n  ' b u t ' ,  and the clause 
order is fixed. 
Y a u p  h r a y  ta p a l n a o  m �n h u m  l a ,  m i n  w a l h l a y j a n g  �6h  b a o  ra y .  
eaah day rab b i t  go drink water b u t  part when a Ls o  s e e  s na i L  too 
'Every day the  rabb i t  wen t t o  drink wa t er, but no ma tter what par t 
of the  day h e  a Ls o  saw a s na i L . ' 
2 . 3 .  Cau�al � entence� include : simple-causat ive, cause-effect and 
purposive. 
1 )  A � �mple- cau� at�v e sent ence consists of a clause, which stat es a 
situation or action, followed by a clause which states the cause of the 
situation or action. The causative clause, usually the second one, is 
introduced by k a y u a  � y u a  ' b eaaus e ' .  Reversing the order of the 
clauses is acceptable, but infrequent. 
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M r e k  g l o n g  t a p a  w&k , � j ru n a n  s i a m 1 0 .  
pepper ta l l  pass again b eaause mediaine that good v ery 
' The pepper p lant was even ta l l er, b eaaus e  that mediaine was very 
good . ' 
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2 )  In a cau� e- e 6 6 ec� sentence , the action or situation of the first 
clause serves as the basis for the action of the succeeding clause. 
Generally , a cause-effect sentence consists of two juxtaposed clauses , 
but it may have more than one cause clause , followed by one or more 
effect clauses. 
M e k  n h u  s e t ,  t a y a h d a n �n g - m �n h i m .  
mother his  j ump wreak apparatus weaving 
' His  mother j umped, wreaking the weaving appara tus . ' 
A variation of this type is the an�icipa� ed cau� e- e 6 6 ec� sentence , 
in which the anticipated cause and effect clauses may be linked , in 
that order , with the conj unction n � n  ' then ' .  
O n g  p a d a l n ga k .!li!l u ra n g  n ga k .  
Mr t e l l  do then person do 
' You te l l  ( someone)  to do ( s ome thing) ( and) h e ' l l do i t . ' 
3 )  A pu�po�ive  � en�ence generally consists of a clause predicating 
some kind of action , followed by another clause which gives the purpose 
of the action. The purpose clause is introduced by ka ' for ' or p i �h 
' i n  order to ' .  The purpose clause subj ect and predicate are obligatory 
with ka , but with p i ah only the predicate is obligatory . 
N h u  b ra y  t h a  b o h  o k  � d a y  n h u  � a n g . 
he give  one a l .  mango for s ib ling his  eat  
' He gave  a mango to his  y ounger bro ther to eat .  ' 
N h u  j o h g i n ro n g  ran g  � p a r u i a d a y  kama y n h u . 
h e  break- off pinaher arab in order to tease  younger s is ter h i s  
'He  b r o k e  off a pinaher o f  the arab to tease  his  y ounger s is ter w i th . ' 
2 . 4 .  Ac�io n � eq u ence sentences include: consecutive-action , temporal 
sequence , subsequent-action , and resultant-action. 
1 )  A co n� ecu�ive-ac�io n  sentence consists of two or more juxtaposed 
clauses, with the action sequence proceeding from left to right. 
P a t a o  d a n g ,  d i k y u n ,  n a o  t h a n g . 
king s tand a limb hammoak go house 
' The k i ng s tood up, a l imbed into  the trave l ling hammoak (and) went  
home . ' 
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2)  In a t empoAai 6 eq uence sentence, the action also proceeds from 
left to right, but in this case the time sequence is in focus . The 
chronological progression may be ind1cated by a temporal conjunction, 
such as ta I 'when ' ,  to introduce the first clause, or b l o h ' then ' ,  to 
introduce the second clause. 
T a l t h a n g ,  n h u  b o h  me k d o k  m �n h l m  a k h a n . 
arrive house h e  s e e  mother b e  weaving a Z o t h  
' Upon arriving home, h e  saw ( h i s )  mother weaving a Zo t h .  ' 
D u a  u ra n g  p a t h a t - p a do k g a u p ,  b l o h p a g o n  h ra y  tU k .  
two person argue debate toge ther then agree day hour 
'The two of them argued toge ther, fina Z Zy agre e i ng on the day and 
hour . ' 
3 )  A 6 ub6 equent actio n sentence consists of an initial clause, which 
echoes the action of the preceding sentence, followed by another clause, 
which predicates the subsequent action. The clauses are ordinarily 
juxtaposed . 
S a n �n g  ya u n a n , t a p a l k l ao t h a  d ra y .  
think Z ik e  that rabb i t  Z augh one s e Zf 
' Thinking Z i k e  that, the rabbi t Zaughed to hims e Zf. ' 
4 ) A A e6 uitant action sentence presents a sequence of action result­
ing from previous action. It is introduced by a conjunctive expression, 
such as d om n a n  ' s o ,  therefore ' ,  and consists of at least two juxtaposed 
clauses . 
Dom n a n  p a t a o  g i n o n g  d i  t i a n ,  m�k m e k  n h u  ka rok wok . 
s o  king angry in s t omaah, g e t  mother his  shut- up again 
' So the king was angry, s e i z ed his mother and shut h er up . ' 
2 . 5 .  Co oAdinate 6 entence6 include: positive, negative and alternative­
coordinate sentences. 
1 )  A p06 iti v e - c o oAdinate sentence consists of two clauses connected 
by t h o n g  ' and ' or simply juxtaposed. The predications supplement each 
other in a coordinate relationship . 
Kho l d a h l a k  pa j u m u ra n g  k a t h o t  t h o ng d o n g  u ra n g  r i b a h - r i b u p .  
w e  he Zp p erson p o o r  a n d  resaue person wre tahed 
' We h e Zp thos e who are poor and resaue thos e who are wre tahed . ' 
2) A negati v e- co o�dinate sentence consists of two clauses connected 
by t ho n g  ' and ' ,  n g a n  ' or ' ,  h a l ' or ' ,  h a i l a c h  ' or ' ,  or simply juxtaposed. 
The predications supplement each other in an additive relationship, but 
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must also contain negatives o h  (preverb) and 0 (clause final) , if t h o n g  
or zero connects the clauses . 
Da h l a k  o h  y e h  d r a y  t hong p a ga p t o k  m�ta u ra n g  �.  
I not  boas t s e lf and compare cheek  ey e p erson neg . 
' I  don ' t  boas t ab"out my s e lf and don ' t  compare my a tt ributes wi th 
s omeone e ls e . ' 
If n g a n , h a l or h a l l a c h  ' or ' connect the clauses , then the pre verb 
negative o h  is used in the first clause only. Clause final 0 ' no t ' is 
not ordinarily used , since the sense of n g a n , in this case , is ' nor ' .  
Da h l a k  o h  y e h  d ra y  nga n p a g a p  b o k  m � a  u ra n g .  
I not boas t s e lf o r  compare cheek  eye person 
' I  neit her boas t of mys e lf nor compare mys e lf with ano t h er . ' 
In place of negatives , the prohibitive j o l ' don ' t '  may be used in a 
variation of the negative additive sentence type . In this case also , 
the two clauses may be connected by n g a n , ha l ,  h a l l a c h  or t h on g . In 
this construction n g a n ,  ha l ,  h a l l a c h  convey the additive sense of ' and ' 
rather than alternative ' or ' .  
J o l  y e h  d r a y  nga n p a g a p  b o k  m �ta u ra n g  jo l !  
don ' t  boast  s e lf or compare cheek ey e person don ' t  
'Don ' t  boas t about y ours e lf and don ' t  compare yours e lf with  ano ther ! ' 
3 ) An al� e�na�i v e- co o�dina�e sentence ordinarily consists of two 
clauses obligatorily connected by n g a n ,  h a l ,  h a l l a c h  ' or ' .  In this 
type of sentence the predication of one clause stands as an alternative 
to the predication of the other clause. This use of n g a n , h a l ,  h a l 
l a c h  contrasts with that of the negative coordinate sentence , where the 
sense of these conj unctions is ' a nd ' .  
H ra y  p a g u h  d a h l a k n a o  t h a n g  ha l nao  tom o n g  n a n . 
day t omorrow I go house or go gather-with man tha t 
' Tomorrow I ' l l  go home or go to meet w i th that man .  ' 
2 . 6 . In a �o pic- comm en� sentence , the first phrase or clause presents 
the topic under consideration and the second phrase or clause comments 
on or describes some aspect of it . The two phrases or clauses may be 
juxtaposed or may be linked by n � n  ' to b e ' .  In the latter case , n � n  
functions as the main verb of the simple or complex sentence . 
e n g  n a n  � u ra n g to l .  
mis ter that to b e  person gues t 
' That g e n t l eman is a gues t . ' 
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Pa t a o  ta l u c h  n g a k  � e h  d j a u p  p a t a o  b i a k e .  
king Ta L uch do to-be  no t correct king rea L no 
' King Ta L uch ' s  re igning was n o t  rea L Ly ( that  of)  the  true king . ' 
2 .7 .  Quotati v e  6 entence6 include: direct quotation and indirect quota­
tion . 
1) A di�ect- quotatio n sentence consists of a quotation introducing 
clause followed by a verbatim quot ation. The quotation acts as the 
obj ect of the introductory clause , and it may vary in length from one 
word up to a long discourse. 
A quotation , which introduces a new speaker with a new viewpoint , is 
considered to constitute a new paragraph in itself. Other direct­
quotation sentences are considered to be on the sentence level , even 
though they may have a number of sentences acting as the object of the 
quotation-introducing clause. 
Direct-quotation sentences include: a )  t hose addressed to another 
person , b )  t hose t hat are self-addressed , c )  incantations of magic 
formulas , d )  those with no specific address , e )  included quotes. 
a )  Quotations add� e6 6 ed to anothe� p e�6 o n  or persons are by far the 
most frequent: 
A i  ka c h u a  l a c h  t h o n g  d a y : " Le !  ka a i  d o k  p a k  n 1 . " 
s ib L ing o Ldest say w i th sib Ling-younger L eave for me s tay a t  this 
' Th e  o Ldes t  bro ther said to a younger b ro ther : "L e t  me s tay h er e . " '  
The above type of quotation may contain references to 6 i�6 t ,  6 econd 
or thi�d p en6 o n6 ,  without restrictions. Although no overt referent is 
obligatory , at least one referent is always implied and easily reinstated 
from the context. 
In the quotation introducing clause the speaker is almost always 
specifically designated and the addressee is either designated or 
clearly implied from context. Predicates in this clause include: l ac h  
' to say ' ,  dem ' to speak ' ,  t a n g i ' to ask ' ,  and t he combinations dem l a c h  
' to speak saying ' and ta n g ! l ac h  ' to ask  saying ' .  
b )  Quotations that are 6 el 6 - add�e6 6 ed contain o nly 6�6 t  and thi�d 
person referents. This distinguishes them from quotations addressed to 
others. 
Da l a m t i a n  t a p a i s a n llng l a c h :  " D ra y k l a k n h u . "  
in s t omach rab b i t  think say s e lf abandon h im 
' The rab b i t  though t to hims e lf: "I ' L l l eave h im behind. " '  
In the quotation introducing clause , the speaker and the addressee 
-
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are the same individual. The speaker is clearly designated or implied 
from context. The most common predicate for the introductory clause is 
s a n vn g  l a c h  ' to think saying ' .  The reflexive may be further indic ated 
by an expression such as d a l a m t i a n  ' in s tomac h ' or d a l a m h a t a i ' in 
Ziver ' . 
c )  l �ca�tat�o �� of magic words are fixed formulas that are not 
altered to fit t he usual sex, age and kinship requirements, although 
they may appear in elliptical form when related by a story-teller. The 
speaker is usually specific ally designated, but may also be implied. 
No specific addressee is required, but the context makes it clear who 
t he message is intended for. 
N h u  poc h  t h u n a u  I a c h : " O ng t a m- s e t . "  
he read magic say grandfather enter-jump 
' He incanted the  mag ic words s ay ing : "Mis t er begin jump ing . '" 
The context of t he above sentence indicated t hat the speaker in­
canted these words t o  make his mot her j ump. Later in the same t ext, 
he made the king and his officers j ump by using the same words. 
Specialised predicates, such as p o c h  t h u n a u  l a c h  ' read mag i c  say ing ' ,  
are used in the quotation introducing clause, but the general predicate 
l a c h  may also be used. 
d )  In �o�- � pec�6�c- add4 e� �  q uotat�o�� , the referents are 6 �4�t and 
th�4d persons only, although the words may be intended for a hearer who 
is present. The speaker may be specifically designated or may be an 
indefinite "voice". 
Da l a m p a t a u  n a n  h u  sap e u  p ro n g  l a c h : " M lln u s  h l ay n g a k  d h a r  h a i . " 
i n  rock that have sound ca Z Z  b i g  say human-b eing who do favour imp . 
'In tha t rock there was a voice ca Z Zing Zoud Zy saying : "Someone 
p Z ease do (me)  a good turn . '" 
e )  A d�4ect- q uotat�o� 4 e�t e�c e may include any other sentence type, 
including a d�4 ect q uotat�o � .  When such a quotation is included, the 
speaker of the main quotation designates or implies the speaker of the 
second quote. Thus, for the subj ect of t he included quotation-intro­
ducing clause, 6�44 t ,  4 eco�d or th�4d person may be used. 
O n g  b h u t  l a c h :  " Da h l a k  l i ka u  l> a i t h a  t h u n a u  g i n rCfh l a c h : 
Mr gho s t  say I beg bes tow one magic powerfu Z  say 
" O n g  tam- s e t "  n i n  u ra n g  s e t . "  
Mr en ter- jump to-be person jump 
' The gho s t  said:  "P Zease  Z e t  me give you a powerfu Z  magic,  (you)  say : 
"Mis ter j ump ! "  and the p erson wi Z Z  jump . '" 
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2 )  An indi�eet quotati o n  sentence consists of a quotation intro­
ducing clause and a summarised quotation. 
N h u  l a c h  o k  n h u  p e k  m i n .  
he s ay mango he  pick o n Ly 
'He said that he  ·had picked the mangoes . '  
In contrast to a direct quotation sentence, which frequently consti­
tutes a paragraph in itself , an indirect quotation sentence generally 
does not. This is because the nature of an indirect quotation is to 
give only the gist of a quote rather than a word-for-word rehearsal. 
Another distinguishing feature of an indirect quotation sentence is 
that both in the introductory clause and the indirect quote , the speaker 
is referred to in the same person. 
2 . 8 .  A neut�al � entene e is distinguished from other types of sentences 
by the absence of any specific lexico-semantic feature. The neutral 
feature type includes cooccurrence with the following manifested forms : 
1 .  Clau� e- ba� ed � entene e� : simple and complex 
T a p a i c h i u p a l a h  d i  a b ao . 
rabb i t  suffer L o s e  to snai L 
' Th e  rab b i t  L o s t  to the snai L .  ' 
Ta p a  I h m T t  s a p  a b ao ka u k  a n a k .  
rab b i t  hear sound snai L ca L L  out ahead 
( simple-neutral ) 
( complex-neutral ) 
' Th e  rabb i t  h e ard the sound of the snai L ca L Z i ng out ahead . ' 
2 .  Pa�tiel e- ba� ed � entenee� : initial , initial and final , and 
final-particle 
( Initial-particle-Neutral ) 
B i a k m e k  e h  mllk l i t h a y  ka d a h l a k? 
rea L Ly mother not ge t cooked-rice for me 
'Mother, you ' re rea L Ly not going t o  g e t  rice for m e ? ' 
( Initial and Final-particle-Neutral ) 
B i a k d a y  a i  t h i mllk d a h l a k  b i a k  m i n ? 
rea L Zy s ib Lings about to ge t me rea L Ly jus t 
' You 're  rea l ly about to get  me s ure enough ? ' 
( Final- particle-Neutral ) 
Le i d a y  a i  d a h l a k  b e k !  
leave y ounger- o lder s ib lings I imp . 
' L eave us a lone ! ' 
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3 .  TRUTH  V A L U E  T Y P E S  
The ��u�h value of a sentence is its external function, relating the 
sentence to the speaker-hearer situation. The two most effective indi­
cators of truth value are sentence intonation and sentence particles . 
Cham sentences include the following truth value types: declarat ive, 
interrogative, imperative and exclamatory. 
3 . 1 . The function of d ecla�a�iv e  ��u�h value is to predicate a state­
ment. This truth value is manifested primarily by the intonation which 
the sentence bears . Particles do not indicate this truth value. It 
has the widest distribution of any truth value. It may cooccur with 
any feature type and with all manifested forms, except those which are 
particle-marked. 
Intonation for declarative sentences depends upon its distribution. 
For example, a string of declarat ive sentences in a narrative may have 
slightly rising intonation on the last word of each non-final sentence, 
while the final sentence in such a series will have falling intonation 
on the last word. A declarative sentence in isolation has falling 
intonation on the sentence-final word. 
N h u  b r a y  b o h  o k  ka u ra n g .  
h e  give  c l .  mango to per80n 
' He gave the mangoe8 to the  p e op l e . ' 
3 . 2 .  An in�e��o ga�i v e  � en�enc e poses a question. I n� e�� o g a�iv e ��u�h 
value  may be manifested by 1 )  question intonation alone or by question 
intonation with question words in the sentence nucleus, or 2 )  by question 
intonation with interrogative particles. 
The context may further indicat e whether an answer is really expect ed 
or whether t he quest ion form has been retained and the truth value has 
been changed ( see section 3 . 5 on truth value switching ) . 
1 )  A � en�ence nucleu� may manifest interrogative truth value by 
intonation alone or by the use of content question words in t he nucleus 
along with question intonation. 
a ) Below is an example of contrast between a sentence-nucleus inter­
rogat ive and a declarative sentence, solely on the basis of intonation: 
---./ 
H u a k p a j O"? 
eat-rice a lready 
' Have (you)  eaten  a Zready ? ' 
H u a: p a� 
eat-rice a lready 
' (I ' ve )  eaten a lready . ' 
The rising intonation on p a j O"  ( at the left ) signals a question. This 
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contrasts with the falling intonation on p a j �  in the declarative state­
ment ( on the right ) . 
b ) Sentence-nucleus interrogatives include the following �o ntent 
q ue� tio n  w04d� , which require appropriate content responses: 
g e t  ' wha t ' ,  t h a y  'who ' ,  t h l b a l  'why, how ' ,  y a u  h l a y ' how ' ,  tao  
' where ' ,  pak  h l a y  ' where ,  w h a t  p Lac e ' ,  b i en 'when ' ,  tu k h l a y ' w h e n ,  
w h a t  hour ' ,  u ra n g  h l a y ' who, which person ' ,  d om ' how many, how much ' .  
� ,., - - - I/� H lI  d o k  n g a k  � p a k n b a o . 
you b e  do what at here s na i L  
' What are you doing here, s na i L ? ' 
2 )  Interrogative truth value may also be manifested by intonation 
along with inte440 gativ e pa4ti�l e� , 7 which include t hose listed below . 
These particles are usually accompanied by rising intonation on the 
final particle or on the final syllable, if the particle is not sentence­
final. 
Gene4al interrogative particles: 
l a y ' h uh ? ' ,  d j a u p  l a y ' corre c t ? ' ,  h u  l a y 'possib Le ? ' ,  r a y  (ab o u t  a 
third person ) . 
S p e�i 6i� interrogative particles : 
h a l ' o r ' ,  h a l o ' or not ' ( a L t ernative)  
ka 0 ( i ncomp L e teness)  
b i a k  ' re a Hy ' ,  b l a k  m i n  ' rea Hy ' (doub t) 
b i a k  nao ' how come ' (reason) 
--------------_-/ 
O n g  n a o  p u h  l a y ?  
mis ter g o  fi e Ld huh 
'Are you go ing t o  (your) fi e Ld? ' 
3 . 3 .  I mp e4ati v e  t4uth value functions in a sentence to express a com­
mand, request or exhortation of some kind, which may vary in force and 
purpose. This truth value may be manifested 1 )  by p4o� odi� 6 eatu4e� 
alone, especially ht4e�� and into natio n .  Or, along with these prosodic 
features it may be manifested 2 )  by imp e4ati v e  w04d� in a sentence 
nucleus, 3) by impe4ativ e pa4ti�l e� , or 4 )  by a combination of imp e4ativ e 
w04d� in the sentence nucleus and impe4ativ e pa4ti�le� . 
Ordinarily, the final syllable of an imperative sentence will be 
heavily stressed and the intonation will be falling. However, final 
words and particles ending in either glot tal stop or h ,  have a slightly 
rising intonation. A final syllable may sometimes be lengthened for 
emphasis . 
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Imperative truth value is limited almost exclusively to direct 
address situations. So, in text material, imperatives are invariably 
found only in direct or indirect quotations. 
1 )  Imperative truth value manifested by p�o4 o dic 6 eatu�e4 alone: 
,< � ,� N�k/p a d o k  b ra h  n a n ! 
chi td catch mi t ted-rice that 
' Chi td, catch tha t rice ! ' 
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In this type o f  imperative, the subject (addressee) may have either 
rising or falling intonation, optionally followed by pause. The stress 
on the subject and final word will be about equally heavy. There will 
usually be falling intonation on the last word or syllable. 
2 ) Imperative truth value manifested by impe�ative WO�d4 in the sen­
tence nucleus, along with prosodic features . I n  this type of imperative, 
the subject will often be omitted. The usual pattern of heavy stress 
and falling intonation on the final word is manifested. 
---r- ,� 
J o l t> a n g  d a y !  
don ' t  e a t  y ounger-sib t ing 
' Don ' t  e a t  ( i t ) ,  brother ! ' 
Below is an imperative often heard in a Cham village. It takes the 
intonation contour for final words ending in glottal sounds. 
--, go k !  
go- up 
' Scram ! 
,, -­
Go k !  
go-up 
Scram ! ' 
This word has become a specialised imperative word, usually used by an 
adult with c hildren. In this sc olding type of imperative, the intonation 
contour is slightly rising, with a repetition of the order having both 
higher pitch and heavier stress than the first utterance. 
3 ) Imperative truth value manifested by impe�ative pa�ticle4 , along 
with prosodic features. These particles include: 
m e k  � b e k  � e k  (positive  forcefu t  impera t i v e )  
j o i  (negative forcefu t  impera tive)  
n a h ,  nao  ( impera tive  of comrades hip )  
h a l ( imperative of p e t i t ion)  
o (friendty impe ra t i v e )  
doch  ' run ' ( t o  i nferiors or c lo s e  acquain tanc es ) 
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----- , -
N a o  t h a n g  me k !  
go hous e imp . 
' Go home ! ' 
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Imperatives may be t,empered or modified when combined with other 
particles: 
m e k  ka i ( coaxing impera tive)  
mek  y C1  ( hurry ing impera tive)  
m e k  n h l!  ( s oftened impera tive)  
mek  a h  ( coaxing imperative  among 
mEik  da  ( uncertain imperative)  
� Da y n a o  mek  da ! 
y ounger- s ib .  go imp . 
' Go ( I  s uppos e ) ! '  
c 'lose acquaintanc e s )  
All of the above particles are sentence-final with the usual falling 
intonation , except y C1  and n h l!. yC1 and n h l!  have the rising intonation 
of a question and their effect is to temper the forceful imperative 
me k .  
- -----
N a o 'me k yC1!  
go imp . 
' Go on ! ' 
4 )  Imperative truth value manifested by a combination of impe�ativ e  
WO�d4 in a sentence nucleus and impe�ative pa�ticl e4 , along with 
prosodic features: 
,-:-:---/ - - /'
�
! J O I  n g a k y a u  na n J o i  
don ' t  do 'like  that imp . 
' Don ' t  do tha t ! ' 
3 . 4 .  Exclamato�y t�uth val u e  functions in a sentence to express a 
sudden , forceful or colourful utterance , with an emotion of some kind 
generally being in focus. This truth value is found most often in 
direct address situations. It is manifested 1 )  by various into natio n 
and 4 t� e4 4  combinatj.ons or 2 )  by exclamato�y pMticl e4 , along with 
prosodic features. 
Exclamatory truth value is manifested in: calls of address ; emphatic 
assertions or denials ; and expressions indicating surprise , annoyance , 
anger , glee , sorrow , disgust , etc. 
Some exclamations , such as vocatives and expletives , function on the 
paragraph level to add colour to the discourse. Other exclamations , 
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such as those expressing emphatic assertion or denial, often function 
on the sentence level. 
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1 )  Exclamatory truth value manifested by intonati o n  and 6t4e6 6  alone: 
� 
a t  here 
' Here ! ' 
� 
G h Clh I l o !  
8 kHfu �  very 
' Very s kHfu l ! ' 
2 )  Exclamatory truth value manifested by exclamato4Y pa4ticle6 , along 
with prosodic features: 
� 
o lder-brother hey 
' Hey,  brother ! '  
...,.,. 
' U s !  
exc�ama tion of surpris e 
---- ,� Kau  p e k  m i n !  
I picked only  
( Vocative ) 
( Expletive ) 
' I  i ndeed picked them ! ' ( Emphatic assertion ) 
3 . 5 .  TRUTH V A L U E  SW I TC H I NG ( Rh eto 4ical Que6 tio n6 ) 
The combination of prosodic features , manifested form and feature 
type that a sentence has will ordinarily indicate its corresponding 
truth value. However, a speaker may choose a set that would usually go 
with one truth value, while actually having a different truth value in 
mind. 
This type of metaphorical switching of truth value is shown by the 
following rhetorical question , given in its context: 
,-", � ,_-­
N h u  l a c h  wC1k : " S l a k/d a y  a i  t h l m iik d a h l a k/b i a k  m i n ? 
he say again rea l ly s i b � i ngs wi � �  s e i z e  me rea � ly i ndeed 
Mlly a h  d a y  a l  t h i miik d a h l a k ,  b l o h  ml1k . "  Dom n a n  tl u a h  t h u n a u : 
if s i b � ings wi � �  s ei z e  me,  then  s e i z e  t h e n  i ncant magic 
" O ng  tam- se t . " 
Mr begin j ump 
' He said aga i n :  "Rea � �y, you ' re about to s e i z e  
If you ' re about to s e i z e  m e ,  then s e i z e  (me) . "  
the magic (words ) :  "Mis ter begin to j ump . '" 
me,  r ea l ly indeed? 
Then (he)  incanted 
The first sentence of the quotation question has initial and final 
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particles, along with interrogative intonation (rising intonation) . 
Also, b i a k  initially is followed by a brief pause and final b i a k  m i n  is 
preceded by a brief pause . Ordinarily , this would be sufficient evi­
dence to say that this sentence has interrogative truth value. 
However, the context indicates that although the question form was 
spoken, no answer was expected. The speaker did not give opportunity 
for the hearers to reply, but continued to speak and then incanted the 
magic words, which made his hearers powerless to capture him. So the 
truth value intended is declarative rather than interrogative . 
Although a rhetorical question is the most common example of meta­
phorical switching of truth value, others may be possible. 
4 .  C O N C L USION 
In this type of sentence analysis, the distinctness of form and 
function is maintained, and then related. Thus, this approach avoids 
the confusion of mixing form and function before each parameter has been 
fully pursued. It also avoids the incompleteness of describing sen­
tences on the basis of form only or function only . 
A more exhaustive study of this type would include under sentence­
form: Compl et en e44 Va�iant4 and P�o4 o dic Featu�e4 . 
C o mplet en e4 4  va�iant4 would include descriptions of sentences that 
are full, extra full, elliptical and incomplete . 
Of special interest are extra-full or parenthetical sentences, which 
may function either on the paragraph level or the sentence level. 
Below is an example of the latter : 
Ta l u c h  n g a k p a t a o  ( p a t a o  t a l u c h  n g a k  n � n  o h  
Ta luch d o  king king Ta luch do t o  b e  no t 
d j a u p  p a t a o  b i a k  0 ) , m i n  g ra u p  kra h - p a ka l b i n ro n g  
correct  k ing r e a l  neg b u t  p lura l  wise-men officers 
i u  h n u k  oh t h a u  t h a y  p a t a o  b i a k ,  t h a y  p a t a o  m�- i n  o .  
l eft right  not know who king rea l  who king p lay neg . 
' Ta luch reigned as king (King Taluch ' s  re igning was not rea l ly that 
of the  t ru e  king) , b u t  the wise  men and officers on the l eft and 
righ t didn ' t  know who the  true king was and who the  fa l s e  king was . ' 
This would be summarised as a Conjuncti v e  - Ext�a- Full - Cont�a�q-
to - Expectatio n - Vecla�ativ e  S entence . The parenthetical sentence im­
mediately follows and explains the object p a t ao ' king ' of the first 
clause of the main sentence . The parenthetical sentence would be de­
scribed as a C o m pl ex - Full - Topic- Comm ent - V ecla�ativ e 4 entence . 
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Included under p�o4 o dic 6 ea�u� e4 of sentences would be: intonation , 
stress and juncture. 
From this type of analysis, sentence batteries may be det ermined 
and sentence battery trees constructed, by means of plotting the co­
occurrences of feature types with manifested forms and feature types 
with truth value types. 
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NOTES 
1 .  Cham i s  a n  Aus trone s ian ( or Malayo-polynes ian ) language of Southeast 
As ia . See Dor is W .  Blood , ' Reflexes of Proto-Malayo- Polynes ian in 
Cham ' , A nth4o pological Ling ui4tic4 vol . 4 ,  9 : 11- 2 0  ( 19 6 2 ) .  See also 
Erne st W .  Lee , ' Proto-Chamic Phonologic Word and Vocabulary ' ( unpub­
l i shed doctoral dis sertat ion , Indiana University , September 19 6 6 ) .  
� 
E .  Aymonier and A .  Cabaton in their Victionnai4 e C am - F4an�ai4 ( Par i s , 
19 0 6 )  a l so mentioned the large ly Malayo - Polynes ian vocabulary o f  Cham 
( p .  vi i ) . 
The dialect on which this study is ba sed is spoken by about 4 0 , 0 0 0  
Cham people , mainly i n  Ninh-Thu�n and Binh-Thu�n provinces o f  c entral 
South V ietnam . More s pec ifically , it is based on the speech o f  Mr Thien 
Sanh C�nh , who live s  in the hamlet of HUu-Buc in Ninh-Thu�n province . 
He is about 5 5  years of age and has been a public elementary school 
teacher for over thirty years . He is also a respected teacher of 
teachers , since he has a thorough knowledge of the Cham script ( o f  San­
skritic origin ) and writings , as wel l  as the customs and folklore of his 
people . I am very grateful for his valuable and patient assi stance in 
my s tudy o f  the Cham language . 
2. The idea of de scribing a s entence in relat ion to its several form 
and funct ion parameters is the brainch ild of David D .  Thomas . See his 
C h4au G4amma4 , Oceanic Linguistics Spec ial Publ icat ion No . 7 ( Univers ity 
of Hawai i  Pre s s  19 71) , espec ially chapter 11 , Sentences and 12 , Para­
graphs and Discourses . 
In personal convers ation with Dr Thomas , he suggested the fol lowing 
parameters for des cribing the sentences of a language : 
1 .  Manifested Forms 
2 .  Compl etene s s  Variants 
3 .  Prosodic Features 
} in relation to 60 •• 
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4 .  Feature Types } 
in re lat ion to 6 unezio n 5 .  Truth Value Type s  
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For the pre sent s tudy , Cham sentences w i l l  be described in relat ion 
to the 6i�� z ,  6 o u�zh and 6i6zh parameters only . However , prosodic fea­
tures wi l l  be referred to , especially in sect ion 3 ,  Truth Value Types . 
Also , comp letene s s  var iant s wil l be mentioned in sect ion 4 ,  Conc lusion . 
For one definition of " s entences " , which is appropriate for this 
type of description , see Thomas ' definition o f  a sentence in Chrau 
( Ch�au G�amma� , p .  16 7 ) . 
I would l ike to thank Dr Thomas and Richard Geiser for their helpful 
suggestions in preparing this paper . 
3 .  For a descr iption of Cham phonemes see David L .  Blood , ' Phono logical 
Units in Cham ' , A nzh�o pologieal Lingui� zie� 9 : 8 / 1 5 - 3 2  ( Nov . 1 9 6 7 ) .  The 
orthography used in this paper represents the c urrent romanisat ion used 
in Cham instruct ional mater ials prepared for use in elementary schools 
in N inh-Thuan and Binh-Thuan provinc es . It i s  as fol lows : 
C o n� o nanZ4 ( Main Position) 
T e.n4 e. p t c h  k ( medial glottal stop ) 
Vc l .  
Lax b d j 9 [ p ' , t ' , c ' , k ' ] 
Vcl . 
Vo ieed t> d d j  [ b ,  d ,  d y ] 
5 h 
m n n h n 9 [ m ,  n ,  fi ,  I) ]  
w 1 , r y 
u ( preglottal ised w and y )  
All tense and lax vo iceless oral stops may be asp irated . Lax voic e ­
less s tops are generally associated with low syllable o r  word pitch . 
Tense voiceless stops are generally as soc iat ed with non- low p itch . 
C o n4 o nanZ4 ( Final Positio n )  
- p  - t  - c h  - c  - k  
- u p 
- 5 - h  
- m  - n  - n 9 
- u  - 1 , - r - y  
- 0  - i 
Phonetic equivalents , for f inal consonant s c h ,  c ,  k , u p  and 5, are : 
[ y ? ] , [ k ] ,  [ ? ] , [ w ? ] and [ y h ] .  Phonetic equivalents , for short and 
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long a ,  respective ly , before final s emivowels , are : a u [ aw ) .  a o [ aw ) .  
a y [ a y ) .  a i [ ay ) . and for vowe ls other than a be fore final s emivowe l s : 
V u [ Vw ) and V i [ V y ) .  
Vowel<\ 
T 
e 
e e 
( long 
II 
C1 
a 
and short ) 
i1 u U 
a 0 
a 0 0 
One contrasting set of long 
(a borrowing from Chinese ) and 
and short 0 has been found : b o n  'book ' 
b o n  [ bo n ] .  But s inc e the func t ional load 
of distinguishing between / 0 /  and /0/ is very low , in the current prac­
t ical ortho graphy , every occurrence of these two phonemes is written o .  
i C1 [ y a"- I a ] 
i e [ i  a ]  
Vowel S eq u en c. e<\ 
uC1 [ w a"-u a ] in open syllables , be fore h .  
u o  [ u a ]  elsewhere . 
4 .  Thomas , Ch�au G�amma � ,  pages 1 6 9  and 1 7 0 . 
5. Evidence from a concordance of written Cham texts corroborates the 
sentence analysis pres ented in this paper . The concordance was produced 
by IBM computer at the Univers ity of Oklahoma . Thi s  computer proj ect 
was spons ored by Grant GS- 2 7 0  of the National Science Foundat ion . 
6 .  Where sentence intonation and stre s s  are used in describ ing sen­
tences , sentenc e stre s s  i s  ind icated phonetically , � ,  be fore the stres­
sed syllable . I f  this contrasts with a heavier stres s ,  the heavier 
stress i s  indicated in th i s  way , � .  The phonetic intonation contour 
of a s entence is indicated with a l ine above the s entence . Phonetic 
sentence-medial paus e  ( of j uncture ) is ind icated with a s lanted l ine , I . 
Extensive use of the s e  symbols for prosodic features is made in sec-
tion 3 ,  Truth Value Type s .  
7 .  See Doris W .  B lood , ' Clause and Sentence-Final Partic les i n  Cham ' 
( unpubl ished manuscript , April 1 9 7 1 ) . 
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O .  I N TRO D U C T I ON 
CHRU PHONEMES 
EUGENE FULLER 
O .  Introduc t i on1 
1. Phonological  Word 
2.  Consonants 
3. Consonant D i s t ribut i on 
4 .  Vowels 
S .  Vowel D i s tribut ion 
6 .  Note on a Prosodi c Feature 
Chru , a member of Vietnam's Austronesian family , is spoken by an 
estimated 10 , 000 people in the Don Duong district of Tuyen Duc province 
and in B inh Tuy province. The analysis here is of the language spoken 
in Diom vi l lage in the district of Don Duong , Tuyen Duc province. 
1 .  THE  PHONO L O G I CAL  WORD 
A main syllable and one or two optional presyllables make up the Chru 
phonological word. The main syllable receives heavier stress , the pre­
syl lables lighter stress. When two presyllables occur the one j ust 
before the main syllable is more lightly stressed . 
Using PS for presyl lable and MS for main syllable the phonological 
word is formulated as: ( { PS2 ) PSl ) MS . The syllables are f i lled by 
consonants and vowels as follows: 
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The fullest phonological word expans ion discovered so far i s  p �t�rb l � ' 
' to turn over ' .  The maximum expans ion o f  t he MS i s  b rw a ' ' work ' .  
( C f . sec t i ons 3 and 5 for dis tribut ion o f  phoneme s . ) 
2 .  C O N S O NANTS  
2 . 1  C O NS O NA NT CHART 
S :to p.6 La.bia.l Apic.a.l Alv lLo - V lLla.1l Glo:t:ta.l 
pa.la.:ta.l 
vI p t c k 
vd b d j 9 
F Ilic.a.:ti v 1L.6 vI 5 h 
R 1L.6 0 na.n:t.6 
l iquid vd I • r 
nasal vd m n n h  n 9 
median vd w y 
Post-glot t al vd w '  y I 
2 . 2  Analyt ical p roblems are po sed by t he glottal i sed and post asp irated 
c ons onant s .  
2 . 2 . 1  S y l l able init ial glottali sed cons onant s are ' b ,  ' d , ' w , ' y ,  The 
glottal s t op and . each of t hese other c ons onants func t ion freely as in­
dependent phonemes . No preglottalised c onsonants have been found in 
presy l labic posit ion in which only a e v  and eve pat terns are wel l at­
tested . These glottalised c onsonant s are mos t s imp ly anal y sed as 
sequences . 
2 . 2 . 2  P o s t  asp irated c ons onant s are p h , t h ,  kh . In s ome cases where a 
verb i s  used to form a noun through an infixed - n - t here i s  evidence 
t hat t he s t op p lu s  as pirat ion i s  a sequence rather t han a uni t , e . g .  
p ha ' to p lane ' i s  in the nominal form p �n - ha ' a  p lane ' .  Stop-cont inuant 
sequences are commonly found in the main s y l lable . Post aspirated stops 
do not o c cur in t he presy l l able . The s imp lest analy si s ,  t herefore , is 
t o  regard p o s t  aspirated c ons onant s as sequences o f  phonemes . 
2 . 2 . 3  The syl lable final post aspirated c onsonant i s  [ y h ] .  The syl­
lable pattern c learly indicates a c omplex unit interpret at ion . Oc curring 
only word fina l ly [ y h ] may be analysed as an a l l ophone o f  / 5 /  s ince [ 5 ]  
never oc curs word finally , and [ y h ] and [ 5 ]  are phonet ical ly fair ly 
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close. O f  the few words so far discovered having the -yh  ending one, 
m�n a y h  ' p i neapp L e ' ,  is reconstructed by Dempwolff as * kena s and * n a n a s . 2 
Ernest W .  Lee reconstructs 'pineapp L e ' as * m_n a s  for Proto-Chamic.3 
This word appears to be a reflex of Dempwolff ' s  Proto-Malayo-Polynesian 
reconstructions for ' p i neapp L e ' which supports [ y h ]  as an allophone of 
/ s / . 
For a parallel e xample, what is reconstructed by Lee as * k a p a s  ' co t ­
ton ' for Proto-Chamic i s  k p a l h  i n  J�ai and k p a l h  in Rade . Here the / s /  
i s  reflected as - i h . On the basis of the foregoing [ y h ]  will be re­
garded as an allophone of / s / . 
2 . 2 . 4 The syllable final post glottalised consonants are [w ' ]  and [ y ' ] . 
As with [ y h ]  these are complex units occurring in main syllable final 
position when the normal pattern has only a single consonant filling 
that position . One solution is to regard these as allophones of / b /  and 
/ j / respectively since these segments have phonetic features similar to 
[w ' ]  and [ y ' ] . All are stops, [w ' ]  and / b /  are labial, and [ y ' ] and / j /  
are alveopalatal . The phonemes / b /  and / j /  never occur word finally, 
[w ' ] and [ y ' ]  occur only word finally . However, an allophonic solution 
raises difficulties of symmetry as James Cooper has pointed out in 
4 
dealing with this same problem in the analysis of Halang phonemes. 
There are no corresponding allophones for / d /  and / 9 /  which also do not 
occur word finally. This makes the allophonic solution seem arb itrary . 
Another possible solution is to regard [w ' ]  and [ y ' ]  as complex units 
occurring only in word final position . Lee has shown that Proto-Chamic 
* - c  becomes i '  in R�glai and y '  in Cham in most environments. 5 J�ai 
has a similar reflex in l a l '  ' to say ' from Proto-Chamic * l a c 6 ; for this 
Chru has l a y ' . These reflexes add weight to considering [ y ' ] as a unit . 
Concerning [w ' ]  Lee notes a single example in R�glai in which * p  is 
reflected as [ u ' ] .  (R�glai h a d i u '  ' a L i v e ' from * h a d i p 7 . The Chru 
reflex is h�d l u ' . )  This shows a complex segment reflected from a 
simple unit . 
On the basis of this historical data and because of the well attested 
canonical pattern of the main syllable final consonant slot [ y ' ] and [ w ' ] 
will be considered unit phonemes occurring in the final consonant posi­
tion of the main syllable. 
2 . 3  LAB I A L  PHONEMES 
/ p /  simple voiceless lab ial stop . 
p a h  ' to s Lap '  p l � 1  ' v i L lage ' 
b a h  ' to sweep ' b I � i  ' t o  buy ' 
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I b l  [ b ]  simple voiced labial stop which may vary to fricative 
word medially. 
b ra h ' swo Z Z e n ' b a ' ' to aarry ' 
p r a h  ' throw away ' wa ' ' to wri t e ' 
[ m ]  median voiced labial resonant when preceded by a glottal 
stop and followed by a nasalised vowel. 
/ ' b a n g /  [ ' ma n g ]  ' time ' 
/ ' b a n g /  [ ' b a n g ]  ' door ' 
Iml nasal voiced labial resonant. 
Iwl median voiced labial resonant. 
ma ' ' to take ' 
w a ' ' to writ e ' 
p a ' 'p Zaae ' 
Iw ' l  median voiced post glott al labial resonant . 
h O'd I w '  ' a  'live ' 
kO" d l p  ' to h o Zd i n  tongs ' 
2 . 4  API CAL PHONEMES 
k l O'W '  ' to s tab ' 
k l O'W ' three ' 
I t  I simple voiceless apical stop . 
t r a  'mor e ' p O'tO'I  ' banana ' 
d ra ' young woman ' pO'd O' i  ' r e s t ' 
I d l  [ d ]  simple voiced apical stop. 
mO'd a 'riah ' 
mO'ta ' eye ' 
d rO'i  ' s e lf '  
t rO'I  'fu n ' 
[ n ]  voiced apical nasal resonant when preceded by a glottal 
stop and followed by a nasalised vowel . 
/ I O" d e h /  [ I O" ne h ]  ' y oungs ter ' 
/rO" d e h/ [ rO" d e h ] ' pebb Z e ' 
I I I  lateral voiced apical resonant. 
I r l  medial voiced apical resonant. 
l e h ' kidney ' b i O' I  
r e h  ' to aut open ' b rO'I  
I nl voiced apical nasal resonant . 
a n a  'mo ther anima Z ' a n u  
a l a ' s nake ' n h u  
' to s e Z Z ' 
' to give ' 
' rodent like  anima Z '  
' he,  she,  i t ' 
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2 . 5  A L V EO PA LATA L  PHONEMES 
l e i  affricated voiceless alveopalatal stop. 
I j l  affricated voiced alveopalatal stop . 
c o h  ' to kick ' 
j o h  ' to break ' 
c a m  ' Th e  Cham ' 
j a m  ' to jai L ' 
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l s i  [ 5 ]  grooved voiceless alveolar fricative which fills non-final 
consonant slots. 
s a n g  ' digg ing too 1- '  
h a n g  ' spicy ' 
s o h  ' o n 1-y ' 
c o h  ' to kick ' 
[ y h ] median voiced alveopalatal resonant followed by voiceless 
glottal fricative filling the word final consonant slot. 
[ m�n a y h ] 'pi neapp 1- e ' 
c�n a h  , tribu tary , 
I n h l  voiced nasal alveopalatal resonant . 
, 
m�n h a ' ' oi 1- '  
m�n a s  'pi neapp 1-e ' 
I �n h a h  ' to shake the h ead ' 
c �n a h  ' tributary ' 
I y l  [ y ]  median voiced alveopalatal resonant. 
I y ' l  
p �y w a  ' to s end ' 
p �j w a ' ' to thres h ' 
t�r y a n g  ' to b e  i ndus trious ' 
t�r n h a n g  ' a  type of tree ' 
[ n h ]  voiced alveopalatal resonant when I y l  is preceded by a 
glottal stop and followed by a nasalised vowel. 
I ' y a m /  [ ' n h a m ]  ' vege tab L e ' 
/ '  yam/ [ ' y� ]  ' to pois o n ' 
median voiced post glottal 
sa y '  ' type of fis hing ' 
, 
' hu n  rice ' s a y  
alveopalatal resonant. 
t u y ' ' to Light fire ' 
t u y  ' to fo 1- 1-ow ' 
2 . 6 VE LAR PHO NEMES 
I k l  simple voiceless velar stop. 
k r� 1  ' different ' p �ka u ' tobacco ' 
t r�i  ' fu n ' p�t a u  ' ki ng,  ruLer ' 
I g l  simple voiced velar stop. 
g o h  ' c Lean ' 
k o h  ' to cut ' 
p�ga i ' turn around ' 
p�da i ' rice ' 
I n g l  voiced nasal velar resonant. 
' b l a n g  ' y ard ' n g o ' ' o n ' 
b l a n  ' month ' go ' 'pot ' 
c a k ' probab 1-y ' 
c a n g  ' wa L L  a hous e ' 
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2 . 7  G LOTTA L PHO NEMES 
1 ' 1  simple voiceless glot tal stop. 
, w a ' , to bJipe ' 
w a ' ' to bJrite ' 
rawa h ' to chooa e ' 
rawa ' ' to b e  i Z Z ' 
I h l  slit voiceless glottal fricat ive. 
w a h  ' to fiah ' 
w a  ' unc l e ' 
3 .  C O N SONANT  D I ST R I B UT I O N 
h a n g  ' apicy ' 
s a n g  ' a  digging t oo l ' 
3 . 1  As many as two presyl lables may occur in a word . When two presyl­
lables do occur the consonant of the first is a stop, e . g .  ta l ab a t 
'bJorahip , .
8 Voiced stops appear in the second presyl lable only when the 
main syllable init ial consonant is voiced or is 1 ' 1  or I h / . 
The first presyllable is only e v , the second may be e v  or e v e . When 
the pattern is e v e  the first consonant is filled only with stops or l s i  
and the final consonant i s  filled only by I I I , I m l ,  or I r l with the 
latter most frequent ly occurring. Contrasting the e v e  and ev patterns 
of the second presyllable is : 
tar l a l ' a  line up ' 
ta l a l ' rope ' 
3 . 2  The main syllable is obligatory and is formulated in its maximum 
expansion as : « ( c 4 ) c 5 ) c 6 ) v 3 ( c7 ) '  e. g .  b rw a ' 'bJork ' .  
Each slot, individually considered, may be fil led as follows : 
c 4 may be filled by all consonant phonemes. 
c 5 may be filled by all  consonant phonemes. 
c6 is fi l led by I y l  s p ya ' ' to g o  o u t ' and Iwl b rw a ' ' bJork ' .  
c 7 the main syl lable consonant slot, has all but the following 
consonants : l e i , I b l , I d / , Ij / ,  19/ , I n h / . 
The most common main syllable patt ern is c 4 v 3c7 : b a h  ' to abJeep ' ,  
h l l ' brave ' ,  s a p  ' voice ' .  
4 .  V O W E L S  
4 . 1  CHART 
( on page 83 ) 
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FRONT CENTRAL BACK 
.6 holt.t long .6 ho lt:t long .6 holt:t long 
HIGH I u u 
MID 
" e 
, 6 " a a 0 
LOW 
, e e a a 0 (, 
4 .2 VOW E L  POS I TI ON 
Chru has eight basic vowel positions . Adding contrastive length and 
nasalisation gives 27 vowel phonemes. Both long and short oral vowels 
and long and short nasal vowels have been observed in the front and back 
high positions and in all the low positions. In the high and mid posi­
tions of articulation the distribution is incomplete. High central 
vocoids are allophone of lal . In mid-front position only the long 
vowel occurs, and that only before - n g .  The mid back long vowel, 16/ , 
tends toward a higher position when followed by - n g  or glottal stop. 
In none of the mid positions has nasalisation been observed. When a is 
nasalised it is realised as u. The a only occurs orally , the u only 
occurs nasalised , e.g. l aha '  'riae  h u 'L 'L ' ,  l ah ll '  ' s harp ' .  
4 . 3  FRONT VOW E LS 
I i i  voiced high front unrounded short vocoid which varies between 
close and open positions . 
w i  I ' round ' 
Ii i  voiced high close front unrounded long vocoid. 
wi I ' aurved ' 
I�I  voiced mid close front unrounded long vocoid. 
p ra n g  'p 'Late ' 
l e i  voiced mid open front unrounded short vocoid . 
g e ' ' wha t ' 
lei  [ e ]  voiced mid open front unrounded long vocoid . 
i e h ' to pee 'L '  
C a e ]  voiced low close front unrounded vocoid when contiguous 
to palatals. 
c e n g  ' to aarry ' 
4 . 4  C ENTR A L  VOWE LS 
lal [ a] voiced mid central unrounded short vocoid. 
pang ' to hammer ' 
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[ �] voic ed high c entral unrounded short nasalised vocoid . 
1 00h li' , 8harp ' 
lal [ a] voiced mid c entral unrounded long vocoid . 
, p an g  ' to h i t ' 
[�] voiced high central unrounded long nasalised vocoi d . 
5 ant,. , ' th ing ' 
l a l  voiced low c entral s hort vocoid . 
b ra h  ' 8wo L Len ' 
l a l  voic ed low central long vocoid . 
b ra h  ' rice ' 
4 . 5  BACK VOW E LS 
l u I  voiced high back rounded short vocoid . 
b l u n g  ' spider ' 
I � I  voi c ed high back rounded long vocoid . 
b I � n g  ' ba Ho o n ' 
101  voiced mid b a c k  rounded short vocoid . 
po  ' Lord ' 
101 voiced mid back rounded long vocoid . 
c� ' teas e ' 
101 voic ed low back rounded short vocoid . 
50 ' , to dig ' 
101 voi c ed low back rounded long vocoid . 
s o ' ' to pound ' 
5 .  VOW E L  D I S T R I B UT I O N  
5 . 1  Pre syllab le vowels are either 10'1 or l a l  and are distributed as 
fol lows : 10'1 occurs only following a cons onant , l a l  stands alone . 
kO'd u n g  'pocke t ' 
a d u n g  ' nos e ' 
The 10'1 t ends t oward a higher posit ion when contiguous t o  dental or 
alveopalatal consonants .  
5 . 2  In the main syllable nasalised vowels  may appear cont iguous t o  
nasal consonant s .  They frequently appear in the environment of I h / ,  
1 ' / , or I r / :  h a  ' you ' ,  ta' a '  ' kn e e ' ,  5 ra p  ' fed up wi th ' .  
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6 .  NOTE  O N  A P RO S O D I C  F E A T U R E  
Chru seems t o  have a non-contrastive feature o f  register in which 
the vowel and sometimes the syllable has a lax , breathy quality or a 
t ense, clear quality . Often the breathy quality is a concomitant of 
length in t he vowel and voicing of the syllable initial stop . 
8 5 
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NOTES 
1. I am grateful to David Thomas , Kenneth Gregerson , Erne st Lee , and 
others of the Summer Institute of Linguistics and my Chru language 
helper , for their as s is tance during the preparation of this paper . 
2. Dempwol f f ,  Otto , V e�gleich end e L�u�l eh�e d e4 AU4��o ne4 i4 c h en W o��-
4 ch�� z e4 . · This informat ion is taken from an unpubl ished English 
trans l at ion o f  Dempwo l ff ' s  Wordlist . 
3 .  Lee , Ernes t  W . , P�o�o - C h�mic Phonolo gic Wo�d �nd Voc�bul�� � ,  a 
Ph . D .  d i s s ertation reproduced by the University Microfi lms I nc . ,  Ann 
Arbor , 19 6 6 . 
4. Cooper , Jame s , ' Halang Phoneme s ' , M o n  K hm e� S�udie4 1 1 ,  p .  8 9 , 
Linguistic Circle of Saigon , 19 6 6 . 
5 .  op . c it . ,  Lee , p .  1 5 6 . 
6 .  ibid . ,  p .  16 5 .  
7. ibid . ,  p .  l 6 3 f . 
8 .  This example is of the Jut-Madan d ialect o f  Chru . 
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DEVOICING, ASPIRATION, AND VOWEL SPLIT IN HAROI:  
EVIDENCE FOR REGISTER (CONTRASTIVE TONGUE- ROOT POSITION) 
O .  I NTROD U C T I O N  
E RNEST W .  LEE 
Haroi has the most complex vowel system of any Chamic language, 
having eleven simple vowel positions plus length contrast, glided 
vowels, and nasalisation (cf. Mundhenk in this volume) . Contrast this 
with Roglai which has six simple vowels plus length and nasalisation. 
The Roglai vowel inventory quite closely parallels the vowel inventory 
reconstructed for Proto-Chamic (Lee 1 9 6 6 ) . At least part of the in­
ventory of vowels in Haroi came from the splitting of vowels of the re­
constructed Proto-Chamic. The most obvious split, because of its 
frequency, is the development of Haroi f a  (a glide from high central un­
rounded to a neutral central quality) and a ,  both from P C  * a . The 
development of f a. shows a clear connection with a preceding Proto-Chamic 
voiced obstruent in the maj ority of instances, but in other instances f a  
is connected with a preceding Proto-Chamic high vocoid (either syl labic 
or non-syl labic) . Either the voiced obstruent or the high vocoid, how­
ever, may be separated from the affected vowel by one to three phonetic 
segments. In addition the reconstructed voiced obstruents regularly 
show up as voiceless (except those which are preglottalised) and often 
as aspirated in Haroi. 
The purposes of this paper are: 1 )  To note the various historical 
developments of devoicing, aspiration, and vowel split in Haroi. 2 )  To 
postulate that a single feature of tongue-root position (with probable 
concomitant larynx lowering) as a register system1 which originated from 
obstruent voicing and vowel height can alone account for all of these 
diverse developments that otherwise appear to be motivationally unrelated 
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and a l s o  ac count for the apparent distance of t he mot ivat ing feature 
from the affe cted segment . 3 )  To s ugge st t hat devoicing of t he s y l lab le 
initial obstruent s may actually b e  cius ed by tongue-root advancement . 
1 .  H I STOR I CA L  D E V E L O P M E N T S  
1 . 1 .  V E VO I C I  NG 
2 
Of the Chamic languages ,  devoic ing of s y l lab le ini t ial voi ced ob-
s t ruent s ( Ru l e  1 ) 3 has occurred in Eas t ern Cham ( Dori s B lood 1 9 6 2 . 1 2 ) , 
West ern Cham ( Hor and Fr iberg , in this vo lume ) , Cat Gia Roglai ( my own 
word l is t s ) and in Haroi ( word l i s t  by Hel la Goschni c k  and from examp l e s  
given by Mundhenk in this volume ) . 
Rule 1 .  
[ +cons ] 
1< - son 
+vd 
[ +cons ] 
- - son 
-vd 
/ . 
The evidence for reconstruc t i on of voi c ed ob struents for Proto-Chamic 
is twofold : 1 )  Other Chamic languages as Rade , Jorai , and Northern 
Roglai have both voiced and voic e l e s s  obs truents for the lexical items 
reflected only by voi celess  stops in Haroi and Cham : P C  * d l a l ,  Rade 
d l  i e , Jorai d l a i , Roglai d l a i ,  Haroi t H a i  ' fores t ' ;  PC * t l a u ,  Rade 
t l a u ,  Jorai t l a u ,  Roglai t l a u ,  Haroi t l a u  ' to laugh ' .  2) Many of the 
i t ems are o f  Aus t rone s i an origin and voiced ob st ruent s have b een re­
constructed for Prot o-Austronesian . The se c ontrast with voiceless 
ob s t ruent s : PA * p a j a y ,  P C  * pa d a i ,  Haroi p a t h � a i ' unhus ked riae ' .  
Other examp l e s  o f  devoic ing in Haro i are : 1 )  In the presy.llab le ( any 
non-ultimat e sy l lab le ) : PC * d a r a h , Haroi l a r i a h  ' b lood ' ;  PC * d a na u ,  
Haroi c a n i a u  'pond ' .  2 )  In t he main s y l lable ( t he stre s s ed ult imate 
s y l lab le ) : PC * k u b a u ,  Haroi ka p h � a u  'water buffa l o ' ;  PC *h a b a u , Haroi 
? a p h i a u  ' ashes ' ;  PC * b l a h ,  Haroi p l i a h  ' to s p l i t ' ;  PC * b r a s ,  Haroi 
p r t a h  ' hus ked riae ' ;  PC * ? u g h a ,  Haroi ? a k h a  ' root ' .  
Proto- Chamic preglot t alised s t op s  do not devoi ce , but in these cases 
the voi c e d  e lements are not syl lab le initial : PC * j a ? b u ,  Haroi c a b u  ' to 
dry ( i n  sun) ' ;  PC * p a ? d i a ? ,  Haroi p a d e a ?  ' ho t ' ( Haroi I b l  and I d l  are 
phone t i c a l ly preglottal i s ed ) . 
1 . 2 .  AS P I RATI ON 
The obstruent s whi ch devoiced in Haroi also regularly b ec ame asp irat ed 
i f  t he obs truent was immed iately pre c eding the vowel of the main s y l lab le 
o f  the word ( Rule 2) : PC * k u b a u ,  Haroi k a p h t a u  ' water b uffa l o ' ;  PC 
* p u b a h ,  Haroi pa p h f a h  ' mouth ' ;  PC * d a d a ,  Haroi c a t h i a  ' ahes t ' ;  P C  * h a ba u ,  
Haroi ?a p h i a u  ' ashes ' ;  PC * b a p ,  Haroi p h f a u? ' fu l l ' ;  PC * d i ga i , Haroi 
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c a k h i i ' tooth ' ;  PC * ? a d a l ,  Haroi ? a t h i i ' y ounger 8ib "ling ' .  
Rule 2 .  
[ +cons ] 
* -son -->-
+vd 
[ +cons J 
-son 
-vd 
+asp 
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The alveo-palat a l  PC *j  would appear to have b e c ome fir s t  asp irat ed 
and t hen later became an alveopalatal fri c ative [ s ]  alt ernat ing with an 
a ffricat e [ t s ]  ( c f .  Mundhenk in this volume ) : PC * h u j a n , Haroi ? a s � a n  
( s = [ s�t s ] )  ' rain ' .  
A Proto- Chamic voiced obs truent in a presyl lab l e  b e fore a main syl­
lab le be ginning with the l iquid / 1 /  i s  also refle c t ed by asp iration in 
Haro i : PC * j a l an ,  Haro i � a l + a n  [ t y h a l i · a n ]  ' road , .
4 
In the other positions t he ob struent s imp ly devoices without c on­
c omitant aspirat i on : 1) Pre c eding a cons onant in t he main s y l lab le as in 
PC * d l a i ,  Haroi t H a i  ' fore8 t ' ;  PC * b l a i , Haroi p H i ' to buy ' ;  P C  * b r a i , 
Haroi p r i i ' to give ' ;  PC * b r a s ,  Haroi p r 1 a h  ' hu8ked rice ' ;  2 )  Pre s y l lab l e  
preceding non- l iquids as in PC * d a n a u ,  Haroi � a n i a u  'pond ' ;  PC * b u Q a , 
Baroi p a Q i a  ' f�ower ' .  
1 . 3 .  VOWE L  S P L I T  
1 . 3 1 . R e l a t e d  to  v o i c i n g fe a tu r e  o f  p r e c e d i n g  o b s t r u e n t  
Along with the devoic ing o f  the obs truent s i n  Haroi i s  a cons i s t ent 
split of vowel s .  From the word l i s t  avai lab le ,  the most evident shift 
( Rule 3) is t hat main s y l lable PC *a ( long or s hort , oral or nas al ) went 
to f a  ( a  high central unrounded vocoid gliding to a neutral c entral 
vowel ) :  PC * h u j an , Haroi ? a s � a n  'rain ' ,  PC * d l a i ,  Haroi t J.i.a i  ' fo re 8 t ' ;  
PC * p a d a  i ,  Baroi p a t h + a  i ' unhu8ked rice ' .  The shift of main syllab le * a  
to f a  takes place not only where t here i s  a devo i c ed obstruent i n  the 
main sy llable as above , but also where t here is a more remote devoiced 
obs truent in the presyllable : PC * g un a m ,  Haroi k a n f a m  ' c �oud ' ;  PC * b u Q a , 
Haroi p a Q f a  ' f�ower ' ;  PC * b a l a ,  Haroi pa l i a ' tu8 k ' ;  PC * j a l an ,  Haroi 
� a l T a n  ' road ' .  
Rul e  3. 
Proto- Chamic murmured stops ( phonemic i s ed as s t op plus h )  do not show 
the s ame e ffec t  on vowe l s  which s ugge s t s  that t hey either devoiced 
earlier than the plain voiced s t op s  or t hat the devoic ing preceded the 
development of t he asp irat ion o f  1 . 2 . :  PC * j hat , Haroi s a t  ' bad ' ;  PC 
* ? u g h a ,  Baroi ? a k h a  ' ro o t ' .  
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I f  t here was no original voi ced obs truent between an ori ginal voice­
less obstruent and the main syl lab l e  vowel , t hen t he main s y llable * a  
did not shift ( Ru l e  4 ) : P C  * p i na� , Haroi p a n a �  ' areca nut ' ;  P C  * t a ka i ,  
Haroi c a ka i ' 'Leg ' ;  PC ma t a ,  Haroi ma t a  ' eye ' ;  PC * t l a u ,  Haroi t l a u ' to 
'Laugh ' ;  PC * r u s a ,  Haroi l a s a  ' de er ' .  
Rule 4 .  
[ +cons J 
* a  -+ a / . -son x_co * -vd 
Less c ommo n ,  but s t i l l qui t e  evident i s  the reflect ion of PC * a i  b y  
f i  where t here was a preceding voi c ed obs truent in t h e  proto-language 
( Ru l e  5) , but by o i  when there was a pre c eding vo i c e l e s s  obst ruent 
( Rule 6 ) : PC '� d i g a i ,  Haro i c a k h f i ' to o t h ' ;  PC * b r a i , Haroi p r f i ' to 
give ' ;  PC * ? a d a i ,  Haroi ?a t h f i ' younger s i b 'L ing ' ;  PC * b l a i , Haroi p l i i  
' to buy ' ;  b ut PC * k u ma i ,  Haroi k a mo i ' fema 'Le ' ;  PC * l _s a i ,  Haroi l a s o i 
' cooked rice ' ( P C * a i  refle c t s  Prot o-Austrone s ian * - i h  in a l l  of t he s e  
examples ) .  
Rul e 5. * a i --+- .; i / . [ ����S ] x * 
+vd 
Rul e  6 .  * a i -+ 0 i / .  [ ����s ] x * 
-vd 
Proto- Chamic * a u  apparent ly was reflected only by a u  ( Ru l e  7 )  at some 
s t age with a s ub s equent shift o f  a u  to i a u  ( Rule 8 )  along with the shift 
of *a to i a  in the same environment s desc ribed above : PC * h a b a u , Haroi 
? a p h i a u  ' ashes ' ;  PC * b a h r a u ,  Haroi p a r i a u  ' n ew ' ;  PC * b i l a u ,  Haroi pa l i a u  
' fea ther ' ;  but PC * p a t a u ,  Haroi pa t a u  ' s tone ' ;  PC * k u k a u , Haroi k a k a u  
' c 'Law, nai 'L ' ;  PC * ? a s a u ,  Haroi ? a s a u  ' dog ' .  
Rul e  7 .  * a u  -+ a u  
Rul e  8 .  * a u  -+ i a u  / • [ ����S ] x_* 
+vd 
Proto-Chamic * u  i s  re flected by u in Haroi fol lowing reconstruc t ed 
syl lab le initial voiced ob struent s  ( Ru l e  9 ) , but by 0 following sy llab le 
initial vo i c e l e s s  obs truent s ( Rule 1 0 ) : P C  * t i j u h ,  Haroi c a s u h  ' s even ' ;  
PC * ? i d u � ,  Haroi ? a t h u �  ' no s e ' ;  but PC * p i t u ? ,  Haroi pa t o? ' s tar ' ;  P C  
* t h u n ,  Haroi t h o n ' y ear ' ;  PC * ? a p u i ,  Haroi ? a po i ' fire ' .  
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Rul e 9 .  * u  -- u I . [ +cons ] -son +vd 
Rule 1 0 . 
S imilarly * i  i s  refle c t ed by i following rec ons truc t ed s y l lab le ini­
t ial voi c ed obstruents ( Rule 1 1 ) , but by e ( e y  b e fore ? )  fol lowing syl­
lab le init ial voic eless obstruent s ( Rul e  1 2 ) 5 :  PC * ? a b i h ,  Haroi ? a p h i h  
' a Z Z ' ;  but PC * c i m , Haroi cern ' bird ' ;  PC * t a s i ? ,  Haroi c a s e y ?  ' ocean ' .  
Rule 1 1 .  * i -- I . 
[ +cons ] -son +vd 
Ru le 1 2 . * i __ {:y} I . [ ����s ] x_ {� } 
1 1 vd 1 0 1 
1 . 3 2 .  R e l a te d  to h e i g h t  fe a t u r e  o f  p r e c e d i n g v o c o i d  
Not all o f  the vowel s p l i t s  oc cur where t here has been voi c ing o f  
ob struent s involved ; t h e  same splits appear to be related to t he height 
feat ure of a prec eding voc oi d  i f  t he onset of neither the pre s y l lable 
nor the main syllable began with an obst ruent . 
As fo l l owing a recons tructed voiced obstruent , s o  following a high 
vo coid , PC * a  in t he main s y l lab le is replaced by f a  i f  t here are no 
voi c e l e s s  obstruent s pre c eding the * a  within t he phonolot i cal word . 
Hence Rul e  1 3  as sume s the previous app l i c at ion o f  Ru l e  4 .  The fol lowing 
examp les are exhaust ive for the dat a availab l e : 1 )  Following a high 
vocoid in the pre s y l lab le : PC * ? i n a ,  Haroi ? a n f a  ' fema Z e  anima Z ' ;  PC 
* l uma n ,  Haroi l a m� a n  ' e Z ephant ' ;  PC * l uma ? ,  Haroi l a m f a ?  ' fa t ' ;  PC * 1  i ma ,  
Haroi l a m i a ' five ' ;  PC * h uma , Haroi h a m f a  ' fi e Zd ' ;  PC * ? u l a ,  Haroi ? a l f a 
' s nake ' ;  2 )  Following the s emivowel y as onset of a monosyl lab i c  word : 
PC *yaQ , Haro i y � a Q  ' god, spirit ' ;  PC *yap , Haroi y � a u ? ' to count ' .  
There are no examples of s y l lable ini t i a l  y following a presyl lab le 
without an ob struent and no examp l e s  o f  w as onset of a mono s y l l ab i c  
word , b ut s y l lab le init ial w fol lowing a presyl lab le appears not t o  af­
fe ct t he fo llowing vowe l : PC * h awa i ,  Haroi h a va i ' ra ttan ' ;  PC * ? awa , 
Haroi va ' un c Z e ' .  
Rul e  13. 
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The fol lowing set s show the contrast of re flexes o f  PC * a  following 
high and low vocoids : PC * ? i na ,  Haro i ? a n i a  ' fema l e  a nima l ' and PC 
* ? a na k ,  Haroi ? a n a ?  ' offspring ' ;  PC '* h um a ,  Haroi h a m i a  ' fie ld ' and PC 
* ? a m a , Haroi ? a ma ' fa ther ' .  ( The Proto- Chamic forms ab ove have the s ame 
vowel in the presyllables as Proto-Aus t rones ian . ) 
The fol lowing sets are those with high vocoid and reconstruct e d  
voi c e l e s s  obs truent s in either syllable preceding t h e  * a  which i s  not 
rep laced by f a : PC * t u pa ? , Haroi c a p a ?  ' s traigh t,  right ' ;  PC * ? u s a r ,  
Haroi ? a s a l ' s e ed, flesh ' ;  PC * s u l a ,  Haroi h a l a  ' leaf ' ;  PC * t u l a!) ,  Haroi 
c a l a !) ' bone ' .  
The evidenc e for mos t  o f  the ot her vowels i s  not available from the 
word l i s t s  except t hat PC * i a  is reflec t ed by i a  as exp e c t ed in one 
e xample : PC * l u m i a ? ,  Haro i l a m i a ? ' to put away ' .  
Final ly , it should b e  noted t hat s everal o f  the examp l e s  from 1 . 3 1 . 
could also be repeated in 1 . 3 2 .  s ince words like Haroi ? a s � a n  from P C  
* h u j a n  'rain ' and Haroi p a ll i a  from P C  * b u !) a  ' flower ' reflect forms with 
both a preceding vo iced obst ruent and a preceding high vocoid . 
2 .  MOT I VAT I N G FACTO R ( S )  FOR V O W E L  S P L I T  AND  A S P I RA T I O N  
On the s urfac e i t  would appear t hat t he voic ing o f  the obstruent or 
p erhap s dev oicing was the mot i vat ing fac t or in the development o f  
asp i ration and vowe l split in Haroi , b u t  this c ould not a c c ount for t he 
para l l e l  vowel s p l it c onne cted with preceding high vocoids . 
Even i f  we posit vo i c ing as the condit ioning factor in s ome cases 
and vocoid height in other cases , t here are still s everal unanswered 
prob lems : 1) Is not a shift from a voiced s top to a voi c e l e s s  asp irat ed 
s top ( e . g . * b  to p h )  an unnat ural sound change ? 2 )  What physio logi cal 
feature o f  voic ing c an cause a vowel t o  become higher and glided? 
3 )  How c an voic ing and/or vocoid height affect the quality o f  a segment 
removed from it by as many as t hree intervening segment s ?  4 )  What 
physio logical feat ures do high vocoids and voiced ob s truents s hare t hat 
would enab le t hem to have the same e ffect on the following vowe l s ?  
I w i l l  at t empt to demonstrate t hat a l l  o f  the que s t ions c an b e  
answered by posit ing regi s te r  as a feature o f  s ome earlier s t age o f  
Haroi although i t  doe s not appear t o  b e  currently a feature o f  Haroi . 
Thi s  p o s s ib i l i t y  was s ugge s t ed from reading Gregerson ' s  ( 19 76 ) d i s c us ­
s i on of tongue-root as a feat ure in Mon-Khmer . Alt hough Haroi i s  not 
Mon-Khme r ,  it is located in a Mon-Khmer mi l ieu and both We s t ern and 
Eastern Cham to which Haroi is c losely related also have regi s t e r  s y s t ems . 
Following Gregers on and others , I as s ume t ongue-root advancement ( TRA) v . 
t ongue-root retract ion ( TRR) t o  be the primary phy s i o logi c al factor 
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involved in regi ster systems o f  S outheast Asia . Gregerson ( 19 7 6 : 3 4 5 - 6 )  
stat e s : 
" In view o f  these observat ions it seems possible t o  
suggest that the advancement or retract ion of t h e  tongue-root 
can constitute a maj or air s tream regulator . In a forward 
posit ion the t ongue body ideally rai s e s  vowel height , 
produc es enlarged res onant pharynx cavity , and permi t s  the 
uninhibited flow of air through t he glot t i s  for voi c ing of 
cons onant s .  Conversely , in a retracted posture the t ongue 
b ody lowers the t ongue he ight , reduces the pharyngeal 
res onanc e ,  and restri c t s  the flow of air thereby produc ing a 
voiceless  state for cons onant s . "  
2 . 1 .  S H I FT FROM VO I C EV STOPS TO VO I C E L ESS UNAS P I RATEV S TO PS IS 
UNNATURA L ?  
Gandour ( 19 7 4a : 3 4 7 )  at temp t s  t o  res olve the prob lem o f  having an un­
natural sound change * b  to p h  etc . for the Tai languages by positing a 
s eries of murmured consonants � ,  etc . rather than p lain voiced s t op s  so 
that the change can fo llow a "  . . .  natural line of phonet i c  deve lopment -
* b  [ I  am sure he intended k J  � p �  � p h  � p • • •  " ( some Tai languages re­
tain p h  as a reflex ) . This  would leave the Prot o-Tai system with a 
s eries of murmured s t ops but apparently with no p lain voi c ed stop s . 
Such a solution does not seem feasible for Haroi . Murmured stops 
ne ed to be  reconstructed for Proto- Chami c b ecause of evidence in Cham , 
Roglai , and Rade . For Cham the murmured stops are reflected only in the 
use of  voic ed aspirated symbols in the s c ript , but Rade and Roglai both 
retain murmured stop s . As might be  expected t he murmured stops are muc h  
less  frequent than t h e  plain voiced s t o p s  in these languages . In Haroi 
the Proto-Chami c murmured s t op s  ( phonemi c i s ed as s top p lus h )  are re­
flected by voi celess  aspirated st ops except for PC * j h  which i s  reflect ed 
by s .  Thi s  shift to voicele s s  asp irated s tops and s appears to have 
preceded the devel opment of t ongue-root contrast sinc e the vowels fol­
lowing Proto-Chami c murmured stops are unaffe c t ed . 
In addit ion t o  the murmured s tops s imp le voiced stops are rec ons tructed 
for Proto-Chami c and many of these are in lexical i t ems for whi ch simp le 
voic ed stops are also recons tructed for Prot o-Austrone sian . It would 
s eem unwise to posit these as murmured in both Proto-Austrone sian and 
Proto-Chami c in order to account for Haroi aspirat ion . Rather , the TRA 
feature such a s  I am positing for an earlier stage of Haroi is often 
described for S outheast Asian language s as being breathy ( c f .  Cambodian, 
Hre , Jeh ( Gregerson 1 9 7 6 : 3 2 3 , 8 ) ) .  
The actual physical propert ies of  TRA and TRR vary from language t o  
language and from one s t age t o  another i n  the same l anguage without l o s s  
of  t h e  TRA-TRR c ontrast ( c f .  Kenneth D .  Smith ,  1 9 6 8 ) . Henc e ,  it would be  
very natural for Haroi to develop breathines s  as a part of  the TRA 
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feature and for this breathines s  to b e c ome aspirat ion in the absence of  
any int ervening segment between the stop and the nucleus of  the syllab le . 
The change of * b  to p h ,  etc . via a TRA feature i s  not unnatura l ,  but 
rather i s  quite natural . 
2 . 2 .  HOW CAN OBSTRUENT VO I C I NG MOTI VATE VOW E L  H E I GHTEN I NG ANV G L I VI NG ?  
Gregerson ( 19 7 6 : 3 30- 6 )  asks the same ques t ion and answers it  in con­
s iderable detail with evidence which i s  not repeated here . He conc luded 
that both vowel height ening and c entering glides ( c f .  Cambodian ( Greger­
son , 1 9 7 6 : 32 3 ) ) are also normal concomitants of  a TRA feature . 
It i s  not then the voic ing of the obstruent but the TRA feature which 
produces the vowel heightening and gliding . This ac count s for the Haroi 
c ent ering glide fa from PC * a . Assuming PC * i  and *u to have a lready 
had a relatively advanced t ongue-root pos it ion , the development of the 
Haroi phonemes i and u reflect the TRA feature and the phonemes e and 0 
reflect the TRR feature with which vowel lowering is as soc iated . This 
as sumes that at s ome st age what is now reflected as f a ,  i ,  u and a ,  e ,  0 
were sub s e t s  of high v .  low or tense v .  lax al lophones of a single set 
of  vowels  with TRA-TRR b eing the c ondi t i oning factor . With t he l o s s  of  
TRA-TRR as a c ontrast ive feature , two separat e series  of  vowel phonemes 
developed . 
2 . 3 .  HOW CAN VOI C I NG OR VOCO I V  H E I GHT A F F EC T  R EMOTE S EGMENTS ? 
The affe c t ed vowel in the Haroi split s was always the nuc leus of the 
main syllable , but t he voiced ob struent or high vocoid of Prot o-Chami c 
c onne c t ed with the shift c ould b e  the init ial segment of the main syl­
l ab le ,  the nuc leus of  the presyllab le , or the onset of t he presy llab le .  
It is  not natural for a segment so far removed t o  affect another segment . 
Rather the conditioning factor needs t o  be one whic h  b e longs t o  a l arger 
unit . Regis t er is  normally a feature of an entire syllable or phonolog­
i cal word b ecause of the s lower movement of the t ongue-root ( c f .  Greger­
s on 1 9 7 6 : 3 5 8 ff . ) .  Henc e it becomes natural for a p re syllable whi c h  i s  
T RA  t o  cause a following s y l lab le to a l s o  become TRA or for a presyllab le 
whi c h  i s  TRR t o  cause a following syllable t o  b ecome TRR . 
2 . 4 .  WHAT COMMON V ENOMI NATOR VO H I GH VOCO I VS ANV VO I C EV OBSTRU ENTS HA V E  
T O  PROVUC E I VENTI CAL  SOUNV CHANG E ?  
Gregerson sugges t s  that we 
" . . .  a s s ume that , rather than s everal regi ster feature s i s suing 
from the one voiced : voiceless  in s ome sequential sens e ,  all  
the features ( voic ing , p it c h ,  vowel aperture , and voi c e  
quality ) coexis ted ( as i n  modern Mnong) constitut ing a mult i-
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feature prosodic opposit ion dichotomi zing all  syllables ( or 
phonologi cal words ) .  It i s  s ugge s t ed that all  of  these phone t i c  
features are e ffect s  of a n  underlying opposition b etween 
tongue-root advancement v� . tongue-root retract ion . Voiced 
initials are an e ffect of advancement and voi c e l e s s  initials 
o f  retraction o f  the tongue body . " ( 3 4 3 )  
I would rather assume that a l l  of  t he s e  feature s potentially exist ed 
as manifestations o f  TRA v .  TRR rather than a s s uming that all  of them 
had to coex i s t  at any one time . I would further posit that the TRA-TRR 
contrast in the precursor of present day Haroi did develop from the 
voi cing contrast and the vocoid he ight contras t . 
High vocoids t end to have greater tongue-root advancement than low 
vo coids . This is supported by the e lectromyographic research of Smith 
and Hirano ( 196 8 : 1 47 ) who stat e : 
" The posterior of the genioglossus [ the princ ipal t ongue 
mus cle which pulls  the root forward] shows marked act ivity 
for high vowels and ' l ingual ' consonant s .  This mus c l e  is  
con s i s t ent ly and reliably more active for the t e n s e ,  high 
vowels i ,  e ,  and u than their lax count erpart s I ,  e ,  and u .  
All other things b e ing equa l ,  the activity i s  great er for 
phonologically high vowels  than for l ower vowel s . "  
For the stop s , however , Timothy S .  Smith ( 19 7 1 : 6 3 )  found that the 
mid-pharyngeal width i s  gre ater for voiced s t ops than voiceless stops 
( as others have already noted ) , but he also found that it is  not at­
t ributab le t o  mus cular act ivity . He observed that 
" . . .  the activity of the pos terior genioglo s sus mus c l e  during 
the voiced alveolar stops [ o f  English ] was not significantly 
different from the act ivity during the voic e le s s  s tops . In 
fact the voiceless  stops often showed s light ly greater 
act ivity . "  
He also obs erved that the widening cannot be from depres s ion of the 
hyoid bone eit her since the hyoid b one was 4 mm higher for the voi c ed 
stop t han for the voic ele s s . He t hen concluded t hat " the widening of 
the pharyngeal cavity during voi ced s tops is  primarily due t o  the pass ive 
react ion of t he non-tensed vocal t ract . "  ( 65 )  
This appears to suggest that any tongue-root advancement for English 
voiced stops is pas s ive . I would suggest that perhaps for Prot o-Austrone­
s ian and perhap s also for Prot o-Chamic a s imilar situation may have 
existedm but that s omewhere along the lin e ,  the pas s i ve advancement 
of the tongue-root conditi oned by the increase in supreglot tal pre s s ure 
attained in the product ion of voiced obstruent s became an act ive TRA 
feature and t hen that the TRA feature assoc iat ed with voic ing and the 
TRA feature a s s oc iated with vowel height merged and b e c ame a feature 
of t he syllable c ontrast ing with TRR of all other syllab les . It is very 
likely t hat larynx lowering acc ompanied t he TRA feature as in t he Mon­
Khmer languages of the are a .  Gregerson has not ed that larynx lowering 
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and the TRA feat ure are natural c oncomit ant s and s o  form an unmarked 
re lat ionship . 
It i s  acknowledged here t hat at least one other Austrone s ian language 
out s ide the Chamic group undoub tedly does have a regi s t er system .  
C at ford ( 19 6 4 ) ment ions larynx lower ing , b ut does not ment ion the 
t ongue-root in his discuss i on o f  Javanese . His general des cript ion ,  
however , has the c l a s s i c  earmarks of a regi s t er system .  He says : 
" Lowered-larynx s ounds oc cur ( in phonological opp o s it i on to 
normal or raised-larynx s ounds ) in Javanese . Here the s t op s  
and affricat e s  commonly written b ,  d ,  � ,  d j , 9 are , l i k e  the 
c orre sp onding serie s ,  p ,  t ,  ! ,  t j , k ,  c ompletely voiceles s :  
the series b ,  d ,  e t c . ,  however , are produced with the larynx 
c ons id erab ly lowered ( a  downward-forward displacement of the 
hyoid b one of up to about 1 cm c an easily be ob served ) .  
During the stops t h i s  produ ces no acous t i c or audit ory e ffec t ,  
but the lowered l arynx position pers i s t s  into the following 
vowe l ,  where it c an be obs erved a c oustically as a downward 
shift of formant 1 ,  and audit orily as a ' muffled ' or 
, centrali zed ' vowel qualit y . " 0 4- 3 5 )  
The fact ors whi ch I have posited for the origin o f  t he TRA-TRR c on­
trast mus t  be ranked to show whi c h  syllab le became TRA and whi ch TRR . 
Rules 1 4  and 1 5 ,  in which 5 = s yllab le and x = any or no s tring , are 
ordere d .  
Rule 1 4 . *5 -
Rule 1 5 .  *5 -
TRA i f  
[ -cons ] # +son 
+high 
[ +cons ] . -son 
+vd 
TRR i f . [ =���s ] x 
-vd 
1 TRA i f  x 
TRR i f  x 
x 
Rule 1 4  generat e s  a TRA syllab le if the s y l lab le began with a non­
s y l lab ic high voc oid or a voiced obst ruent and a TRR s y l lab le if it 
began with a voi c e l e s s  obs truent . For the remaining s y l lab le s , Rule 1 5  
generat e s  a TRA s y l lable if t he nuc leus was a high voc oid and a TRR syl­
lab le i f  the nuc leus was a low voc oid . 
At the fir st stage of the TRA-TRR c ontrast the n ,  t here would have 
b e en two p o s s ib i lit ies for monosyl lab i c  words : TRA and TRR . Di s y l lab i c  
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words would have had four p o s s ib i l it i e s : TRA+TRA , TRA+TRR , TRR+TRA , and 
TRR+TRR . Event ua l ly , however , the four possibilities  began to merge 
leaving only two . Thi s merger was undoub t edly due to t he s luggish 
nature o f  t ongue -root movement . Figure 1 shows the dire c t i on of merger 
of the tongue-root feat ure ; the vertical arrows indicate the direc t ion 
o f  merger if the main s y l lab l e  init i al c ons onant was not an obstruent 
and the horizontal arrows indicat e  the dire c t ion if the main s y llab le 
initial c onsonant was an obstruent .
6 
The result ant words were either 
TRA+TRA or TRR+TRR whi ch e levat ed the regis ter s ys t em from a syl lab l e  
to a word level feature with TRA and TRR phonological word s . 
Syllable Syllable 
Pre Main Pre Main 
TRA + TRA +- TRR + TRA 
t 
TRA + TRR - TRR + TRR 
Figure 1 .  DIRECTION O F  MERGER OF TONGUE-ROOT FEATURE . 
After the development of aspiration of the initial s t op of the main 
syllable of TRA words , t he loss o f  voic ing o f  t he s t op s , and the merger 
of pre syl lab le high vowels with the presyllable l ow vowe l s , and the split 
of the main s y l lab le vowe l s ,  the TRA-TRR contras t i t s e lf was lost leav­
ing only the inde lible traces in the new vowel set and in the aspirated 
s tops . 
One puzzl ing factor that remains i s  whether Cham and the Haroi pre­
cursor developed regi s t er t ogether or whether it was an independent 
devel opment in each . The difficulty in t rying to make it a shared in­
novat ion s t emming from the era when they were s t i l l  one language is that 
Northern Roglai whi c h  is evi dent ly much c loser to Cham than ei ther Cham 
or Northern Roglai is to Haroi s hows no evidence t hat I have been ab le t o  
observe o f  a regis ter sys tem . Voi c ed s t o p s  are ret ained as s imp le vo i ced 
s t op s , the vowel system i s  no more complex than Prot o-Chamic with no 
evidence of a l lophone s having any relat ion to preceding obs truents or 
high vo coids , and with a high-low contrast of vowe l s  in the pre syllab le 
retained . S outhern Roglai whi c h  is c l oser to Cham doe s , on the other 
hand , give some e videnc e of tongue-root p lac ement in the allophones of 
vowe l s . 
The one pos s ib le bit of e vidence for tongue-root invol vement that 
pervade s mo s t  of the Chami c language s is that voi c e l e s s  stops in the 
pres yllable reflect Proto-Aust rone s ian vo i c ed s t op s  if the main sy llab le 
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begins with a voi cele s s  obst ruent . Rade , howeve r ,  app ears not to have 
t h i s  shift alt hough t he extens ive reduc t i on of pre s y l lab les in Rade 
ob s c ures the p i c t ure : PA * d e p a h  + Rade ? e p a  ' span ' whi c h  c l early refle c t s  
a voiced c onsonant since a n  intermediate s tage with t - in t h e  pre s y l l ab le 
would have been expected t o  be come k - in Rade . ( Rade ? e  i s  the normal 
reflex of any pre syl lab le beginning with a voiced c oronal regard l e s s  
o f  the quality o f  t h e  following vowel . )  
3 .  MOT I VAT I NG FAC T O R ( S )  FOR  D E VO I C I N G 
One intriguing fac t or whi c h  intere s t s  me i s  the widespread devoi cing 
o f  s y l lab le init i a l  stops ( throughout the Southeast Asian area ) in c on­
ne c t ion with the development of regi ster or tone . Some of the examp l e s  
are Chine s e  ( Cheng and Wang , 1 9 7 0 ) , Cambodian ( cf .  Gregerson ,  1 9 7 6 : 3 4 2 ) , 
Mon ( c f .  Gregerson,  1 9 7 6 : 34 2 ) , Tai ( Li ,  1 9 5 4 ) , Cham , Haroi , and other s . 
Gregerson ( 19 7 6 : 35 1- 7 )  discusses in det ail the relat ionship of p i t c h  ( as 
well a s  the factors a lready covered in this paper ) t o  t ongue-root p o s i ­
t i on and doe s not need t o  be dis cussed further . 
The que s t ion I want t o  pose i s : Why does language after language 
devo i c e  the s y l lable init ial s t op s  ( including , at least in Cham and 
Haroi , intervocal i c  stops whi ch one would not have expected to devoic e )  
a s  the regis ter or t one system develop s ?  Thi s  i s  especial ly relevant in 
light o f  Gregerson ' s  sugge s t ion t hat the advanced t ongue-root "permit s 
the uninhibited flow of air through the glott i s  for vo ic ing of c onso­
nant s . "  ( 1 9 76 : 3 4 6 ) . I f  the advanced tongue-root produces a s i t uation 
favourable for voi c ing , why do languages l ike Haro i and Cham devo i c e  
s t o p s  when other Chamic language s like Nort hern Roglai and Rade t hat 
have l i t t l e or no evidence o f  a c t ive t ongue-root involvement do not de­
vo i c e ?  ( I  have already mentioned that t he vo iced s t op s  reconstructed 
for Proto- Chamic are firmly support ed by evidence from t he widespread 
Austrones ian language fami ly . )  
So far Cheng and Wang ( 1 9 7 0 : CWIO ) are the only ones I have found who 
consider the que s t ion . They o ffer no answer but s imply say : 
" Nonetheles s ,  it remains to be dis covered what were the 
exact physical c harac t eri s t i c s  t hat the ob l ique tone had 
whi ch facilitate t he devo i c ing of the initial c ons onant . "  
I do not c laim to have a definit ive answer t o  the que s t ion , but am 
s ugge st ing that t here i s  something phy s iological about active tongue­
root advanc ement which fa c i litat e s  devoic ing . 
Voi cing i s  a marked feature ( re lat ive to laryngeal act ivity ) .  It i s  
natural for sonorant s ,  b u t  extra muscular a c t ivity is required i n  the 
larynx to produce voic ing for obs truents which have a maj or constrict ion 
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i n  the oral c avity ( c f .  Chomsky and Halle , 1 9 6 8 : 3 0 0 - 1 ) .  
Whi le t ongue-root advancement widens the p haryngeal cavity , it also 
stret ches t he vocal cords ( c f . Ladefoged , 1 9 7 1 : 7  and Ohala and Lad e foged , 
1 9 7 0 : 1 3 )  apparent ly making maint enance o f  ob s truent vo ic ing more d i ffi­
cult . Timothy S .  Smit h ' s  findings concerning the t endency for slight ly 
great er act ivity o f  the genioglos sus mus c l e  for voi celess stops than 
for voiced stops would t end to supp ort the p o s s ib i lity t hat tongue-root 
advancement as well as t ongue-root retract ion i s  more favourab le t o  
voi c e l e s sness o f  obs truent s t han t o  voicing . 
I f ,  as I have sugge sted for the precursor o f  Haroi , passive enlarge­
ment of the pharyngeal cavity with t he t ongue-root p ushed forward p ro­
vided the impetus for the development o f  an act ive t ongue-root advance­
ment , then i t  i s  highly p o s s ible t hat a s  t ongue-root advancement t ook 
over the c ontra stive funct ion formerly c arried by t he voi c ing , the 
marked feature of vo i c ing yielded t o  t he unmarked feat ure o f  voi celess­
ne s s  even in int ervocalic posit ion . In other words , ob struent voi c ing 
is b e st maint ained in t he environment o f  a neutral or re laxed tongue­
root posit ion rather t han when it is act ively advanced or retrac t ed . It 
should be not e d ,  however ,  t hat a s  long a s  t he TRA-TRR cont rast i s  main­
tained , the actual tongue mus cu lature and pharyngeal c avity for the 
originally contrast ive series of ob struent s will be qui t e  di fferent 
even t hough acoust ically and audit orily the same . The acoust i c  and 
audit ory di fference w i l l  only be evident from segment s in the rest o f  
t he syllab le ( c f .  Cat ford , 19 6 4 : 3 4 - 5 ) . 
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NOTES 
1 .  I gratefully acknowle dge Kenneth J .  Gregerson ' s  paper ( 19 7 6 )  on 
tongue-root and regis ter in Mon- Khmer and the very st imu lating discus­
s ions with h im which put me on the track in deve loping th is paper and 
which has provided me with the foundation upon which I build . I also 
appreciate the helpful comments rece ived from Kenneth L .  P ike , David D .  
Thomas and Hella Gos chnick . Without Gos chnick ' s  Haroi word list and 
Tegenfe ldt ' s  de scr ipt ion of the Haroi phonemes , the latter of which is 
included in this vo lume , this study would not have been poss ible . 
2. See also Note 6 and the final paragraph of sect ion 2 . 4 .  for an ex­
ample of devo icing involving more of the Chamic language s .  
3 .  Most notations fol low Schane ( 1 9 7 3 )  in the rules in this paper with 
the addit ion that x is used to indicate any or no string and the period 
( . ) is used to indicate s yl lable boundary which may be coterminus with 
the boundary of any larger phonological unit . 
4. Mundhenk analys e s  this as an allophone of the s imple stop rather 
than as phonemic aspiration s ince it is non-contra st ive in this pos ition . 
Contrast this with Haroi c a t h i a  ' ches t ' and c a k h i i ' tooth ' above where 
the c is not aspirated . 
5. I n  rules 1 2  and 1 3 ,  the subscript numeral before and after the brace s 
is used , fol lowing Harms ( 1 9 6 8 : 5 9 ) , to ind icate that the top l ine in each 
set of braces is to be read as part of one environment and the bottom 
l ine in each set of braces as part of another environment . 
6. Alternative ly , it is pos s ible that there was no ass imilat ion or 
merger if the main syl lab le be gan with an obstruent , but there is s ome 
evidence from the other Chamic languages supporting a regressive tongue­
root as s imilation ( s ee final paragraph of this s ect ion ) . . 
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1 .  I NTRO D U C T I O N  
HARDI CLAUSES 
1 
HELLA GOSCHN I CK 
1 .  I n trodu c t i on 
2. C l ause Charac t er i s t i c s  
3.  Nuc l ear Tagmem e s  
4 .  Act ion C l au s e s  
5 .  De s c r i p t i on C l au s e s  
6 .  P e r i pheral Tagmeme s 
There are about 1 0 - 1 5 , 00 0  Haroi speakers living in the west ern half 
of Phu-Yen and Blnh-8+nh provinces and in Phu-B6n provinc e of Vi�t-Nam . 
The Haroi ( Hroy , Hrway ) language i s  c lassi fied as a member of the 
Chamic branch of Malayo-Polynesian . The l ingui sti c  s imi larities indi­
c ate a c lo s er relationship with t he Malaysian than with t he Philippine 
languages t hough there are no records to indi cate where the Chamic 
people came from or at what date they landed in Vi�t-Nam . 
As t o  the sub grouping of the Chamic language s ,  one can deduce from 
the phonological compari sons and the numb er of cognat es that the Northern 
Chami c language group ( Rade , Jarai ) must have b een separated from Cham 
longer than the other Sout hern Chamic language s ( Chru , Roglai ) have b een 
s eparat ed from Cham . Eastern and West ern ( Cambodian) Cham b elong t o  the 
Sout hern Chamic group . There i s  s ome uncertainty as t o  which group 
Haroi should be c lassi fied wit h .  My own impress ion from cont ac t s  with 
Rade , Jara i ,  Cham , and Roglai s peakers i s  that the Northern Chamic lan-
guages are c loser to Haroi in the 
in their pronunc iat ion of the se . 
ligib ility would p lace Haroi with 
number of cognat es in daily speech and 
Therefore I feel that mutual intel­
the Northern Chamic languages .  On the 
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other hand a Haroi speaker c an more readily l earn to understand a 
S outhern Chamic l anguage t han c an a speaker of Rade or Jarai whi c h  would 
indicate t hat Haroi i s  c loser to S out hern Chamic t han are ei t her Rade or 
Jarai . From this one c an deduc e t hat t he Haroi mus t  have had a l onger 
contact with Cham . 
The Haroi , at least for s ome t ime , mus t  have b een a part o f ,  or at 
least influenc ed by , the old Champa emp ire . Ac cording to Chine s e  h i s ­
torians t h e  kingdom of Champa w a s  founded in A . D .  1 9 2  around t h e  area o f  
Hue .  From t here the Cham people and cult ure spread t o  t h e  south . Cham 
ins cript ions from the s e c ond half of t he fourth century have been found 
in Quang-Nam and Phu-Yen provinc e s . ( Note t hat Phu-Yen is part of the 
pre s ent Haroi area . )  At t hat t ime the Cham people a lready had a high 
culture ( t emples , s culpture s ) and an organi s ed system of government , 
both b e ing deve loped as a result of influence from India . 
Under pre s sure of the Vi etname s e  from the nort h ,  the Cham c ap i t a l  was 
moved sout h  t o  Quang-Nam province about A . D .  4 5 0 ,  and to Blnh-Dfnh 
province in A . D .  9 9 9 . The Cham t erritory ext ended from Hu� to Phan­
Rang . 
In a Cham inscript ion in t he 1 2 th cent ury t here i s  ment ion o f  a fi ght 
with the s avages in the mountains , named as Rade , Mada and others . They 
had invaded the p lains in 1 1 5 1 ,  but were t hen defeated by the Cham king . 
I have b een unab le to asc ertain the ident ity of the Mad a ,  s o  it is not 
yet c l ear whi c h  trib e s  were involved, nor is it c lear what was their 
previous or s ub s equent relat i onship with the Cham rulers . 
After the Cham were defeat ed by t he Viet name s e  in 1 4 7 1 , only a dimin­
ut ive Cham state c ont inued to exist . When the Vietname s e  Nguyen lord s , 
nominal ly fight ing for t he Le dynas t y ,  c onquered the area from Phu-Yen 
down to Khanh-Hoa in 1 6 5 3  formal Cham-Haroi c ontact s ended . 
The few Cham people s t i l l  l iving in the Phan-Rang area have pre s erved 
their s c ript and with it the memory o f  the ancient kingdom and culture . 
They have records of other Chamic people b e ing s c at t ered into the moun­
tains .
2 
They know of four different peop l e s  which they c a l l  Cham Kur , 
Cham Jarai , Cham Raglai and Cham Ro , and c a l l  t hemse lve s Cham Pah ' Cham 
of the ru Ling c Lass ' .  The name Cham Kul refers to the Cambodian Cham in 
S outh Vie t nam and Cambodia . Cham Jarai refers to t he Jarai , Cham Raglai 
to the Rogl ai , the name be ing interpreted as ra ( orang) 'peop L e ' and g l a i  
' fores t ' , giving ' fores t peopLe  or s avages ' for Roglai . The name Cham 
Ro i s  int erpreted as ' remnant Cham ' from r o  ' remnan t ' .  This i s  probably 
the name whi ch refers to t he Haroi t hough t he Cham have no knowl edge 
about their l o c at ion . 
The Haroi t hems e lves , even t he e lders , have no notion about any former 
c onne ct ion with the Cham or t he meaning of their own name . They have 
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l i ved in appro ximately the same mount ain area as far as their memory 
goe s . It is int ere s t ing , t hough , t hat t hey re fer to thems e lves as 
m a n i h  c h a m  ' Chamia peop l e ' .  
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Cultural ly t h e  Haroi are very s imi lar t o  their c l o s e  neighbours , t he 
Rade , and � he Jarai and quite different from t he Cham ( c lothe s , house 
style , carry ing , and religion ) . But the Haroi language has many s imi­
larities with both Cham and the Nort hern Chamic language s . 
2 .  C L A U S E  C H A RA C T E R I S T I C S  
A Haroi c lause charact eristically des cribes one act ion o r  s t at e .  The 
s lots in a c lause are genera l ly f i l led by word s or phras e s , and a 
c l aus e ,  in turn,  generally fills a s lot in a s entence . 
The c lause types are di fferent iated by : 1 )  the di fferent fillers 
wh ich manife s t  the Predicate Tagmeme and 2 )  t he numb er and kind of 
nuc lear t agmemes t hat can oc cur . Act ion and De s cript ion Clauses are 
d i s t inguished from each other by their having , respect ively , an Act ion 
Predi cat e and a Des crip t i on Pred icat e . Act i on Clauses inc lude s ingle 
action c l auses and rec iprocal action c laus e s . In Haroi c ausat ive ac­
t i ons have t he s ame form as s ingle act ion c laus e s ,  except for the caus­
at ive verb s mani fe s t ing the Predicat e ,  s o  they are inc luded in t he 
s ingle act ion c laus e s . 
3 .  N U C L E A R  TAGME M E S  
The s i x  main nucl ear t agmemes i n  Haroi c laus e s  are : Subj e c t  ( s ) , 
Predicate ( P ) , Ob j e c t  ( 0 ) , Re ferent ( Re f ) , Origin ( Or i ) , and Dest ina­
t ion ( Dest) . The Predi cate i s  obl igat ory in each c lause type . In this 
paper I only des cribe independent c lauses o f  Haroi , s o  the Sub j ect i s  
here b e ing t reated as a l s o  ob l igat ory . All other nuc lear t agmeme s are 
opt ional if deducible from either l inguistic or situat ional c ontext . 
As many as five nuc lear t agmeme s  may b e  found in an Act ion C lause 
b ut usually a Haroi claus e contains only Sub j ect and Predicate plus one 
other tagmeme . I f  a Re ferent and a Dest inat ion, or a Re ferent and an 
Origi n ,  are both present in a claus e ,  t hen an Obj ect must also b e  pre s ­
ent . All o t h e r  c ombinat ions are fre e ly p o s s i b l e , whi l e  maint aining 
their normal order . 
In the Descript ion C laus e s  t he nuc lear t agmemes are usually ob liga­
tory ; excep t ions w i l l  be discussed under each type . 
The nuc lear tagmemes fol low t he general order : S - P - 0 - Ori - Ref -
Dest . The Obj ect c an also precede t he Subj ect . I f  it i s  emphas i s ed it 
fo l l ows t he Referent with no other tagmeme fo llowing behind . The Ob j ec t  
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may also be divided , the more general part prec eding t he Referent , t he 
more spe c i fi c , emphas i s ed part following it ( see  3 . 3 . ) .  I f  Des t inat ion 
is  abs ent Origin may move t o  the De stinat ion posit ion , unl e s s  t here i s  a 
Locat ion tagmeme present in which case Origin remains in i t s  usua l posi­
t ion . In s imple Di�ect ional Clauses Origin can precede the Predic at e . 
I f  the Origin of an Obj ect is empha s i s e d ,  Origin oc curs following t he 
Obj ec t  in sent ence- final p o s i t ion . 
3 . 1 . SUBJECT 
The Sub j e ct can b e  mani fested by a name , a pronoun , a noun phrase , 
or a c ompound noun phrase .  
M- L u i n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
M-Lui goes to San-Boa . 
Ka u n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
£ go to San- Boa . 
T h u a  a r a ng k a mo i n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
Two ( a La s s ifi er )gi r Ls go to San-Boa . 
Ayo ng ho k a u  n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
O Lder-bro ther a nd I go to San-Boa . 
3 . 2 .  PREV I CATE 
Each c lause type has a different c lass  of  verbs or verb phrases as 
fi llers of  t he Predi cat e ;  s o  t he filler c lasses  will b e  d i s cussed under 
each c lause type . The verb phrase may contain an attitude tagmeme ( e . g . 
want,  dare ) and/or a verificat ion t agmeme ( no t ,  not y e t ) . 
Ka u c � a ng n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
I wan t  ( to )  go to San-Boa . 
Ka u s o h  n a u pa S a n - Hoa . 
I not go to San-Boa . 
Ka u s o h  c�a ng n a u pa S a n - Hoa . 
I no t wan t ( t o )  go t o  San-Boa . 
3 . 3 .  OBJECT 
The Obj ect  occurs in Transitive ( 4 . 2 . ) ,  Transit ive-Referent ial 
( 4 . 5 . ) ,  Trans itive-Directional ( 4 . 6 . ) ,  and Trans it ive-Referential-Direc­
t ional ( 4 . 7 . )  Claus e s . It  can be manifes t ed by a name , a pronoun , a 
noun phras e ,  a c ompound noun phrase , or a c lause . 
Ka u b o h  K - L u i . 
I s e e  M-Lui . 
Ka u b o h  �. 
I see them . 
Ka u b o h  t h ua t r i i ma n u ? 
HARDl CLAUSES 
I s e e  two (c las s if. ) chicken . 
Ka u b o h  ayong ho c a ?a i .  
I s e e  o lder-bro ther a nd o lder-sis ter . 
Ka u b o h  c a ? a i d 1 ?  s e .  
I s e e  ( th a t )  o lder-sis ter ge t s - i n  car .  
� 
Ka u ca n a ?  t h ua k h u ?  l a s o i  ka t oa i .  
I cook two pots ( of) rice for gues t .  
Divided Obj ect ( s e e  3 . ) :  
� 
Ka u c a n a ?  l a s o i  ka t o a i t h ua k h u ?  
I coo k rice for gue s t  two po ts . 
Emphasised Object ( see 3 . ) : 
� 
K a u  ca n a ?  k a  t o a i l a s o i . 
I coo k for gue s t  rice . 
3 . 4 .  R E F E R ENT 
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The Re ferent Tagmeme oc curs in Re ferential ( 4 . 3 . ) ,  Trans i ti ve-Ref­
erential ( 4 . 5 . ) ,  and Transit ive-Re ferent ial-Dire c t ional ( 4 . 7 . ) Claus e s . 
It i s  mani fested by a prepos i t i onal phrase cons i s t ing of the prep o s i t ion 
ka ' to ,  of (da t i ve ) ' and a name , a pronoun , a noun phras e ,  a c ompound 
noun phras e ,  or a c l aus e .  
Ka u h a n i n g k a  M - L u l . 
I think of M-Lu i . 
Ka u h a n i n g k a  a m i ?  ka u h o  ayong k a u .  
I think of mother my and o lder-bro ther my. 
Ka u wo l k a  c a ?a i k a u  c e a ng n a u  pa S a n - Ho a . 
I forgot ( th a t )  o lder- s i s t er my wanted ( t o )  go t o  San-Hoa . 
3 . 5 .  O R I G I N  
The Origin Tagmeme o c c urs i n  the Directional ( 4 . 4 . ) ,  t he Transit ive­
Dire ct ional ( 4 . 6 . ) ,  and t he Trans i t ive-Re ferent ial-Direc t i onal ( 4 . 7 . )  
C laus e s . It i s  mani fe s ted by a prep osit ional phrase cons i s t ing o f  t he 
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prep o s i t i on m f n g  ' from ' and a name , a pronoun , a noun phrase , or a 
local word . Haroi local words inc lude n i  ' h ere ' ,  n a n  ' there ' ,  t h � h  
' over- there ' ,  yo? ' be row ' ,  and n g o ?  ' above ' .  
K a u  r a i mf ng S a n - Hoa . 
I came from San-Hoa . 
Ka u mf ng b i n g ka l � a i ?  p a  s a n g .  
I from them came- home to hous e .  
Ka u mi ng s a ng t h � h  r a i d ?  n i . 
I from house that came ( t o )  h ere . 
Ka u mi ng t h � h  r a i d ?  n i . 
I from over- there came ( t o )  h ere . 
P r o ?  mi ng h a m f a  k a u  p h i a  ka l � a i ?  pa s a n g . 
Squirre r from fie rd I brought back to hous e .  
3 . 6 .  VES T I NA T I O N  
The Des t inat ion Tagmeme o c curs in t h e  Dire c t i onal ( 4 . 4 . ) ,  t h e  Tran­
s i t i ve-Direct ional ( 4 . 6 . ) ,  and the Transit ive -Re ferent i al-Dire c t i onal 
( 4 . 7 . )  C laus e s . It is manife s t ed by a prepositional phrase c ons i s t ing 
o f  a directional preposition , e . g .  pa ' to ' , H m  ' into ' ,  n i ?  ' up o n, 
o n to ' ,  h o  ' up o n, onto ' ,  and r o k  ' a Long ' ,  p lus a name , a pronoun , a n oun 
phrase , a c omp ound noun phrase , or a lo cat i ve word ( s ee 3 . 5 . ) .  
Ka u n a u  pa S a n - Ho a .  
I g o  t o  San-Hoa . 
Ka u I e ? H m  e a . 
I fe r r  i n to wa t e r .  
Ka u n a u  r o k  � a l � a n . 
I go a Long s tre e t .  
4 .  A C T I O N  C L A U S E S  
4 . 1 . I NTRANS I TI V E  C LA US E  
The Intransit ive C lause has two nuc l ear t agmeme s : S ubj ect and 
Predicat e . 
Intrans i t i ve C laus e : S P 
Ka u d i h .  
I s re ep .  
L o n  t H h .  
Ground cave s - i n .  
HARO! CLAUSES 1 1 1  
The Predicate i s  manife sted by i nt ransit ive verb s , inc luding d l h  
' s leep ' ,  t l f h  ' cave in ' ,  h a  ' open  wide ' ,  c a k h u ?  ' g e t  up ' ,  c a d a n g  ' crack ' ,  
t h u ?  ' live,  s tay ' ,  a s � a n  ' rain ' ,  l a po i ' dream ' ,  and poa i ?  ' ta l k ' .  
4 . 2 .  TRANS I T I VE C LA US E  
The Transitive C lause has three nuc lear tagmeme s :  Sub j ec t , Predi c at e ,  
and Obj ect . 
Transitive C laus e : S P 0 
C a ? a i b f n g  l a s o i . 
O lder - s i s t er eats rice . 
Ka u ceam  ma n u ? 
I fe ed chicken . 
The Predicate i s  mani fe s ted by t rans i t i ve verb s ,  inc luding b f ng 
' ea t ' ,  ceam  ' feed (anima ls ) ' ,  b o h  ' s e e ' ,  t h a u  ' know ' ,  t l f a n g  ' look  a t ' ,  
a t h u a h  ' s ee k ' ,  h m a k  ' hear ' ,  pa n g  ' li s t e n ' ,  ? y u  ' ca l l ' ,  c a n a  ' as k ' ,  r a u  
' wake ( s omebody ) up ' ,  k a s u h  'break ( s ometh ing) ' ,  n g a ?  ' ma k e ' ,  a ka ?  
' measure ' ,  y u a ?  ' harves t (rice) ' ,  s o ?  'pound ' ,  h m a u  ' have ' ,  c a m  ' be a t ' ,  
t l f am ' gore ' ,  k e ?  ' b i t e ' ,  and p l f a h  ' s p l i t ' .  Haro i t ransit ive verb s 
wi th a causat ive meaning inc lude p a ? y a i ' ki l l  ( caus e to b e  dead) ' ,  
p a h wa i ?  ' frighten ' ,  and p a l a p h u h  ' knock down ' .  Haroi tran s i t i ve verbs 
whi c h  take only c laus e s  as Obj e c t s  inc lude ma p l h  ' le t ,  a l low ' ,  and 
pa da I ' command ' . 
K a u  p a hwa i ?  c a ? a i ka u .  
I frighten o lder-sis ter my . 
C a ?a i p a d a l ka u n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
O l der - s i s ter command I go to San-Hoa . 
(My s i s ter to ld me to go to San-Hoa . )  
4 . 3 .  R E F E RENTI A L  C LAUS E  
The Re ferent ial C lause contains t hree nuc l ear tagmeme s :  Subj e c t , 
Predicat e ,  and Re ferent . 
Re ferent ial Claus e : S P Ref 
Ka u hw a i ?  k a  o i  l a m u n g . 
I fear (grandfa ther)  tige r .  
Ka u pa s f a n g  k a  a y o n g  ka u .  
I depend on o lder-brother my . 
The Predicate i s  mani fe s t ed by referent ial verb s , inc luding hwa i ?  
' fea r ' ,  p a s f a n g  ' depend o n ' ,  h a n i n g ' think  of, remember ' ,  wo l ' forge t ' , 
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c�a n g  ' want ' ,  l a l ?  ' ta Lk about s omebody ' ,  t l � a u  ' ins u L t ' ,  he l ' b e  a ngry, 
mad ' ,  t h a u  ' know ( s omebody ) ' ,  p a l a mu ?  ' ha t e ' ,  p a ? a r e h  ' hate ' ,  p a ? u n g  
' Love ' ,  p a p  'pi ty ' ,  and k a ? o u ?  ' b e  sad ' .  
4 . 4 .  VI R E C T I ONAL C LA US E  
The Directional Clause has four nuc lear tagmeme s :  Sub j ect . Origi n .  
Predic at e . and Dest inat ion.  
Direct ional Claus e :  S Ori P Dest 
(Ori) 
K a u  mi n g  S a n - Ho a  r a l t ) ?  n l .  
I from San- Boa oame ( to )  here . 
Ka u r a l m i n g  S a n - Hoa . 
I oame from San-Boa . 
Ka u n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa . 
I go to San-Boa . 
The Predicate c an b e  manife s ted by a directional verb . a mot ion verb . 
or a dire ct ional mot ion verb phrase . I f  t here i s  an Origin pres ent in 
the c laus e .  the motion verb c annot oc cur by i t s e l f ;  it t hen has t o  b e  
expanded into a directional mot ion verb phras e .  
Haroi direct ional verb s include n a u  ' go away ' ,  k a l � a l ?  'go  home ' ,  
w l h  ' go baok, t urn around ' ,  r a l ' oome ' ,  t o l  ' arrive ' ,  d ) ? 'go  upwards ' ,  
t ro n  'go  downwards ' ,  c a ma ' go i n ' ,  c a p h l a ?  ' go out ' ,  and t o l  ' fo L Low ' .  
O f  these verbs only t o l cannot occur wit hout a preceding mot i on verb . 
and it i s  also opt ionally fol lowed by an Obj ect . 
Ka u k a l � a l ?  p a  s a n g  ka u .  
I go -home to house my . 
K a u  d ) ?  pa c a ?  
I o L imb u p  moun tai n .  
K a u  n a u  t o  I c a ?a I .  
I go fo L Lowing o Lder- s is ter . 
The directional mot i on verb phrase c ons i s t s  of a mot ion verb fo l l owed 
by a direct ional verb . t he direct ional verb modify ing the mot ion verb . 
Haroi mot ion verb s inc lude d oa l ?  ' run ' ,  t l o t ' jump, hop (bird ) ,  bounoe 
(oar) ' ,  a s o t  ' wa Lk (buffa Lo ,  oow,  hors e ) ' ,  p o l  ' fLy ' ,  l ua l  ' swim ' ,  r u l 
' oraw L ,  wa L k  ( turt L e ) ' ,  k a l u n g  ' ro L L ' , I e ? ' fa l l ' ,  ka l u h ' s tream t o ­
g e ther ' ,  and h w e  ' turn as ide ' .  
Ka u d oa l ?  w l h  p a  s a n g .  
I run baok to house .  
HAROI CLAUSES 1 1 3  
Ka u doa l ?  � a ma l � m s a n g . 
I run e n t ering into hou8 e .  
Ka u t l o t t ro n  m � n g  s a n g . 
I jump down from hou8 e .  
4 . 5 .  TRANS I TI VE- R E FERENT I A L  C LA US E  
The Tran s it ive-Re ferent ial Clause has four nuc lear tagmeme s : Subj ect , 
Predicat e ,  Re ferent , and Ob j e c t . 
Transit ive-Re ferent ial C laus e : C P O  Ref 
Ka u pa p l i i t h ua t r i i ma n u ?  ka a y on g .  
I 8 e Z Z  two (c Za8 8if. ) chicken to brother . 
\. 
Ka u c a n a ?  l a s o i  ka t oa i .  
I coo k rice for gue8 t .  
The Predicate i s  mani fe s t ed by trans i t ive-re ferent ial verb s , in­
c luding p H i ' buy ' ,  p r� 1 ' give ' ,  a t o? ' cook ' ,  � a n a ?  ' cook ' ,  ma p t h ' keep 
80me thing for 80mebody ' ,  n g a ?  ' make ' ,  � a � o i ' 8how ' ,  � e h  'write ' ,  a k h a n  
' t e Z Z  ( 8 tory ) ' ,  d o ?  ' a 8 k  (ridd Z e ) ' ,  p a t o  ' te ach ' ,  and p a n a h  ' 8 hoo t ' .  
Haroi t ransiti ve-referential verb s with c ausat i ve meaning inc lude 
p a p H i  ' 8 e Z Z  ( cau8e to buy ) " and p a �e a m  ' feed (chi Zd) ' .  
4 . 6 .  TRANS I T I V E - V I RECTI ONA L C LAUS E  
The Trans it i ve-Direct ional C l aus e  has five nuc lear t agmeme s : Subj ect , 
Origin ,  Predicat e ,  Obj e ct , and Des t inat i on .  
Trans it ive- Direct ional Claus e :  S Ori P 0 Dest 
Ka u ma? c a p h i a ? p a t h � a i .  
I take out  rice . 
Ka u l u i  pa t h h i  l i m p h  u n g .  
I put rice into ba8 k e t .  
Ka u a p h ) ?  p a t a u  h o  p a p u n g  s a n g . 
I throw 8 t o ne onto roof (of) hou8 e . 
The Predicate is mani fe sted by a dire c t i onal-trans i t ive verb phrase 
c ons i s t ing of a trans it ive-mot ion verb opt ionally fol lowed by a direc­
t ional verb ( 4 . 4 . ) ,  the dire c t i onal verb modi fying the t ransit i ve-mot ion 
verb . The d ire c t i onal verb c an e ither dire c t l y  fol low the tran s i t i ve­
mot ion verb or oc cur after the Ob j e ct . Haroi t rans i t i ve-mot ion verb s 
inc lude m a ?  ' take ' ,  l u i  'put ' .. a p h ) ? ' throw ( 8 tone ) ' ,  ca h r a ?  ' throw 
( 8pear) ' ,  c a r o  ' reach into ' ,  � a l a ?  'pu8 h ' ,  t h u l  ' pu Z Z ' ,  and kwa l ?  ' g e t  
o u t  handfu Z Z8 ' .  Haroi trans it i ve-motion verb s  with a c ausative meaning 
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inc lude pa l e ? ' drop s om e th ing ' ,  pa ka l u n g  ' ro l l  s ome t hi ng ' ,  and p a d oa i ?  
' take  away ' .  
Ka u c a l a ? n a u  b a n g .  
I push away tab l e .  
K a u  c a l a? b a n g  n a u .  
I push tab l e  away . 
Ka u a p h 1 ? pa t a u  d 1 ? h o  p a p u n g  s a n g . 
I throw s tone upwards onto roof ( of) hous e .  
4 . 7 .  TRANS I TI V E - R E F ER ENTI A L - V I RECTI O NA L  C LAUS E  
The Trans i t i ve-Re ferenti a l- Direct ional C laus e has s i x  p o s s ib l e  
nuc lear t agmemes : Subj ec t ,  Predicat e ,  Obj ec t ,  Origin , Dest inat ion , and 
Re ferent . On the maximum numb er of t agmeme s  and re s trictions in t heir 
co-oc currence see sect ion 3 .  
Transit i ve-Referent ia l-Dire c t i onal C laus e :  
(0)  (Ori) S P 0 Ori Dest Ref 
( Ref)  
Ka u c a t o h  p r t a h  ka c a ? a i l f m p h u n g . 
I pour riae for o lder - s is ter into bas k e t . 
P r t a h k a u  c a t o h  m f n g  p h u n g  c a ? a i l f m p h u n g  k a u .  
Riae I pour from bas ke t o lder - s i s t e r  into  bas k e t  my . 
� a u  p h f a  ka l t a i ?  p r b? m f n g  h a m f a pa s a n g .  
H e  brings home squirre l from fie ld t o  house . 
The Predicate is mani fe s ted by transit ive-re ferent ial-directional . 
verb s ,  inc luding p h f a  ' bring, take ' ,  k h u i ' aarry i n  baak-bas k e t ' ,  c a t oh 
' pour ' ,  and ? y a ?  ' aarry i n  hand ' .  
4 . 8 .  S I MP L E  REC I PROC A L  C LAUS E  
All Re cipro cal Clause types have two s ub-types : c omb ined and di f­
ferentiat ed . In a Combined Re c iprocal Clause the t wo actors are grouped 
t o gether as a p lural Subj ect . In a Differentiat e d  Reciprocal Clause t he 
act ors are stated s ep arat e ly .  The di fferent iated t ype is l e s s  c ommonly 
used . 
The Comb ined Simp le Re c iprocal C lause has two nuc lear tagmeme s : 
Comb ined Part i c ipant ( Comb-Part ) ,  and Pred i c at e . In the Different iated 
S imp le Reciprocal C laus e t he Part i c ipant s fi l l  separat e s l ot s :  Part i c i ­
pant ( Part ) and Ass ociative-Part ic ipant ( Assoc-Part) .  In both t y p e s  the 
nuc l ear t agmemes are obligat ory . 
HAROI CLAUSES 1 1 5  
Simp le Reciprocal Claus e : 
Combined : Comb-Part P 
T h u a  t r i i k a ph � a u  p a l a t l i a m .  
Two ( c las sif. ) buffa los gore- each- o th er . 
T h ua a r a n g  l a ke i pa l a c a m .  
Two ( c lassif. ) boys b e a t - each-o t he r . 
Vi6 6 e4entiat ed : Part P Asso=-Part 
Ka p h � a u  n i  pa l a t l i a m  he ka p h � a u  n a n . 
Buffa lo this gore -each-other w i t h  buffa l o  tha t . 
A y e n g p a l a � am h e  a t h i i .  
O lder - brother bea t-each-o ther w i th y ounger-s ib l i ng .  
The Predicate o f  both S imp le Re c iprocal C lause t yp e s  i s  mani fe sted 
by s imple re c iprocal verb s . Haroi s imp le rec iprocal verb s are mos t ly 
derived from transit ive verb s whi c h  normally t ake an animate Ob j ec t  or 
from re ferent ial verb s . They inc lude p a l a c a m  ' be a t  each o th e r ' .  
p a l a t l i a m  ' gore each o ther ' .  p a l a ke ?  ' b i te each o ther ' .  p a l a � e h  'peck  
each  other ' .  p a l a t l a u ? ' p o ke e ach o t h er ' .  pa l a t e p  ' so c k  each  o t h er back­
handed ' .  pa l a � a r i a ?  ' jab each  o th e r ' .  pa l a p a h  ' s lap each  o t h er ' .  p a l a po h  
' b e a t  each o t h e r  l igh t ly w i th objects ' .  p a l a ka n ua ' b eat  each o t h e r  
forcefu l ly w i t h  s ticks ' .  p a l a t l � a u  ' i ns u Z t  each o t h er ' .  pa l a p l i a h  ' fight  
e ach o t h er ' .  p h i a s f a n  ' beat  each  o t h e r  w i th s to nes ' .  p h i ama l u  ' quarre Z ' . 
p h f a ma s o h  ' tease  each other ' .  p h f a p a ? u n g  ' love  each o th e r ' .  and p h f a he l 
' b e  mad a t  each o th e r ' .  
The Combined Participant c an be mani fe s t ed by a p lural pronoun , a 
noun phra s e  with a plural head , or a c ompound noun phrase . 
M- L u i h e  M - Cong p h f a ma s o h . 
, v ... M-Lui and M-Cong teas e -each- o ther . 
The Participant is manife s ted by the s ame filler c la s s  as t he Sub j e c t  
( s ee 3 . ) ,  t hough a plural Sub j e c t  i s  very rare in this type . 
M- L u i h e  M- Cong p h f a ma s oh  h e  a t h f i n a u .  
M-Lui and M-Cong teas e - eac h- o ther  wi t h  y ounger- s ib l i ng theirs . 
The Associative-Participant is mani fe s t ed by a p rep o s i t ional phrase 
o f  the same kind as that which mani fe s t s  the As soc iate Tagmeme ( s ee 
6 . 1 . ) ,  the prepos it ion he 'with ' i s  also ob ligatory , but t he head can 
only be mani fe s t ed b y  a name , a s ingular p ronoun , or a noun phras e  with 
a singular noun as head . 
N a u  p h + Ma s oh h e  a t h + i n a u .  
She t ea s e - each- o t her w i t h  younge r- s ib l i ng h ers . 
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4 . 9 .  TRANS I TI V E  R EC I PROCA L C LAUS E  
There may b e  c omb ined or di fferent iated part i c ipant s ( s ee 4 . 8 . ) .  
The Comb ined Trans it ive Rec iprocal Clause has t hree nucl ear t ag­
meme s : Comb ined Part i c ipant , Predicat e , and Re ciprocal Ob j e ct ( Rec-O ) . 
In the d i fferent iated type the part i c ipant s fill s eparate s l ot s : 
Part i c ipant and A s s o c iat ive- Part ic ipant . The Re ciprocal Ob j ec t  i s  op ­
t i onal , the other nuclear tagmemes are ob ligatory in both type s . 
Transit i ve Reciprocal C l aus e : 
Co mbined : Comb-Part P Rec-O 
T h u a a r a n g  k a mo i p h i a ? a pa n  b U ?  
Two ( c la s s if. ) girls p u l l -each-o ther ' s  hair . 
T h u a  a t a  p h i a t l i a n g  ma t a . 
Two w e  ( i nc l . )  look-at-each-other ' s  ey es . 
Vi6 6 e�entiated : Part P Rec-O Assoc-Part 
N a u  p h i a ?a p a n  b u ?  h o  c a ?a i na u .  
She pu l l -each-other ' s  hair w i th o lder-sis ter her . 
N a u  p a l a t l i a n g  ma t a  h o  a t h i i n a u . 
She look-at- each - o ther ' s  eyes w i th younger-sib l ing h er . 
The Predicate of both Transit ive Re ciprocal Clause types is mani­
fe s t e d  by a trans it i ve rec iprocal verb . Haroi t rans itive reciprocal 
verb s are mo s t ly derived from trans i t i ve verbs that normally t ake an 
inanimate Obj ect , and they inc lude p h i a ? a pa n ' pu l l  at each o ther ' ,  
p h i  a t I f a n g  ' look  a t  each other ' ,  p h i a ka c a u  ' grab each o ther ' ,  
p h i a k a p h t a i ?  ' s cratch each o ther ' ,  p h i a t h u i  ' tug a t  a rope ' ,  p a l a n i k  
' tear from two s ides ' ,  pa l a m i a ? ' tuge a t  an obje c t ' ,  p a l a s oa ' tug a t  an 
object ' ,  and p a l a k ho?  ' b ump together ( e . g .  with  e lbows ) ' .  
The Partic ipants are as in the Simpl e  Reciprocal Clause ( s ee 4 . 8 . ) . 
The Reciprocal Object may be mani fe sted by noun phras e s , but mos t l y  
only by a s i ngle noun . 
T h u a a t h i i a y o n g  pa l a s o a b a ng prong . 
Two younger- sib l ing (and) o lder-brother tug- a t  tab l e  large . 
5 .  D E S C R I P T I O N C L A U S E S  
5 . 1 . COMP L EMENT C LAUS ES 
The Complement Clause has three nuc lear tagmeme s :  Subj ec t ,  Nominal 
Comp lement ( Nom-Com) , and Adj ectival Compl ement ( Aj -Com) . The Complement 
Clause mus t  contain at least a Subj ect and one Complement . 
HARDI CLAUSES 
Complement C lau se : (Aj -Com) S Aj -Com Nom-Com (Aj-Com) 
A y o n g  k a u  p a t r u a n g . 
O lder-bro ther my ( i s )  riah . 
P h u n g  n u  a p h l h .  
Bas k e t  this ( is )  · finished.  
A r a n g  n i  c a ? a i , a r a n g  nan  a t h i i .  
Person this ( i s )  o lder - s i s ter, person tha t ( i s )  younger - s i b l ing . 
P a t h t a i k a u  h o  p h u n g . 
Riae my ( i s )  one baske t .  
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Usually the Adj ect i val Complement c ome s a fter the Subj e c t  and i s  
fol lowed by t h e  Nominal Complement . For emphas i s , or i f  a peripheral 
t agmeme is present , the Adj e c t i val Complement may precede t he Subj ect 
or follow the Nominal Complement . 
P a t h t a � k a u  a p h i h  h o  p h u n g . 
Riae my (is ) fi nished ( i s )  one b as ke t .  
P a t h t a i  k a u  h o  p h u n g  a p h i h  p J oh .  
Riae my (is ) one bas k e t  ( i s )  fi nished a lready . 
A p h i h  pa t h � a l k a u  h o  p h u n g � 
Finished ( i s )  riae my ( i s )  o ne b ae k e t !  
The Nominal Complement i s  mani fe s t ed b y  a noun phras e .  
The Adj ectival Complement i s  mani fested by an adj ect i ve phrase . 
A y o n g  k a u  p a t r u a n g  h J a m d a i . 
O lder-bro ther  my ( i e )  riah very muah . 
P a t r u a n g h J am d a i a y o n g  k a u  t h6 n  n i �  
Riah very muah ( i e )  o lder- b ro ther my this  year!  
5 . 2 .  S I MP L E  COMPA R I S O N  C LA US E  
All Comparison Clause types have two sub-typ e s : c omb ined and dif­
ferent iat e d . In a Comb ined Compari son C l ause the two part ic ipant s are 
grouped t ogether as a p lural Subj ect . In a Di fferent iated Comparison 
Clause t he p art ic ipants are stat ed separat ely . The di fferent iated type 
i s  less frequent ly used . 
The Comb ined Simple Compari son Clause has two nuclear tagmeme s :  
Comb ined Sub j ect ( comb-S ) ,  and Predicat e . In t he Di fferent iated Simp le 
Comparison Clause the part i c ipants fill separate s lot s : Compar ison 
Subj ect ( Comp-S ) ,  and Comparison Ass oc iate ( Camp-As s ) . In b ot h  types 
the nuc lear t agmemes are obligat ory . 
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S imp le Comparison C l aus e : 
C ombin�d : Comb-S P 
T h u a  a t h f i a y o n g  m a k a h n a l .  
Two y ounger - s ib L i ng (and) o Lder-brother are- equa L .  
T h u a  p ho n  k a y a u  ma l a d a l . 
Two ( c Lass . )  trees are-equa L Ly - thick . 
Vi6 6 ���n�at�d :  Comp-S P Comp-Ass 
N a u  ma ka h n a l h o  a y o n g  n a u .  
He i s - equa L w i t h  o Lder-bro ther h is . 
M a n u?  k a u  ma l a t h u m  h o  ma n u? a y on g .  
Chicken my (ar e )  as -many as chicken ( of) o Lder-bro ther . 
The Predicate o f  both S imp le Comparison C lause types i s  mani fested 
by s imp l e  comparison verb s ,  includ ing ma ka h n a l  'be of equa L s ta tus ' ,  
ma l a d a l  ' b e  of equaL thicknes s ' ,  ma h a mo ' b e  of equa L Length ' ,  m a l a t h + ?  
' b e  o f  equa L Length ' ,  m a l a n f n g  ' b e  of equa L L ength ' ,  ma l a t h um ' b e  equa L 
in numbe r ' .  
The Combined Subject i s  mani fested by the same filler c la s s  as the 
Combined Part i c ipant in the Combined Rec iprocal Clause ( s ee 4 . 8 . ) . 
The Comparison Subj ect i s  manife st ed by the same fi ller c l a s s  as the 
Part i c ipant of the Di fferentiated S imp le Reciprocal C lause ( s ee 4 . 8 . ) . 
The Comparison Associate i s  mani fe sted by t he same f i ller c l a s s  as 
the A s s o c i at ive Part i c ip ant o f  the Different iated Simp l e  Reciprocal 
C lause ( s ee 4 . 8 . ) .  
5 . 3 .  R E F ERENTI A L  COMPA R ISON C LA US E  
There may be combined o r  different iated part i c ipant s ( s ee 5 . 2 . ) . 
The Comb ined Re ferential Comparison Clause has three nuc l ear t agmeme s :  
Comb ined Subj ect , Predicat e ,  and Re c iprocal Re ferent ( Rec-Ref ) .  In the 
di fferent iated type the part ic ipants fill s eparat e s lot s : Comparison 
Subj e c t , and Compari s on Referent ( Comp-Re f ) . The Subj ect and the Com­
pari s on Referent have to c orre spond in number ; they are u sual ly 
s ingular . The nuc lear tagmeme s of both types are obligatory . 
Re ferent ial Comparison Cl aus e : 
C o mbin�d : Comb-S P Rec-Ref 
A t a  i n  ka k a n f a u .  
We ( i nc L . )  res emb Le ( to )  each- o th e r .  
HARO! CLAUSES 
T h u a  a t h f i c a ? a i a l L h  ka i H a u .  
Two younger-sib L ing (and) o Lder - s is t er res emb L e  eaah- o ther . 
Vi 6 6 e� entiated : Comp-S P Comp-Ref 
Nau  a l t h  ka c a ? a i n a u .  
She resemb L es ( to )  o Lder- s i s ter her . 
N a u  h e ?  c a ? a i na u .  
She resemb Les o Lder- s i s ter her . 
The Predicate i s  mani fe sted by re ferential c ompar ison verb s ,  in­
c luding i n  ' re s emb Le ' ,  a l t h ' re s emb Le ' ,  and he? ' re s emb Le ' .  
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The Subj ects a r e  as in t h e  S imp le Compari son Clause ( s ee 5 . 2 . ) .  
The Reciprocal Referent i s  a preposit ional phra s e , the prepo s i t i on 
k a  ' to '  i s  opt i ona l , the head is filled by k a n f a u  ' eaah o ther ' .  
T h u a  a t h f i ca ? a i h e ?  ( k a )  k a n f a u .  
Two y ounger - s ib L i ng (and) o Lder-s is ter res emb L e  ( to )  eaah- o ther . 
The Comparison Re ferent is a prepos it ional noun phrase of the s ame 
kind as the Referent , the prepos it ion ka ' to ' is optional . 
6 .  C L A U S E  P E R I P H E R Y  
The C lause Periphery c onsists o f  those tagmemes on the clause leve l 
t hat c an be added t o  c l ause nuc lei : Associate ( Ass ) , Bene fic iary ( Ben ) , 
Time ( T ) , Lo c at ion ( Loc ) , Manner ( Man ) , and Order ( Ord ) . Reason i s  al­
ways expr e s s ed a s  a dependent c l ause , it i s  not a t agmeme within a 
c laus e . 
Regarding the c lause p eriphery the earl ier stat ement about Action 
C lauses ( s ee 3 . )  s t i l l  holds t rue : usua l ly a Haroi c lause c ontains only 
Subj ect and Predicate p lus one other tagmeme . It is possible t o  add 
more , t hough , under the following re strictions : If a c l ause has one 
nuclear t agmeme be s ides Subj ect and Predicat e ,  norma l ly only up to two 
periphera l t agmemes may b e  added . I f  t he c lau se c ontains two nuc lear 
tagmeme s b e sides Sub j e c t  and Predi c at e ,  only one peripheral t agmeme may 
be added . 
The Des cript i on C lause c an only take a maximum of four tagmeme s .  It 
does not t ake a Benefi c iary or an As s o c iate Tagmeme . The Manner and 
Order Tagmeme can not o c cur in the Comparison Claus e , but they are rare 
possibilities in the Comp l ement C lause . In both De s c ript ion Clau s e  
t y p e s  Time and Locat ion may be found in rare instances . 
The t agmeme s in a c l ause fol low the general order ( nuc lear t agmeme s 
underline d )  : 
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5 P 0 Ori Ref Des t  Ass Man Ord 
Ben Loe 
There c an be a Time l or an emphasised Locat ion Tagmeme in front of the 
Subj ect , if t here is no Obj ect or emphasi sed Origin prec eding the 
Subj e c t . Time 2 usua l ly fol lows direct ly a ft er Timel , otherwi se at the 
end o f  t he clause in p lace o f  t he Order Tagmeme . The Loc at i on Tagmeme 
usua l ly oc curs in t he posit ion of De st inat ion . The Benefic iary can oc­
cur only in s entences t hat do not have a Re ferent or an Ass ociate 
Tagmeme . I t  t akes the place of the Referent . The Assoc iat e can not co­
oc cur with the Referent . Usua l ly it follows the Dest inat i on , but it 
c an also t ake t he p lace o f  the Referent . The Manner Tagmeme usua l ly 
fol lows t he Associat e ,  but it c an also occur b etween Origin and Predi­
c at e ,  or in the Referent position .  The Order Tagmeme can only o c cur at 
the end of the c lause . 
6 . 1 . ASS O C IATE TAGM EMES 
The Associate i s  mani fested by a preposit ional p hras e c onsisting o f  
the c onne c t ing part i c l e  h o  'wi th,  and ' and a name , a pronoun , or a noun 
phrase . The Assoc iat e Tagmeme is also used to express an instrument . 
Ka u n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa  h o  M - L u i . 
I go t o  San - Hoa wi th M-Lui . 
A y o n g  � a m  "a u h o  kaya u .  
O lder -brother beat  him with  woo d .  
The Assoc iate Tagmeme i s  not very frequent i n  Haroi c lause s .  More 
often it is c omb ined with the Subj ect whi ch then b e c ome s a c ompound 
noun phras e .  Thi s  i s  always done when there is a Refe rent or a Benefi­
c i ary Tagmeme in the c l ause , with whi ch an Associat e Tagmeme c an not co­
o c c ur . 
Ka u h o  � a ?a i ka u n a u  p a  S a n - H o a . 
I and o lder-sis ter my go to San-Hoa . 
Ka u h o  � a ? a i k a u  p H i  p a � e  k a  M- L u i . 
I and o lder-sis ter my buy materi a l  for M-Lui . 
6 . 2 .  BENE F I C I ARY  TAGMEME 
The Bene fic iary i s  mani fe sted by a prep o s it ional phras e .  I c an b e  
introduced b y  p r i i ka ' for ( l it . g ive to ) ' or k a  ' to ' ; k a  is t h e  same 
prep osition that is used with t he Referent . The head of the Benefic iary 
preposit ional phrase is manife s t ed by a name , a pronoun , or a noun 
phra s e . 
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Ka u n a u  pri i k a  c a ? a i k a u  p a  S a n - H oa . 
I go for o Zder- 8 i 8 ter my to San-Boa . 
Ka u ceam  m a n u ?  k a  c a ? a i .  
I feed chicken for o Zder - s i s t e r . 
6 . 3 .  T I M E  TAGM EME 
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Time l and Time 2 c an both be mani fe sted by a t emporal phras e ,  Time2 
b eing more spec i fic i f  they both c o-oc cur . Time 1 c an a l s o  b e  mani fes t ed 
by a t emporal word , in that c a s e  only one Time Tagmeme c an o c cur in a 
c l aus e . Baro i t emp oral words inc lude b e a ?  ' in a s ho r t  whi Z e ' ,  and 
h a b a n g  ' a Z Z  of a s udden ' .  
P a k h � mi ng- a m  ka u n a u  p a  S a n - H oa . 
Tomorrow morning I go to San- Boa . 
P a kh � k a u  n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa  m i ng- am .  
Tomorrow I go to San- Boa ( in t h e )  morning. 
B e a ?  k a u  k a l � a i ?  
In-a- short-wh i Z e  I go-home . 
T h u a  pa l � a n  t h i ng k a u  n a u  pa S a n - Hoa . 
( In)  two mon ths more I go to San- Boa . 
Time durat ion i s  a l s o  expre s s ed by the Time Tagmeme . 
T h u a  pa l � a n  k a u  t h u ? p a  S a n - Hoa . 
Two months I Zived i n  San-Boa . 
6 . 4 .  LOCATI O N  TAGMEME 
The Locat i on Tagmeme i s  mani fested by a prepos i t ion phrase with local 
preposit ions l ike p a  ' a t, in  ( far di8 tance ) ' , t ) ? ' a t, i n  ( 8 ho r t  di8-
tance ) ' , l i m ' in, i n8 ide ' ,  n i ?  ' o n ' ,  k h i a h  ' on the  8 ide of ' ,  and a noun 
phra s e  or a local word ( see 3 .  O r i g i n ) . 
Ka u t h u ? t ) ?  s a ng n a n . 
I Zive  i n  hou8e  t ha t .  
Ka u a t h u a h  l i m s a ng .  
I s earch in8ide ( th e )  hou8 e .  
L o catio n empha� i� : 
P a  S a n - Hoa s o h  h m a u  ea - c a s e i ? �  
In San-Boa no t has ocean ! 
( In San - Boa there i s  no oc ean ! )  
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6 . 5 .  MANNER TAGM EME 
The Manner Tagmeme i s  mani fe s t ed by a manner phra s e  or an adverb . 
Haroi adverbs include a t a n g  ' fas t ( finished) ' ,  h a ma l 'fas t ( finished) ' ,  
c a r f a h  ' fas t ( comi ng back) ' ,  koa n g  'fas t ' , s u i ' s tow ty ' ,  m � n g ' s trongty ' ,  
e m  ' nice ty ' ,  and s a t  ' badty ' .  
K a u  n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa h o  a r a ng k a u . 
I go t o  San - Boa one person I ( i . e .  a tone) . 
Ka u a t a n g  ka l � a i ?  p a  s a n g .  
I fas t  came- home t o  hous e .  
Ka u ka l � a i ?  p a  s a n g  a t a ng .  
I came - home t o  hous e fas t .  
Ka u ka l � a i ?  a t a ng p a  s a n g .  
I came - home fas t  t o  hous e .  
6 . 6 .  O R V E R  TAGM EME 
The Order Tagmeme i s  mani fested by order words inc luding h l a u ' firs t ' , 
c a t h i i ' Za ter,  Z as t ' ,  t h i n g  'more, again ' ,  ka h 'firs t ' ,  and p l o h ' a t­
ready ' . 
C a ? a i b i n g  h l a u ,  a t h i i b i n g  � a t h i i .  
O Zder- s i s ter ate  firs t, younger-sib Z ing ate  Zater . 
Ka u n a u  p a  S a n - Hoa  t h i n g .  
I g o  t o  San-Boa again . 
HARO! CLAUSES 
NOTES 
1 .  Thi s  analysis is based on material col lected over a period of three 
and a half years , between July 1 9 7 0  and March 1 9 7 5  under the auspices of 
the Summer Inst itute of Lingui s t ics . The final conclus ions are bas ed on 
the use of the language as s poken in the Son-Hoa area of Phu-Yen prov­
inc e . 
My partner , Alice Mundhenk , has shared in the col lect ion and analysis 
of the language . I am very grateful to Dr David Thomas for his he lpful 
sugge s t ions and valuable help in the research and the writ ing of this 
paper . 
2. I am grateful to Mr Thien- Sanh - C�nh , for sharing with me informat ion 
from old handwr itten Cham documents . There are three kinds of mate­
rial s : d a m  n u i  ( biographies ) ,  a r i a  ( historical poems ) ,  and t a r  ( hi story ) . 
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